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Abstract   

70%  of  the  world’s  surface  is  covered  by  oceans;  its  impact  on  the  global                

carbon  cycle,  climate  change,  and  acid-base  biochemistry  remain  crucial  to  our             

understanding  of  the  natural  world.  The  oceans  act  as  important  buffers  against              

climate  change,  absorbing  25%  of  anthropogenic  carbon  and  over  90%  of  rising              

temperatures.  90%  of  the  ocean’s  biomass  is  composed  of  marine            

microorganisms  and  their  impact  on  global  systems,  particularly  in  the  face  of              

anthropogenic  climate  change,  remains  an  active  area  of  research.  Marine            

microorganisms  are  critical  in  the  energy  cycle  and  are  the  foundation  for              

marine  life.  Warmer  waters  have  led  to  increasingly  stratified  and            

nutrient-depleted  water  masses  at  the  ocean  surface,  favouring  low-nutrient           

microbial  specialists.  One  group  of  these,  known  as  the  SAR11  clade,  comprise              

up  to  40%  of  the  microbial  community  and  are  estimated  to  convert  up  to  20%                 

of  all  global  primary  production  back  to  atmospheric  CO 2  as  well  as  being  an                

important  biological  source  of  methane.  Increasing  SAR11  abundance  in           

warming  oceans  and  concomitant  increases  in  remineralisation  of  CO 2  and            

methane   may   create   a   positive   feedback   loop   for   global   warming.   

  

A  potential  brake  on  the  influence  of  SAR11  carbon  remineralisation  is  their              

associated  viruses,  which  are  predicted  to  lyse  up  to  20%  of  cellular  biomass               

daily.  These  viruses  also  encode  an  enormous  array  of  genetic  diversity  and  its               

relationship  with  both  physical  and  biological  factors  is  key  to  understanding  the              

marine  biome’s  population  dynamics.  Predation  of  cells  by  viruses  is  a  major              

driver  of  carbon  export  to  the  deep  ocean,  but  our  knowledge  of  these               

interactions  in  the  SAR11  clade  is  limited,  in  part  due  to  the  paucity  of  host-virus                 

model   systems   for   this   clade.     

  

However,  studying  these  microorganisms  remains  challenging  since  only  a  few            

SAR11  strains  have  been  isolated  and  cultured  for   in  vitro  experimentation.             

Alternative  study  methods  include  obtaining  genomes  via  metagenomics          

studies  and  Single-cell  Amplified  Genomes  (SAGs).  Therefore,  the  goal  of  this             
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project  is  to  extract  and  explore  SAR11  host  and  associated  phage  genomes              

from  metagenomic  and  SAG  data.  Here,  I  present  a  study  of  451  SAGs               

collected  from  the  Tara  Ocean  expeditions  and  twelve  prokaryotic  metagenomic            

samples   from   the   Bermuda   Atlantic   Time   Series   (BATS).     

  

Overall,  I  summarise  the  difficulty  of  obtaining  contiguous  and  high-quality            

SAR11  genomes  from  metagenomic  data.  I  conclude  possible  reasons  why            

existing  bioinformatics  tools  are  ineffective  at  recovering  such  sequences  and            

suggest  improvements  through  long-read  technology.  Through  SAG  data,  I           

identified  and  evaluated  genomic  regions  associated  with  phage  defence  to            

improve  our  understanding  of  SAR11-associated  viral  dynamics  in  the  oceans.            

Additionally,  I  characterised  two  previously  undescribed  clades  of  SAR11,  both            

phylogenetically  and  ecologically.  Our  451  SAGS  contained  fewer  phage           

sequences  than  SAGs  from  other  taxa,  indicating  the  SAR11  clade  does  not              

conform  to  the  expected  statement  that  20%  of  all  marine  microorganisms  are              

infected  at  any  given  time.  Lastly,  I  confirmed  that  a  hypervariable  region              

identified  as  a  putative  site  for  host-virus  Red  Queen  dynamics  is  present  within               

all  clades  of  SAR11,  and  concluded  these  regions  are  enriched  in  genes  related               

to  cell  wall  biosynthesis.  I  hypothesise  that  these  genes  are  related  to  phage               

defence,  altering  the  cell  wall  receptors  and  preventing  recognition  of  a  host  by               

SAR11  phages,  therefore  resisting  infection.  These  findings  together  increase           

our  understanding  of  additional  host-phage  interactions  SAR11  has  and  impact            

current  models  when  calculating  SAR11  phage  carbon-sequestering  via  the           

viral   shunt.     
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Software   Version  Description   Link   

anvi’o   5.2.0   
Analysis   and   visualisation   platform   
for   ‘omics   data  

http://merenlab.org/s 
oftware/anvio/   

BamM   1.7.3   Parser   for   BAM   files   
http://ecogenomics.gi 
thub.io/BamM/   

Barrnap   0.9       

Bbmap   suite   38.22  

A   suite   of   bioinformatics   tools   
designed   for   analysis   of   DNA   and   
RNA   sequence   data   

https://jgi.doe.gov/dat 
a-and-tools/bbtools/   

BinSanity   0.2.8.2   

Unsupervised   Clustering   of   
Environmental   Microbial   
Assemblies   Using   Coverage   and   
Affinity   Propagation   

https://github.com/ed 
graham/BinSanity   

BioPython   1.72   
Tools   for   biological   computation   
written   in   Python   https://biopython.org/  

BLAST   2.5.0   
Find   regions   of   similarity   between   
biological   sequences   

https://blast.ncbi.nlm. 
nih.gov/Blast.cgi   

Bowtie2   2.3.4.3   
Aligning   sequencing   reads   to   long  
reference   sequences   

http://bowtie-bio.sour 
ceforge.net/bowtie2/i 
ndex.shtml   

CheckM   1.0.13   

Uses   Single   Marker   Copy   Genes   to   
infer   species   completeness   and   
redundancy   

http://ecogenomics.gi 
thub.io/CheckM/   

Diamond  0.9.21   
Sequence   aligner   for   protein   and   
translated   DNA   searches   

https://github.com/bb 
uchfink/diamond   

eggNOG   1.0.3   

Provides   Orthologous   Groups   of   
proteins   at   different   taxonomic   
levels,   each   with   integrated   and   
summarised   functional   annotations   

http://eggnogdb.embl 
.de/#/app/home   

fastANI   1.1       

GTDB-TK   0.2.2   

Software   toolkit   for   assigning   
objective   taxonomic   classifications   
to   bacterial   and   archaeal   genomes   

https://github.com/Ec 
ogenomics/GTDBTk  

HDBSCAN   0.8.22   Hierarchical   clustering   algorithm   

https://github.com/sci 
kit-learn-contrib/hdbs 
can   

IQ-Tree   1.6.9   Phylogenetic   Analysis   http://www.iqtree.org/  

MAFFT   7.407  
Multiple   sequence   alignment   
program   

https://mafft.cbrc.jp/al 
ignment/software/   

Matplotlib   3.1.0   Python   2D   plotting   library   https://matplotlib.org/  
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Maxbin   2.2.6   

Automated   binning   method   to   
recover   individual   genomes   from   
metagenomes   (Wu   et   al.   2014)   

metaBAT2   2.12.1   

A   statistical   framework   for   
reconstructing   genomes   from   
metagenomic   data   

https://bitbucket.org/b 
erkeleylab/metabat/sr 
c/master/   

metaQUAST   5.0.2   

Evaluates   and   compares   
metagenome   assemblies   based   on   
alignments   to   close   references   

http://bioinf.spbau.ru/ 
metaquast   

Minimap2   2.15   

Versatile   sequence   alignment   
program   that   aligns   DNA   or   mRNA   
sequences   against   a   large   
reference   database   

https://github.com/lh3 
/minimap2   

MUSCLE   3.8.1551  

MUltiple   Sequence   Comparison   by   
Log-Expectation   for   multiple   
sequence   alignment   of   protein   and   
nucleotide   sequences   

https://www.drive5.co 
m/muscle/   

Ocean   Data   
Viewer   (ODV)  5.1.7   

Software   package   for   the   
interactive   exploration,   analysis   and  
visualization   of   oceanographic   and   
other   geo-referenced   profile   https://odv.awi.de/   

Prodigal   2.6.3   
Protein-coding   gene   prediction   for   
prokaryotic   genomes   

https://github.com/hy 
attpd/Prodigal   

Prokka   1.12   
Rapid   prokaryotic   genome   
annotation   

https://github.com/tse 
emann/prokka   

Python   
3.6.8   /   
2.7.16   Programming   language   

https://www.python.or 
g/   

RAxML   8.2.12   
Tool   for   Phylogenetic   Analysis   and   
Post-Analysis   of   Large   Phylogenies  

https://github.com/sta 
matak/standard-RAx 
ML   

Samtools   1.9   
Manipulate   alignments   in   the   BAM   
format   

http://www.htslib.org/ 
doc/samtools.html   

Seaborn   0.9.0   
Python   data   visualization   library   
based   on   matplotlib   

https://seaborn.pydat 
a.org/index.html   

Snakemake   3.13.3   Workflow   management   system   

https://snakemake.re 
adthedocs.io/en/stabl 
e/   

Seqtk   1.3   

Fast   and   lightweight   tool   for   
processing   sequences   in   the   
FASTA   or   FASTQ   format   

https://github.com/lh3 
/seqtk   

SPAdes   3.13.0   
Assembly   toolkit   containing   various   
assembly   pipelines   

https://github.com/abl 
ab/spades   

T-Coffee   11.0.8   
Multiple   sequence   aligner   for   
Protein,   DNA   and   RNA   sequences   http://tcoffee.crg.cat/   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/sJCni
https://bitbucket.org/berkeleylab/metabat/src/master/
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trimAI   1.4.1   

Automated   removal   of   spurious   
sequences   or   poorly   aligned   
regions   from   a   multiple   sequence   
alignment   

http://trimal.cgenomic 
s.org/   

UMAP   3.3.9   

Uniform   Manifold   Approximation   
and   Projection.   Dimension   
reduction   technique   that   can   be   
used   for   visualisation   

https://github.com/lm 
cinnes/umap   

vConTACT2   0.9.5   

A   tool   to   perform   
guilt-by-contig-association   
classification   of   viral   genomic   
sequence   data   

https://bitbucket.org/ 
MAVERICLab/vconta 
ct2/src   

VIRSorter   -   
Mines   viral   signal   from   microbial   
genomic   data   

https://github.com/si 
mroux/VirSorter   

http://trimal.cgenomics.org/
http://trimal.cgenomics.org/
https://github.com/lmcinnes/umap
https://github.com/lmcinnes/umap
https://bitbucket.org/MAVERICLab/vcontact2/src
https://bitbucket.org/MAVERICLab/vcontact2/src
https://bitbucket.org/MAVERICLab/vcontact2/src
https://github.com/simroux/VirSorter
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1   Literature   Review   

1.1   The   role   of   the   oceans   in   the   global   carbon   cycle   

Oceans  have  a  large  impact  on  the  carbon  cycle  and  affect  the  Earth’s  climate.                

They  absorb  half  of  anthropogenic  carbon   (Sabine  et  al.  2004) ,  store  up  to  900                

Gt  of  carbon  within  the  ocean  surface  and  36,400  Gt  within  the  deep  ocean,                

compared  to  an  atmospheric  carbon  pool  of  750  Gt   (S.  W.  Wilhelm  and  Suttle                

1999) .  CO 2  enters  the  ocean  surface  via  diffusion  and  dissolves  into  the  water,               

particularly  in  colder  waters  which  sink  and  take  dissolved  carbon  with  them  in               

downwelling  events.  Upwelling  events  occur  where  colder  water  rises  upon            

approaching  shallow  coastlines  which  can  warm  and  release  dissolved  CO 2            

back  into  the  atmosphere   (Takahashi  et  al.  2002) .  Of  the  10  Gt  of  carbon                

produced  yearly,  2.4  Gt  is  stored  within  the  ocean   (Ciais  et  al.  2014) .  Organic                

carbon  storage  within  the  oceans  is  often  microscopic  in  scale  and  is  divided               

based  on  its  size.  Dissolved  organic  carbon  (DOC)  has  multiple  definitions,            

historically  defined  as  any  organic  matter  able  to  pass  through  a  0.7μm  glass               

fibre  filter   (Mostofa  et  al.  2013;  Craig  A.  Carlson  et  al.  2010) .  This  has  more                 

recently  been  updated  to  exclude  marine  microorganisms  with  a  0.2μm            

pore-sized  plastic  filter (Craig  A.  Carlson  and  Hansell  2015) ,  but  probably             

should  exclude  viruses  with  a  new  definition  as  organic  carbon  passing  through              

a  0.02  filter   (Farooq  Azam  and  Malfatti  2007) .  Regardless,  particulate  organic             

carbon  (POC)  is  carbon  captured  on  these  filters,  being  too  large  to  pass               

through.   

  

Marine  phytoplankton  contributes  to  the  biological  carbon  cycle,  producing  up  to             

half  of  the  world’s  photosynthetic  carbon   (Field  et  al.  1998)  within  the  ocean’s               

surface.  This  is  referred  to  as  the  biological  pump  where  photosynthetic  marine              

microorganisms  fix  CO 2  into  organic  carbon  which  is  transported  into  the  ocean              

for  long  term  storage   (Eppley  and  Peterson  1979;  Hugh  W.  Ducklow,  Steinberg,              

and  Buesseler  2001) .  Leaky  cells,  predation  and  lysis  of  photosynthetic            

organisms  by  eukaryotic  grazers  and  associated  viruses  release  POC  and  DOC             
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into  the  marine  environment   (H.  W.  Ducklow  et  al.  1995;  Biddanda  and  Benner               

1997)  providing  nutrients  for  heterotrophic  organisms.  The  microbial  loop  is,            

therefore,  created  where  lysis  of  marine  microorganisms  provides  DOC  for            

other  heterotrophic  microorganisms   (Jiao  et  al.  2010) .  The  viral  shunt   (Curtis  A.              

Suttle  2007a)  plays  an  important  role  within  this  loop  as  viruses  on  average               

predate  upon  20-40%  of  all  marine  microorganisms   (Proctor  and  Fuhrman            

1990;  Bergh  et  al.  1989;  Curtis  A.  Suttle,  Chan,  and  Cottrell  1990) .  The  viral                

shunt  is  responsible  for  releasing  up  to  25%  of  all  DOC  into  the  marine                

environment   (S.  W.  Wilhelm  and  Suttle  1999;  Wommack  and  Colwell  2000;             

Fuhrman  1999) .  This  forms  a  spectrum  of  DOC  types  dependent  on  molecular             

weight   (F.  Azam  et  al.  1994;  Verdugo  et  al.  2004) .  Labile  DOC  refers  to  lower                 

molecular  weight  organic  carbon  molecules  like  sugars  and  amino  acids.  These             

are  highly  concentrated  within  the  ocean  surface  and  easily  metabolised  by             

other  marine  organisms   (C.  A.  Carlson  and  Ducklow  1995;  Bauer,  Williams,  and              

Druffel  1992) .  Semi-labile  carbon  refers  to  larger  organic  molecules  like  protein             

structures  and  forms  the  intermediate  size  of  DOC.  The  rate  of  metabolism  can               

also  play  a  part  in  DOC  classification  where  a  structure  requiring  large  amounts              

of  energy  to  degrade  is  considered  refractory  DOC.  Simpler  organic  compounds             

were  rare  in  analytical  carbon  sampling  of  marine  waters  suggesting  reactivity             

also  plays  an  important  role  in  DOC  classification.  Lower  molecular  weight  but              

stable  molecules  such  as  benzene  are  considered  refractory  DOC  due  to  its              

double-bonded  ring  structure   (Gruber  et  al.  2006;  Amon  and  Benner  1996) .             

Refractory  DOC  and  POC  are  generally  higher  in  molecular  weight  and  consist              

of  more  complex  compounds  such  as  aggregated  cell  bodies.  These  are  evenly              

dispersed  throughout  the  ocean  and  its  sedimentation  contributes  to  long  term             

carbon  storage   (Hopkinson  and  Vallino  2005;  Bauer,  Williams,  and  Druffel            

1992) .  Aggregation  of  dead  microorganisms  sink  and  contribute  to  the  deep             

ocean  carbon  sink,  sequestering  10%  of  all  carbon  aggregate  by  marine  biota              

(Ciais  et  al.  2014) .  This  is  only  brought  back  to  the  surface  by  thermohaline                

circulation    (Hugh   W.   Ducklow,   Steinberg,   and   Buesseler   2001) .     
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Figure  1.1  Simplified  schematic  of  the  global  carbon  cycle,   (Ciais  et  al.  2014) .               

Units   in   PgC/Gt   per   annum.     

1.2   The   Great   Plate   Count   Anomaly   

Examination  of  seawater  under  the  microscope  revealed  a  vast  diversity  of             

microbial  life  and  disproved  earlier  ideas  of  sterile  oceans   (Jannasch  and  Jones              

1959) .  Microscopy  revealed  within  1ml  of  seawater,  up  to  1  million  bacteria  and               

ten  times  as  many  viral  particles  present,   (Bergh  et  al.  1989;  Proctor  and               

Fuhrman  1990;  Hara,  Terauchi,  and  Koike  1991;  Wommack  et  al.  1992)  which              

contributes  to  90%  of  the  oceans  total  biological  carbon  in  the  oceans   (S.  W.                

Wilhelm  and  Suttle  1999) .This  contrasted  previous  attempts  to  evaluate  marine            

microbial  abundance  and  diversity  through  plated  samples  where  it  was            

concluded  that  only  1%  of  the  total  bacteria  could  be  enumerated   (Gregory              

1979) .  This  plate  count  anomaly  was  attributed  either  to  plating  of  non-viable              

cells  or  the  unknown  conditions  and  nutrients  required  for  marine            
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microorganism  growth   (Staley  and  Konopka  1985a) .  Determination  of   in  situ           

activities  of  these  microorganisms  was  done  with  microautoradiography  using           

radiolabeled  substrates  to  observe  metabolic  activity   (Iturriaga  and  Hoppe  1977;            

Meyer-Reil  1978;  Zimmermann,  Iturriaga,  and  Becker-Birck  1978) .  Results          

showed  microbial  cells  were  metabolically  active  and  therefore  the  lack  of             

microbial  growth  on  plates  was  hypothesised  to  be  a  result  of  unknown  nutrient               

conditions  required  to  support  growth   (Staley  and  Konopka  1985b) .  However,            

measured  metabolic  activity  highlighted  the  importance  of  marine  microbes  in            

global   carbon   biogeochemistry.     

  

1.3   The   dominance   of   SAR11   

Although  microscopy  gave  indications  of  marine  microbial  abundance,  it  was            

not  until  the  rise  of  DNA  sequencing  that  phylogenetic  categorisation  of  these             

marine  microorganisms  revealed  their  extraordinary  diversity.  In  one  of  the            

earliest  applications  of  environmental  microbial  community  profiling,  microbial          

communities  from  the  Sargasso  Sea  were  used  to  produce  16S  rRNA  amplicon              

libraries   (S.  J.  Giovannoni,  DeLong,  et  al.  1990) ,  leading  to  the  discovery  of  a                

new  clade  of  heterotrophic  alphaproteobacteria   (Thrash  et  al.  2011)  known  as             

SAR11,  or  the  Pelagibacterales   (S.  J.  Giovannoni,  Britschgi,  et  al.  1990) .  Later,              

it  was  confirmed  to  be  one  of  the  most  ubiquitous  marine  bacteria  with  an                

estimated  population  size  of  2.4  x  10 28   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni  2017) .  SAR11              

comprises  on  average  25%  of  all  surface  water  cells   (Morris  et  al.  2002;  Biers,                

Sun,  and  Howard  2009;  Herlemann  et  al.  2014) ,  rising  to  40%  in  stratified               

waters   (Becker  et  al.  2019) .  They  are  the  most  abundant  aquatic             

microorganisms  having  also  diversified  into  freshwater  habitats   (Eiler  et  al.            

2016;   Henson   et   al.   2018) .     

  

SAR11  are  free-living  chemoheterotrophic  bacteria  capable  of  oxidising          

dissolved  organic  matter  (DOM)  within  the  ocean.  Comparative  genomic           

analysis  identified  a  core  genome  across  the  clade  that  was  the  most  conserved               

ever  observed   (Grote  et  al.  2012) .  This  high  genome  conservation  facilitates  the              

highest  homologous  recombination  rates  of  any  prokaryote,  allowing  for  high            
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rates  of  lateral  propagation  of  genes   (Vergin  et  al.  2007;  Y.  Sun  and  Luo  2018) .                 

All  SAR11  genomes  are  highly  ‘streamlined’   (Lynch  and  Conery  2003) ,            

meaning  they  possess  genomes  adapted  for  replication  in  low-nutrient           

conditions,  selecting  against  encoding  of  regulatory  mechanisms,  pseudogenes          

and  non-coding  regions  in  favour  of  reduced  metabolic  costs  of  replication.             

Consequently,  they  have  one  of  the  smallest  sized  free-living  cells  in  both  size               

and  genome  length   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni  et  al.  2005) .  The  removal  of              

unnecessary  protein-coding  regions  has  pointed  towards  its  oligotrophic  lifestyle           

and  allowed  it  to  have  a  small  genome  size.  This  suggests  that  it  was  selected                 

to  reduce  replication  costs  in  nutrient-poor  conditions   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni,            

Cameron  Thrash,  and  Temperton  2014) .  This  is  in  direct  contrast  to  other  small               

streamlined  cells  where  fewer  nutrient  requirements  and  a  higher  surface  area             

to  volume  ratio  allow  for  faster  genome  replication  rates  and  undergo  a              

copiotrophic  lifestyle.  SAR11  undergoes  a  longer  cell  division  time   (A.  E.  White              

et  al.  2019)  in  comparison  to  other  prokaryotic  species.  This  explains  SAR11’s              

high  abundance  in  nutrient-poor  waters  as  they  are  at  an  advantage  when  the               

system  is  in  a  steady  date.  Their  decline  is  heralded  by  changes  within  this                

system,  for  example,  water  layer  mixing  events  like  storms  where  upwelling             

increases  the  abundance  of  nutrients   (Parsons  et  al.  2012;  Craig  A.  Carlson  et               

al.   2009) .   

  

The  SAR11  clade  is  currently  divided  into  five  phylogenetic  groups.  Each             

subclade  is  represented  on  a  phylogenetic  branch  consisting  of  similar  species             

of  SAR11  and  sometimes  a  unique  ecological  niche  within  the  ocean.  For              

example,  the  Ia  clade  of  SAR11  can  be  split  into  Ia.1  and  Ia.3  subclades  of                 

cold-water  and  warm-water  ecological  types  respectively,  based  on  latitudinal           

distributions   (M.  V.  Brown  et  al.  2012) .  Additionally,  ecological  types  are            

dependent  on  ocean  currents,  as  seasonal  mixing  of  DOM  from  the  surface  to               

the  mesopelagic  allows  for  blooms  of  clade  IIb  to  occur   (Craig  A.  Carlson  et  al.                 

2009,   2010) .   
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Figure  1.2   Figure  1   from (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni  2017)  detailing   (a)             

Phylogenetic  tree  of  SAR11  diversity.   (b)  the  spatiotemporal  distribution  of            

SAR11  ecotypes  at  the  Bermuda  Atlantic  Time  Series.  DCM  =  deep  chlorophyll              

maximum;  SBL  =  spring  bloom;  UEZ  =  upper  euphotic  zone;  UMP  =  upper               

mesopelagic.   
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1.4   Pelagiphages   and   their   ecological   impact   

Although  the  origins  of  viruses  are  unclear,  it  has  long  been  established  that               

viruses  have  a  large  impact  on  ecosystems   (Fuhrman  1999;  Rohwer,            

Prangishvili,  and  Lindell  2009;  Middelboe  and  Brussaard  2017) .  Viruses  are  key             

factors  in  regulating  bacterial  and  eukaryotic  microorganism  populations   (Curtis           

A.  Suttle  2007b;  Wommack  and  Colwell  2000;  Middelboe  and  Brussaard  2017)             

and  can  infect  both  multicellular  and  single-cell  organisms,  often  with            

detrimental  effects  to  the  host   (Rohwer  and  Thurber  2009;  Weinbauer  2004) .             

Viral  particles  are  hugely  abundant,  reaching  up  to  10 8  ml -1  in  surface  waters               

(Noble  and  Fuhrman  1998;  Hennes  and  Suttle  1995) ;   ten  times  greater  than               

cellular  microorganisms   (Bergh  et  al.  1989;  Hara,  Terauchi,  and  Koike  1991) .             

They  act  as  agents  of  horizontal  gene  transfer  between  cells   (McDaniel  et  al.               

2010;  Paul  2008)  and  during  infection  they  can  increase  both  the  phenotypic              

and  genotypic  diversity  of  the  host   (Breitbart  et  al.  2007;  Sharon  et  al.  2011;  L.                 

R.   Thompson   et   al.   2011;   Anantharaman   et   al.   2014) .     

  

Generally,  viruses  undergo  a  continuous  spectrum  of  lifestyles.  This  ranges            

from  a  lysogenic  state  where  viruses  integrate  within  the  genomes  of  their  host               

and  can  excise  themselves  when  specific  conditions  are  met.  Alternatively,  they             

can  exist  as  free  virions  that  infect  their  hosts  and  immediately  replicate,              

followed  by  host  lysis  and  progeny  release  (lytic  phages).  All  viruses  are  able  to                

undergo  a  lytic  form  of  lifestyle  which  can  be  repressed  in  certain  conditions.               

High  abundance  and  growth  rates  of  hosts  can  be  a  condition  which  shifts  the                

viral  population’s  lifestyle  into  lysogeny  and  therefore  increases  provirus           

abundance   (Silveira  and  Rohwer  2016) .  Temperate  phages  are  of  interest  due             

to  their  ability  to  integrate  themselves  within  their  hosts.  Some  bacterial             

genomes  have  been  shown  to  have  up  to  20%  of  their  genomes  from  viral                

origins   (Casjens  et  al.  2000)  through  horizontal  transfer  events.  This  allows  for              

genetic  variation  to  be  introduced  into  the  host  genome,  allowing  for  the              

introduction  of  genes  that  may  confer  advantages  or  be  detrimental  to  the  host              

(Lindell  et  al.  2005;  Roux  et  al.  2014;  Sharon  et  al.  2009;  Hurwitz,  Brum,  and                 

Sullivan  2015) .  It  has  also  been  hypothesized  that  lysogeny  acts  as  a  putative               
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mechanism  for  the  transfer  of  antimicrobial-resistant  or  pathogenic  genes  from            

one  bacterium  to  another   (Waldor  and  Friedman  2005) .  Prophages  -  phages             

that  have  integrated  themselves  within  a  host  genome,  can  become  unviable             

due  to  the  loss  of  excision/essential  genes  and  therefore  confer  permanent             

DNA  mutations  and  additional  genes  without  being  pathogenic   (Canchaya,           

Fournous,  and  Brüssow  2004) .  Studying  these  genes  may  offer  insight  into  the              

ability  of  these  viruses  to  add  advantages  to  the  cell,  increasing  their  fitness.               

Additionally,  conditions  may  change  the  viral  lifestyle  from  a  lysogenic  to  a  lytic               

one  where  changes  in  the  environment  detrimental  to  the  host  can  cause              

provirus  excision.  Moreover,  virocells,  cells  undergoing  viral  infection,  respond           

metabolically  differently  based  on  the  type  of  viral  infection   (Howard-Varona  et             

al.  2020) .  This  changes  the  impact  of  ecological  models  and  carbon             

sequestering   depending   on   the   viral   predation.     

  

The  dynamics  of  viral  predation  of  marine  microorganisms  have  been  described             

by  several  ecological  models.  Kill  the  Winner  (KtW)  states  that,  in  the  presence               

of  a  high  density  of  prey,  there  is  an  increased  chance  of  a  prey-predator                

interaction  which  eventually  results  in  predator-prey  density  equilibrium   (Avrani,           

Schwartz,  and  Lindell  2012;  Winter  et  al.  2010) .  Thus,  prey  and  predatory              

numbers  are  proportionally  linked.  This  is  a  common  interaction  in  fast-growing             

and  large  communities  of  bacteria.  This  is  further  subsetted  with  Piggyback  the              

Winner  (PtW)  strategy  where  viruses  integrate  within  hosts  at  a  high  abundance              

and  prevent  subsequent  additional  phage  infections   (Silveira  and  Rohwer           

2016) .     

  

However,  SAR11  dominance  in  the  ocean  challenges  existing  ecological           

theories  where  its  ubiquitous  nature  contradicts  the  KtW  hypothesis.          

Hypotheses  to  explain  this  contradiction  include  cryptic  escape:  the           

maintenance  of  abundant  but  small  and  slowly  replicating  cells  reduce  total             

biomass  turnover  and  therefore  decrease  predation   (Yooseph  et  al.  2010) .            

Other  explanations  include  K-strategy  defensive  specialism  where  resources          

are  invested  in  survival  over  replication   (Curtis  A.  Suttle  2007b;  Klappenbach,             

Dunbar,  and  Schmidt  2000) ,  where  low  replication  rates  prevented  SAR11            
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phages  from  becoming  established.  SAR11  can  be  described  as  defensive           

specialists  when  a  large  proportion  of  its  resources  are  spent  on  maintaining  its               

carry  capacity  rather  than  replication   (Våge  et  al.  2014) .  However,  a  study  by   (Y.                

Zhao  et  al.  2013)  indicated  SAR11  phages  (pelagiphages)  are  highly  abundant             

and  comprise  some  of  the  most  ubiquitous  phages  in  the  world,  in  direct               

contrast  to  what  would  be  observed  under  a  defensive  specialist  model.  This              

would  indicate  that  additional  ecological  models  would  be  needed  to  explain             

host-prey  interactions.  In  the  presence  of  a  high  abundance  of  both  phage  and               

host,  the  likelihood  of  contact  with  each  other  would  logically  remain  high.              

Therefore,   it   is   possible   SAR11   has   evolved   a   mechanism   to   escape   predation.     

  

The  Red  Queen  Hypothesis  (RQH)  states  that  an  organism  must  constantly             

evolve  to  survive  against  constantly  evolving  predators   (Van  Valen  1973;            

Brockhurst  et  al.  2014) .  This  results  in  a  genetic  arms  race  where  genes  related                

to  predator-prey  relationships  are  under  high  selection  pressure.  An  example  of             

this  is  the  diversity  of  bacteria  populations  maintained  by  viral  predation             

(Rodriguez-Valera  et  al.  2009) .  These  ecological  models  aim  to  explain            

predator-prey  dynamics  where  different  models  are  needed  to  explain  different            

scenarios.  This  proliferation  of  successful  genes  that  can  be  then  co-evolved             

has  led  to  the  characterisation  of  a  new  ecological  model  called  King  of  the                

Mountain  (KotM)   (S.  Giovannoni,  Temperton,  and  Zhao  2013) .  The  KotM           

hypothesis  states  that  the  SAR11  clade  is  highly  abundant  due  to  their  ability  to                

share  genes  that  contribute  to  their  success  at  a  rate  higher  than  phages  can                

evolve  to  predate  on  them.  Their  high  abundance  allows  increased  interactions             

and  for  a  large  diversity  of  genes  to  co-evolve.  They  have  high  homologous               

recombination  rates   (Vergin  et  al.  2007)  whereby  successful  genes  are  passed             

quickly  within  a  population.  A  likely  candidate  to  facilitate  recombination            

associated  with  phage-defence  within  the  SAR11  clade  is  their  Hypervariable            

Regions  (HVRs)   (Grote  et  al.  2012)  also  known  as  genomic  islands   (Avrani  et               

al.  2011) :  areas  within  a  genome  that  have  higher  than  normal  evolution  rates  in                

comparison  to  the  entire  genome  as  a  whole.  These  regions  are  genetic              

“playgrounds”,  undergoing  higher  mutation  rates  with  the  hopes  of  developing            

advantageous  genes  against  phage  predation.  Recombination  events  would          
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pass  these  HVRs  to  other  SAR11  individuals,  conferring  subsequent  immunity            

to   phage   infection.   This   is   explored   further   in    Chapter   5    of   this   project.     

  

Although  the  SAR11  clade  and  its  phages  are  highly  abundant,  the  number  of               

cultured  isolates  remains  low  due  to  its  difficulty  in  culturing.  Therefore,             

relatively  new  methods  including  the  field  of  metagenomics  and  SAGs  provide             

genetic   material   to   study   its   genome   on   a   population-wide   scale.     

1.5   Sequencing   the   difficult   to   culture   

Traditional  methods  for  studying  microorganisms  include  the  isolation  and           

axenic  culturing  of  organisms,  often  on  solid  agar  medium.  However,  it  is             

estimated  that  only  around  1%  of  all  described  organisms  can  be  studied  in  this                

way   (Rinke  et  al.  2013;  Amann,  Ludwig,  and  Schleifer  1995) ,  although  there  has               

been  some  debate  towards  this  topic   (Martiny  2019;  Steen  et  al.  2019) .  This               

limitation  is  hypothesised  to  result  from  unknown,  but  specific  nutrient            

requirements  or  growth  conditions  of  each  species.  Additionally,  viruses           

obtained  from  the  environment  remain  difficult  to  culture  as,  without  their  known              

host,  only  virions  can  be  extracted  without  knowledge  of  their  host  they  infect.               

To  overcome  this,  there  exist  two  main  methods  for  obtaining  the  genomics              

sequence  of  these  microorganisms.  The  field  of  metagenomics   (Ghosh,  Mehta,            

and  Khan  2019)  and  single-cell  amplified  genomes  (SAGs)   (Kogawa  et  al.             

2018) .  These  methods  are  regarded  as  culture-independent  methods  and  rely            

solely  on  the  ability  to  capture  these  organisms  with  environmental  samples  or              

through   single-cell   sorting.     

1.6   Shotgun   Metagenomics   

One  of  the  first  uses  of  metagenomics  was  to  clone  an  entire  soil  metagenome                

to  study  its  genomic  content   (Handelsman  et  al.  1998) .  It  has  since  evolved  into                

the  study  of  sequenced  genetic  material  or  assays  of  a  culture-independent             

environmental  sample   (Wooley  and  Ye  2010) .  This  acts  as  a  “snapshot”  of  the               

genetic  content  obtained  at  one  spatio-temporal  point.  It  involves  collecting  an             

environmental  sample  followed  by  extraction  and  sequencing  of  the  DNA  using             
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sequencing  technology   (M.  B.  Scholz,  Lo,  and  Chain  2012) .  This  allows  for  a               

broad  range  of  studies  into  an  environment’s  population  dynamics,  currently            

impossible  with  axenic  cultured  organisms  obtained  with  most  traditional           

microbial  culturing  techniques,  for  example,  plating.  Microbial  communities  are           

diverse  and  metagenomics  provides  a  method  to  study  such  interactions  en             

masse.  These  studies  divide  into  large-scale  shotgun  studies,  aimed  at            

sequencing  whole  genomes   (Pesant  et  al.  2015) ,  as  well  as  amplicon  surveys              

aimed  at  specific  genes  of  interest,  common  in  16S  rRNA  population  community              

studies   (B.  J.  Campbell  et  al.  2011) .  These  studies  combined  with             

computational  pipelines  have  allowed  for  the  scrutiny  of  hard  to  culture             

microbial  populations   (Steen  et  al.  2019) .  These  are  important  as  interactions  of              

these  microbes  in  natural  communities  prove  difficult  to  reconstruct  in  traditional             

axenic  cultures.  Although  extraction  and  purification  of  DNA  from  an            

environment  has  been  well  documented  and  studied,   (Djurhuus  et  al.  2017;             

Mygind  et  al.  2003;  Oliveira  et  al.  2014;  De  Medici  et  al.  2003)  computational                

approaches  inferring  the  source  of  each  DNA  fragment  have  been  challenging             

(Sczyrba  et  al.  2017;  Nayfach  and  Pollard  2016) .  Current  informatics-based            

software  still  struggles  to  determine  the  identity  of  DNA  sequences  from             

complex  communities  with  similar  DNA  compositions.  However,  the  field  of            

metagenomics  offers  promise,  allowing  us  to  address  important  questions           

relating  to  the  diversity  of  microbes  in  natural  environments,   (Sharon  et  al.  2011;               

Sunagawa  et  al.  2015)  inter  and  intraspecies  microbial  interactions   (Turnbaugh            

et  al.  2006)  and  evolutionary  differences  between  environmental  populations           

(Hooper   et   al.   2008) .   

  

A  typical  shotgun  metagenomic  study  comprises  of  several  steps:  (i)  extraction,             

isolation  and  sequencing  of  DNA,  (ii)  preprocessing,  quality  control  and            

assembly  of  sequenced  reads,  and  (iii)  post-assembly  analysis  of  contigs  to             

deduce  taxonomic  and  functional  features   (Quince  et  al.  2017) .  Although  simple             

in  theory,  in  practice  a  multitude  of  specialised  tools  have  been  created  for  each                

different  microbial  community  to  allow  accurate  and  efficient  recovery  of  genetic             

material   for   better   downstream   analysis.     
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1.6.1   DNA   Extraction   

When  DNA  is  extracted  it  is  important  to  consider  the  amount  of  biomass  and                

therefore  DNA  required  to  perform  downstream  analysis  of  rare  taxa,  whilst             

reducing  environmental  contamination  such  as  human  DNA  accidentally          

introduced  due  to  poor  sterilisation  techniques.  Although  DNA  amplification           

allows  for  the  formation  of  additional  starting  material   (Dean  et  al.  2001) ,  these               

run  the  risks  of  amplification  bias  within  samples,  skewing  population            

abundance  data  towards  taxa  that  are  enriched  disproportionally   (Probst  et  al.             

2015;  Binga,  Lasken,  and  Neufeld  2008;  Yilmaz,  Allgaier,  and  Hugenholtz  2010;             

Direito  et  al.  2014;  Marine  et  al.  2014) .  Additionally,  physical  versus  chemical              

cell  lysis  DNA  extraction  methods  can  skew  population  abundance  data            

(Wesolowska-Andersen  et  al.  2014) .  Therefore,  DNA  extraction  must  be  equally            

effective  on  a  diverse  range  of  microbes  or  risk  under  or  over-representation  of               

certain  taxa,  resulting  in  its  untargeted  approach  being  referred  to  as  “shotgun”              

metagenomic  sequencing.  Regardless,  extraction  of  DNA  sequences  usually          

requires  fragmentation  due  to  the  requirements  of  short-read  sequencing.           

However,  if  long  unbroken  lengths  of  DNA  are  required  for  long-read             

technologies,  chemical  over  physical  extraction  is  preferred  due  to  its            

aggressive  but  less  biased  cell  lysis  technique,  which  shears  DNA  into            

shortened  fragments  lost  in  fragment  selection  techniques   (Yuan  et  al.  2012;             

Kennedy  et  al.  2014) .  Contamination  of  samples  is  also  a  risk  and             

disproportionately  affects  low  biomass  samples  where  background         

contamination  is  more  pronounced   (S.  J.  Salter  et  al.  2014) .  These             

contaminants  can  either  be  reduced  by  adapting  existing  protocols  to  include             

ultraclean  steps  or  performing  blank  sequencing  runs  included  with  background            

contamination  sequenced  to  be  removed  from  sample  data  through           

downstream   informatics   methods    (Schmieder   and   Edwards   2011) .     

  

1.6.2   DNA   Sequencing   

A  variety  of  methods  exist  to  obtain  the  genetic  sequence  of  microbial  samples               

in  an  analysable  form  for  computational  analysis.  These  are  broadly  categorised             

into  short-read  or  long-read  technologies,  dependent  on  the  length  of            
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contiguous  DNA  sequences  produced  per  read.  Short  reads  are  normally            

around  and  below  500  DNA  base  pairs  in  length  and  are  predominantly              

sequenced  on  Illumina  platforms   (Bentley  et  al.  2008)  due  to  high  throughput,              

fidelity  and  availability.  It  is  highly  accurate,  with  sequencing  error  rates  between              

0.1%  to  1%.  Alternatives  include  the  Ion  Torrent  platforms   (Rothberg  et  al.  2011)               

with  similar  accuracies.  Long  read  technologies  are  capable  of  sequencing            

longer  DNA  fragments  in  excess  of  10  kb   (Loman,  Quick,  and  Simpson  2015)               

and  include  the  Nanopore  technologies   (M.  Jain  et  al.  2015)  as  well  as  the                

Pacific  Biosciences  platform   (Eid  et  al.  2009) .  These  have  higher  error  rates  of               

up  to  15%  but  have  improved  substantially  since  their  introduction.  Both  have              

methods  to  increase  their  accuracy,  with  PacBio  using  circular  DNA  templates             

and  the  Nanopore  first  using  “2D”  reads,  and  now  relying  upon  improved              

machine  learning  approaches  during  base-calling   (Weirather  et  al.  2017) .  The            

construction  of  sequencing  libraries  usually  requires  fragmentation  of  the           

sample  into  suitable  sizes  depending  on  the  sequencer  of  choice,  along  with              

barcoding  of  samples  if  they  are  being  run  in  a  multiplex.  Such  processes  can                

reduce  the  rate  of  read  recovery  due  to  “indexing  hopping”  in  Illumina  platforms               

(Sinha  et  al.  2017) ,  the  failure  for  barcodes  to  adhere  to  DNA  fragments  or  the                 

incorrect  binning  of  barcodes  due  to  read  errors.  Additionally,  PCR  bias  of  GC               

rich  regions  may  skew  read  abundances   (Laursen,  Dalgaard,  and  Bahl  2017;             

Y.-C.   Chen   et   al.   2013) .   

  

Coverage  of  a  metagenomic  sample  is  also  critical  downstream  as  a  lack  of               

data  can  impact  consensus  read  error  correction  or  assembly.  Although  no  true              

figure  exists  for  the  optimum  coverage,  deeply  sequenced  metagenomes  allow            

for  the  detection  of  more  rare  taxa   (Nayfach  and  Pollard  2016) .  To  provide  a                

rough  estimate  of  sequencing  depth  required,  the  amount  of  throughput            

generated  is  divided  by  the  number  of  multiplexed  samples  and  the  expected              

abundance  of  the  targeted  organisms  within  a  sample.  This  produces  a  one-fold              

coverage  depth  of  the  targeted  organism  and  can  be  further  increased  to              

desired  levels.  Additionally,  providing  multiple  metagenomic  samples  can  help           

provide  a  deeper  coverage  depth  but  may  also  increase  variability.  Furthermore,             

in  repeat  regions,  additional  metagenomic  samples  are  unlikely  to  provide            
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longer  contiguous  sequences  due  to  the  problems  associated  with  assembling            

repeat   regions    (Treangen   and   Salzberg   2011) .     

  

  

1.6.3   Assembly   

After  metagenomic  sequencing,  DNA  is  translated  from  its  physical  form  for             

bioinformatics  analysis.  Millions  of  reads  are  usually  generated  due  to            

fragmentation  by  DNA  extraction  methods  and  require  assembly  back  into  their             

original  contiguous  form.  De  novo  assembly  of  a  metagenome  is  usually             

performed  as  metagenomes  seldom  have  reference  genomes  on  which  to  base             

their  assembly   (Simpson  and  Pop  2015) .  This  is  conceptually  similar  to  de  novo               

assembly  of  axenic  cultures  where  reads  are  assembled  based  on  their             

composition  and  not  guided  by  a  reference  sequence.  The  most  popular             

approach  involves  the  usage  of  a  de  Bruijn  graph   (Pevzner,  Tang,  and              

Waterman  2001) .  A  de  Bruijn  graph  requires  the  splitting  of  reads  into  short  but                

overlapping  lengths  of  k.  These  short  overlapping  sequences  are  referred  to  as              

k -mers  with  k  corresponding  to  the  length  of  the  sequence  ( Fig  1.3 ).  For               

example,  a  sequence  of  four  base  pairs  would  be  considered  a  4-mer.  These               

k -mers  then  provide  the  edges  of  a  de  Bruijn  graph.  Overlapping   k -mers  would               

then  be  described  as  k -mers  with  a  similar  sequence  composition  as  their              

overlap  would  provide  the  next  edge  in  a  de  Bruijn  graph.  The  purpose  of  the                 

assembler  would  be  to  find  the  most  suitable  or  longest  path  through  a  de  Bruijn                 

graph.  This  path  links  other  overlapping  reads,  creating  a  longer  contiguous             

sequence  (contig).  This  is  a  complicated  process  with  erroneous  reads            

providing  non-biological  sequences  due  to  sequencing  errors  or  repeat  regions            

providing  no  path  through  to  the  next  set  of  contigs.  This  causes  fragmentation               

and  misassembly,  resulting  in  small  fragments  or  incorrect  compositions  of  an             

organism's  genetic  code   (Tørresen  et  al.  2019) .  However,  erroneous  reads  can             

be  error  corrected  via  consensus  read  error  corrections.  Here  sequencing  depth             

is  important  as  a  high  sequencing  depth  can  help  correct  erroneous  reads              

where  multiple  overlapping  reads  can  produce  the  correct  sequence  of  base             

pairs  by  consensus   (Schröder  et  al.  2009) .  In  addition,  long  reads  can  help  span                
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or  “scaffold”  across  repeat  regions,  providing  areas  of  the  genome  before  and              

after   repeat   regions,   reducing   fragmentation    (Luo   et   al.   2020) .   

  

Sequence:     

A G A T G C A T G C A   

  

k-mer   (k   =   4)   

Split   into   length   of   4   sequences:   

A G A T     

    G A T G     

       A T G C     

         T G C A     

           G C A T     

              C A T G   

                 A T G C     

                   T G C A   

  

Remove   duplicate   4-mer:   

A T G C ,    T G C A   

  

Resulting   4-mers:   

A G A T ,    G A T G ,    A T G C ,    T G C A ,    G C A T ,    C A T G   

Figure   1.3    An   example   dataset   visualising   how    k- mers   are   determined.   

  

A  unique  challenge  of  metagenomics  is  the  lack  of  uniform  coverage  across  all               

its  member  genomes.  In  single  genome  assemblies,  coverage  of  reads  across             

the  genome  is  deemed  uniform  and  therefore  repeat  regions  and  sequencing             

errors  can  be  deduced  by  abnormal  coverage   (Simpson  2014) .  However,  within             

metagenomics,  coverage  is  dependent  on  species  abundance,  with  higher           

coverages  of  common  taxa.  This  results  in  rare  taxa  having  lower  sequencing              

coverage  and,  in  extreme  cases,  no  coverage  across  parts  of  their  genomes              

(Gagic  et  al.  2015) .  This  results  in  fragmented  assemblies  as  a  de  Bruijn  graph                

is  unable  to  span  across  these  regions.  Additionally,  with  multiple  closely  related              
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species,  nucleotide  compositions  only  contain  slight  variations  and  therefore           

create  branching  points  within  de  Bruijn  graphs   (Iqbal  et  al.  2012) .             

Consequently,  being  unable  to  resolve  these  paths,  a  graph  may  terminate  and              

lead  to  fragmentation  to  avoid  misassemblies.   K -mer  sizes  may  be  shortened  to              

assist  in  providing  additional  branches  in  de  Bruijn  graph  formation,  but  this  can               

result  in  larger  numbers  of  edges  due  to  repetitive   k -mers  obscuring  the  correct               

path  direction.  Longer   k -mer  lengths  are  better  at  providing  correct  path             

formation  with  fewer  branching  options,  but  risk  poor  representation  in  low             

coverage   genomes   and   therefore   rare   taxa    (Wick   et   al.   2015) .     

  

There  are  a  wide  variety  of  metagenomic  assemblers  which  use  the  benefits  of               

both  long  and  short   k -mer  lengths  to  assist  in  contig  reconstruction.             

Metagenomic  assemblers  like  metaSPAdes   (Nurk  et  al.  2017) ,  MEGAHIT   (D.  Li             

et  al.  2015) ,  MetaVelvet   (Namiki  et  al.  2012)  and  IDBA-UD   (Peng  et  al.  2012)                

use  multi   k -mer  approaches  to  avoid  choosing  a   k -mer  length  that  may  enrich               

for  high  or  low  abundance  organisms.  Additionally,  with  the  increasing  usage  of              

long-read  data,  some  hybrid  assemblers  like  metaSPAdes  and  Unicycler   (Wick            

et  al.  2017)  now  contain  algorithms  to  work  with  multiple  different  sequencing              

platforms  to  improve  assemblies.  Subsequently,  with  the  rise  of  multiple            

metagenomic  assemblers,  large  numbers  of  comparative  studies  have          

compared  algorithms  with  little  consensus  to  the  most  effective  assembler  in  all              

metagenomic  dataset   (Bradnam  et  al.  2013;  Forouzan  et  al.  2018;  Simpson  and              

Pop  2015;  Vollmers,  Wiegand,  and  Kaster  2017;  Ayling,  Clark,  and  Leggett             

2019;  Bertrand  et  al.  2019;  W.  Zhang  et  al.  2011;  Sczyrba  et  al.  2017) .  It  is  more                   

likely  the  microbial  community  and  sequencing  platform  play  a  more  important             

role  in  the  “best”  assembler  for  each  dataset   (Sutton  et  al.  2019) .  Moreover,  due                

to  these  limitations,  assemblers  are  unlikely  to  produce  contigs  representing            

entire  individual  genomes   (Tully,  Graham,  and  Heidelberg  2018) .  Until  current            

bioinformatic  algorithms  improve  or  new  sequencing  methods  are  developed,  it            

is  likely  individual  populations  will  be  represented  by  multiple  contigs  within  an              

assembled  metagenome  representing  one  individual.  Although  long-read         

metagenomics  has  resulted  in  some  assembly  free  viral  genomes   (Beaulaurier            

et  al.  2019) ,  it  is  likely  that  sorting  contigs  from  the  same  individual  into  “bins”                 
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will  still  be  required.  Therefore,  another  set  of  bioinformatics  algorithms  is             

required  that  seeks  to  classify  contigs  into  bins  that  represent  the  genome  they               

derived   from.     

  

1.6.4   Binning   

Metagenomic  assemblies  are  usually  highly  fragmented,  with  many  contigs           

representing  small  proportions  of  an  organism's  DNA.  There  is  now  a  need  to               

group  contigs  that  belong  to  the  same  species  together  to  create  a              

Metagenome  Assembled  Genome  (MAG).  However,  without  knowing  a  priori           

which  contig  belongs  to  which  species’  genome,  assigning  contigs  into  “bins”             

based  on  its  species  proves  difficult.  Instead,  there  are  two  main  methods  for               

binning  genetic  material  to  form  MAGs.  The  supervised  method  relies  on             

external  data  to  classify  contigs,  whereas  unsupervised  methods  rely  on  the             

content  of  the  contigs  themselves.  Both  methods  rely  on  comparing  themselves             

to  either  existing  databases  or  to  other  contigs  within  the  same  sample  and               

assigning   matches   into   bins.     

  

Supervised  methods  provide  a  reference  genome  against  which  to  compare            

contigs  from  metagenomes.  A  high-quality  match  against  a  reference  genome            

may  indicate  this  is  the  same  species  and  is  the  basis  for  taxonomic               

classification   (Altschul  et  al.  1990) .  However,  with  many  microbial  species  being             

unknown  and  unsequenced   (Steen  et  al.  2019) ,  supervised  methods  are  limited            

by  the  content  of  the  database.  If  large  proportions  of  a  metagenomic  assembly               

are  unable  to  map  to  existing  databases,  unsupervised  methods  would  be  more              

suitable   for   binning   contigs.     

  

Species  genomes  can  be  differentiated  by  their  genome  composition,  either  in             

whole  or  in  part.  Examples  of  this  include  ribosomal  subunit  16  rRNA,  present  in                

all  bacteria.  The  small  difference  within  this  rRNA  allows  for  the  construction  of               

16S  phylogenetic  trees,  which  is  based  on  the  knowledge  that  sequence             

compositions  are  more  similar  within  species  that  are  closely  related   (Lane  et  al.               

1985) .  This  is  due  to  their  more  recent  divergent  event  from  their  last  common                
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ancestor,  with  mutations  and  variations  having  less  time  to  develop.  Therefore,             

sequence  composition  of  contigs  can  be  used  for  binning  via  the  composition  of               

k -mer  frequencies   (Karlin,  Mrázek,  and  Campbell  1997)  where  regions  are            

compared  based  on  their   k -mer  frequency  to  indicate  how  similar  sequences             

are  to  each  other.   K -mer  frequencies  can  be  described  as  the  number  of               

different   k -mers  a  sequence  may  have  ( Fig  1.4 ).  Tetramers,  a   k -mer  frequency              

of  four,  is  the  most  commonly  used   k -mer   (Dick  et  al.  2009)  with  4 4  =  256                  

number  of  possible  4-mers.  The  frequency  of  each  4-mers  is  recorded  for  each               

sequence  and  it  is  expected  that  if  another  contig  has  the  same  frequencies  of                

these  4-mers,  they  are  closely  related  or  the  same.  This  is  because  a  similar                

sequence  would  have  a  similar  composition  of  nucleotides.  This  provides  a             

mathematical  representation  tabulating  a  nucleotide  composition  into  numeric          

categories  for  data  analysis   (Marçais  and  Kingsford  2011) .  Many  algorithms  use             

k -mer  frequency  to  differentiate  genetic  sequences   (Rosen  et  al.  2008;            

Beaulaurier  et  al.  2019;  Andersen  2018)  but  often  fails  to  differentiate  between              

species  where   k -mer  frequencies  are  closely  related   (Alneberg  et  al.  2014;             

Strous  et  al.  2012;  Dick  et  al.  2009) .  Increasing  the   k -mer  size  can  help  with                 

differentiating  between  more  similarly  related  species  due  to  the  increasing            

numbers  of   k -mers  providing  a  higher  resolution.  However,  a  higher  number  of  k               

exponentially  increases  the  number  of   k -mer  values  (5-mer  =  4 5   k -mers  =  1024),               

making  increasing  this  metric  exponentially  computationally  intensive.         

Additionally,  with  at  least  4  dimensions  (k=1),  visualisation  and  plotting  of             

contigs  are  impossible  on  2D  plots,  especially  with  higher  numbers  of  k.              

Therefore,  dimension  reduction  algorithms  are  critical  in  the  visualisation  of            

k -mer  counting  techniques.  Dimension  reduction  algorithms  allow  for  clustering           

of  similar  sequences,  as  with  unlimited  dimensions  each   k -mer  frequency            

distribution  would  be  plotted  on  its  own  plane,  providing  no  clustering  of  data               

points.  Dimension  reduction  techniques  allow  for  the  plotting  of  a  representation             

of  high-resolution  data  onto  a  lower-dimension  for  visualisation  of  a  dataset’s             

structure.     
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Sequence:     

A G A T G C A T G C A    =   11   

  

Resulting   4-mers:   

A G A T ,    G A T G ,    A T G C ,    T G C A ,    G C A T ,    C A T G   

  

K -mer   frequency:   

A G A T :   1   

G A T G :   1   

A T G C :   2   

T G C A :   2   

G C A T :   1   

C A T G :   1   

Figure   1.4    Example   dataset   visualising   how    k -mer   frequencies   are   determined   

  

Dimension  reduction  techniques  like  the  T-distributed  Stochastic  Neighbor          

Embedding  (t-SNE)  algorithm   (Maaten  and  Hinton  2008)  can  be  used  to  reduce              

high  dimensional  data  into  a  lower-dimensional  space.  It  uses  a  probability             

distribution  of  high  dimensional  data  to  construct  a  similar  distribution  on  a              

lower-dimensional  map.  UMAP  is  an  algorithm  similar  to  the  t-SNE  and  is              

effective  at  visualising  high  dimensional  data   (McInnes,  Healy,  and  Melville            

2018) .  Contigs  with  a  similar   k -mer  frequency  group  together,  forming  clusters             

when  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot.  Clusters  would  represent  genetic  sequences  with              

similar   k -mer  frequencies  and  therefore  come  from  the  same  or  similarly  related              

organisms.  Identifying  statistically  supported  boundaries  between  these  clusters          

is  then  required  for  ‘binning’  contigs  to  obtain  MAGs.  This  can  be  done  manually                

with  human  input   (Andersen  2018)  by  extraction  of  all  contigs  within  a              

human-determined  cluster.  However,  clusters  may  be  located  close  to  each            

other  and,  with  an  unknown  amount  of  organisms  within  a  metagenome,             

automation  of  cluster  determination  becomes  critical  to  reduce  human  error  and             

to  ensure  reproducibility.  Algorithms  like  HDBSCAN   (McInnes,  Healy,  and  Astels            

2017)  cluster  data  points  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  density.  Dense  points  are                

grouped  as  clusters  and  sparser  background  noise  are  ignored  from  the             
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algorithm.  Single-linkage  clustering  of  clusters  is  used  to  produce  a  dendrogram             

of  data  points  and  cut  at  points  that  minimise  cluster  fragmentation  through              

user-defined  parameters.  This  allows  for  the  automation  of  cluster  determination            

to   aid   extraction   of   MAGs.   

  

Bins  produced  by   k -mer  frequency  often  do  not  have  the  resolution  to  exclude               

species  of  similar  genetic  sequences   (Beaulaurier  et  al.  2019) .  Therefore,            

calculating  the  Average  Nucleotide/Amino-acid  Identity  (ANI/AAI)        

(Konstantinidis  and  Tiedje  2005)  of  coding  regions  can  help  further  discriminate             

multiple  species  in  a  bin.  Rapid  evaluation  of  AAI  used  by  tools  such  as                

CompareM   (D.  Parks  2018)  works  by  pairwise  comparison  of   k -mer  counting             

nucleotides  or  amino  acids  in  protein-coding  regions  of  all  genetic  material             

within  a  bin.  Here,  higher  values  of  k  can  be  used  as  reduced  amounts  of  data                  

reduces  computational  resources.  All  contigs  are  provided  with  a  value  of             

percentage  similarity  to  each  other,  creating  clusters  of  similar  contigs  within  a              

bin.  These  groupings  represent  a  high  resolution  of  different  genetic  material             

within   a   bin.   

  

Decreasing  sequencing  costs  has  resulted  in  an  increase  in  time  series  and              

multisample  metagenomics.  This  has  popularised  the  use  of  contig  coverage  as             

another  mechanism  for  MAG  creation  within  a  metagenomic  sample.  If  multiple             

samples  are  taken  from  the  same  spatio-temporal  point,  species  composition            

and  abundance  would  be  expected  to  be  the  same.  Although  increased  read              

depth  at  bacterial  origins  of  replication  can  skew  these  assumptions   (C.  T.              

Brown  et  al.  2016;  Korem  et  al.  2015) ,  generally,  a  disproportionate  number  of              

reads  is  generated  for  each  species  within  a  population.  After  assembly,  reads              

are  mapped  to  the  contigs  providing  a  contig  coverage  depth  value.  Upon  the               

knowledge  that  species  are  present  at  differing  abundances,  the  expectation  is             

that  genetic  material  derived  from  the  same  genome  of  any  given  species              

should  have  similar  abundance  and  therefore  similar  coverage  depth  within  a             

sample.  Therefore,  contigs  with  a  similar  coverage  depth  would  then  be             

predicted  to  be  from  the  same  species.  To  achieve  this,  bioinformatics  programs              

are  used  to  create  a  Sequence  Alignment  Map  (SAM)  file.  This  indicates  the               
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mapped  location  and  quality  of  a  query  against  a  reference  genome.  Examples              

of  mapping  algorithms  include  Bowtie2   (Ben  Langmead  and  Salzberg  2012) ,            

BBtools   (Brian  Bushnell,  Rood,  and  Singer  2017)  and  Minimap2   (H.  Li  2018) .              

This  has  proved  effective  at  MAG  creation   (Sharon  et  al.  2013;  Albertsen  et  al.                

2013) .  Combined  with   k -mer  frequencies,  GC-content  and  taxonomy,          

automated  tools  are  used  to  assist  in  contig  binning  with  MetaBAT2,   (Kang  et  al.                

2019)  BinSanity   (Graham,  Heidelberg,  and  Tully  2017)  and  MaxBin   (Wu  et  al.              

2014)  among  others  have  now  automated  this  process.  Combined  with  human             

input,  this  may  be  the  most  effective  method  in  MAG  creation   (Delmont  et  al.                

2018) .   

  

There  exists  a  multitude  of  different  binning  software,  taxonomic  classifications            

and  other  methods  of  binning,  a  combination  of  these  algorithms  along  with              

human  input  may  assist  in  MAG  creation   (Delmont  et  al.  2018) .  Therefore,  the               

consensus  of  which  taxonomic  classifier  and  binning  software  group  which            

contigs  would  increase  the  accuracy  of  determining  the  contigs  genome  identity.             

Anvi’o   (Eren  et  al.  2015) ,  a  bioinformatics  software,  assists  in  the  visualisation              

of  metagenomes.  Anvi’o  uses  a  dendrogram  to  display  the  metagenome  with             

hierarchical  clustering  were  the  closest  related  contigs  are  combined  and            

grouped  together.  Layers  are  used  to  represent  different  statistics  about  the             

metagenome.  Statistics  like  Guanine-Cytosine  (GC)  content  are  used  as           

species  generally  have  the  same  GC  content.  This  provides  additional  support             

for  binning  confirmatory  methods.  Tracks  represent  different  metagenomic          

coverages  from  coverage  files.  Additional  layers  on  the  anvi’o  plot  can  be  any               

additional  label  provided  for  each  contig,  for  example,  taxonomy  or  different             

binning   software.     

  

However,  even  with  the  advances  in  bioinformatics  protocols,  the  clustering  of             

high  quality   (Bowers  et  al.  2017)  MAGs  remain  elusive   (Tully,  Graham,  and              

Heidelberg  2018) .  Therefore,  advances  in  automation  of  MAG  creation,           

completeness  metrics  become  important  in  judging  how  effective  these  tools            

are  at  producing  whole  genomes.  Single-copy  marker  genes,  defined  as  genes             

present  only  once  within  a  genome,  have  been  shown  to  be  an  effective  metric                
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and  determine  genome  completeness  and  therefore  quality   (D.  H.  Parks  et  al.              

2015;  Rinke  et  al.  2013;  B.  J.  Campbell  et  al.  2011) .  Should  these  genes  be                 

missing  from  a  MAG,  it  can  be  said  that  the  genome  is  incomplete  as  these  are                  

missing  a  gene  that  would  be  expected  to  be  there.  Alternatively,  should              

duplicate  copies  of  single-marker  copy  genes  be  present,  this  would  indicate  the              

presence  of  contamination.  This  is  an  important  metric  and  defines  the  efficacy              

of  MAG  creation.  However,  these  percentages  are  only  estimations  of  genome             

completion  as  they  rely  on  existing  genome  databases  to  determine  single-copy             

marker  genes.  If  a  majority  of  organisms  are  unsequenced,  determination  of             

these   sequences   are   only   partially   effective   ( Table   2.3 ).     

  

Taxonomic  profiling  can  be  used  as  a  proxy  for  estimating  presence-absence             

data  as  well  as  microbial  abundances  within  metagenomes.  This  process  can             

be  performed  without  metagenomic  assembly,  whereby  external  sequences          

consisting  of  the  genetic  information  of  microbes  of  interest  are  recruited             

against  metagenomic  reads.  This  process  of  mapping  reference  genomes  to            

metagenomic  reads  is  carried  out  without  the  need  for  assembly  of             

metagenomic  data,  avoiding  problematic  metagenomic  assembly  problems  and          

reducing  computational  resources.  Additionally,  this  allows  for  the  capture  of            

rare  taxa  or  organism  without  complete  genomic  coverage  throughout  a            

metagenome.  However,  this  profiling  method  is  difficult  without  external           

reference   genomes.     

  

The  increasing  popularity  of  single-cell  amplified  genome  techniques   (Lasken           

2007;  Rinke  et  al.  2013)  and  new  understandings  in  the  cultivation  of  hard  to                

grow  microbes   (Carini  et  al.  2014;  Stewart  2012) ,  reference  genomes  diversity             

are  now  increasing  rapidly.  Success  has  been  shown  in  low  diversity             

microbiomes  including  the  human  gut  microbiome   (Human  Microbiome          

Jumpstart  Reference  Strains  Consortium  et  al.  2010) .  However,  for  diverse            

environments  including  soil  and  aquatic  microbiomes,  representative  reference          

genomes  are  still  lacking  especially  for  rare  taxa.  This  reduces  the  success  of               

MAG  creation  by  taxonomic  profiling.  This  is  further  compounded  where  the             
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mapping  of  reads  to  reference  genomes  can  result  in  false  positives,  especially              

with   many   closely   related   species   with   similar   genetic   sequences.   

  

1.6.5   Limitations   and   opportunities   

There  are  still  multiple  limitations  that  metagenomics  has  to  overcome  in  order              

to  be  used  as  an  effective  method  for  obtaining  high  quality  and  complete               

genomes  from  any  environmental  sample.  MAG  recovery  has  been  shown  to  be              

more  favourable  with  additional  similar  samples   (Alneberg  et  al.  2014) ,  which             

can  become  prohibitively  expensive  when  combined  with  the  need  to  increase             

sequencing  depth  to  obtain  rare  taxa   (Gagic  et  al.  2015) .  In  addition,  binning  of                

assembled  contigs  is  limited  by  the  lack  of  reference  genomes  on  which  to  base                

sequence  differentiation   (Sangwan,  Xia,  and  Gilbert  2016) .  De  novo  binning            

algorithms  rely  on  differences  of  genomic  sequences  which  are  often  similar  in              

complex  highly  diverse  metagenomes,  making  binning  computationally  difficult          

(Ayling,  Clark,  and  Leggett  2019) .  Metagenomic  assemblers  are  also  often            

computationally  demanding,  requiring  specialist  equipment  for  assembling  high          

depth  metagenomes   (Nurk  et  al.  2017;  Sangwan,  Xia,  and  Gilbert  2016) .  More              

importantly,  computational  algorithms  are  currently  unable  to  differentiate          

between  closely  related  organisms,  therefore  MAGs  are  more  likely  to  represent             

a  population  of  closely  related  strains  over  an  individual  organism   (Sangwan,             

Xia,  and  Gilbert  2016) .  It  still  has  a  relatively  high  cost  as  specialised  sequence                

equipment  is  often  prohibitively  expensive  and  assembly  requires  high-end           

computational  facilities.  These  costs  are  expected  to  reduce  over  time  with             

decreasing  sequencing  costs,  new  cheaper  sequencing  platforms   (Loman,          

Quick,  and  Simpson  2015)  and  the  rise  of  cloud  server  computing.  The  lack  of                

representative  reference  genomes,  often  consisting  of  model  or  easily  cultivable            

organisms,  limit  the  effectiveness  of  assigning  taxonomic  identity.  This  is            

widespread  in  diverse  environments  and  shifts  recovery  of  genomes  towards            

these  well-documented  species   (D.  H.  Parks  et  al.  2017) .  This  also  extends              

towards  genetic-based  studies  as  only  well-characterised  genes  from  model           

organisms  have  been  experimentally  deduced.  Gene  functional  studies  have           

low  throughput  in  comparison  to  gene  discovery  through  bioinformatic  methods            
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resulting  in  many  uncharacterised  genes.  This  makes  the  study  of  the             

transcriptome  of  a  MAG  difficult  to  determine,  and  hence  its  relationship  with              

other  organisms  or  roles  within  a  population  unknown.  This  is  further             

exacerbated  by  the  unknown  viability  of  a  cell  as  DNA  from  dead  cells  or                

environmental  DNA  still  persist  within  an  environment   (Collins  et  al.  2018) .  If              

the  goal  is  to  study  the  active  metatranscriptome  of  a  community,  it  is  difficult  to                 

pair  metatranscriptomic  data  from  living  cells  with  metagenomics.  This  is            

because  DNA  from  dead  cells  can  be  detected  days  to  weeks  after  death  within                

a  marine  system   (Collins  et  al.  2018;  Harrison,  Sunday,  and  Rogers  2019;  I.               

Salter  2018)  making  it  difficult  to  draw  conclusions  on  the  origin  and  expression               

levels   of   each   active   gene   due   to   the   unknown   mortality   of   metagenomic   data.     

  

The  potential  for  metagenomes  to  study  a  population  remains  significant  where             

multiple  ‘omics  studies  can  be  combined  together.  Metagenomics  can  be            

complemented  with  RNA  sequencing,  metabolomics  and  metaproteomics         

assays  to  allow  for  detailed  characterisation  of  a  microbial  population,  without             

having  to  recreate  such  populations  ex-situ.  This  extends  to  viromes  which             

depend  on  not  only  their  hosts  to  replicate  in  order  to  provide  sufficient  biomass                

for  sequencing  but  also  depend  on  their  host’s  nutrient  and  environmental             

requirements.  Viral  metagenomics  sidesteps  the  culturing  phase  and  allows  for            

studies  into  the  virome.  Metagenomics  is  also  well  suited  to  time  series  studies               

where  changes  in  microbial  populations  are  critical  in  understanding  questions            

from  fields  ranging  from  human  health   (Turnbaugh  et  al.  2006)  to  environmental              

conditions   (Pieterse,  de  Jonge,  and  Berendsen  2016;  Gupta,  Rovira,  and  Roget             

2011) .  These  studies  can  provide  multiple  insights  into  population  dynamics  or             

biomarkers  describing  a  particular  condition  which  can  be  experimentally           

validated  by   in  vitro  assays.  Lastly,  such  metagenomic  data  is  publicly  available              

(Biller  et  al.  2018;  Pesant  et  al.  2015)  providing  a  resource  for  other  studies  to                 

compare  against.  Currently,  new  bioinformatic  tools  are  being  developed           

monthly  with  noticeable  improvements.  As  a  result,  recovery  of  unknown  taxa             

will  be  improved,  enriching  current  databases  with  reference  genomes  to            

improve  MAG  recovery   (Tully,  Graham,  and  Heidelberg  2018) .  This  has            

increased  the  recovery  of  microbial  features  allowing  for  strain-level           
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comparisons  of  MAGs   (Quince  et  al.  2016;  M.  Scholz  et  al.  2016;  Truong  et  al.                 

2017) .     

  

Long  read  technology  provides  transformative  DNA  recovery  improvements  for           

metagenomics.  Current  metagenomic  assemblies  suffer  from  the  fragmentation          

of  genomes  making  MAG  recovery  more  difficult.  Long  read  technology  with             

recorded  read  lengths  of  over  100kb  will  help  reduce  fragmentation  due  to              

repeat  regions  and  scaffold  across  unresolvable  de  Bruijn  graph  paths.            

Although  higher  coverages  are  needed  to  provide  read  error  correction  due  to              

high  error  rates,  some  success  has  been  had  with  hybrid  assemblies  using              

highly  accurate  short  reads  to  error  correct  error-prone  long  reads   (Vaser  et  al.               

2017;  Walker  et  al.  2014) .  Lastly,  with  portability  and  reduced  costs  the  Oxford               

Nanopore  MinION  and  Flongle,  costs  are  less  of  an  obstacle  and  raise  the               

tantalising   possibility   of   in-field   metagenomic   sequencing.     

  

Metagenomics  has  become  an  increasingly  popular  field  in  the  study  of             

environmental  communities  since  its  first  applications (Tyson  et  al.  2004;  Venter             

et  al.  2004) .  Its  increasing  popularity  has  allowed  for  the  analysis  of  more               

complex  datasets  leading  to  insights  into  human  health  and  environmental            

communities.  Although  limitations  still  exist  to  the  general  scientist  with            

bioinformatics  tools  requiring  training  to  use  along  with  high  costs  to  sequencing              

diverse  metagenomes  at  high  depths  to  obtain  rare  taxa,  its  potential  coupled              

with  other  ‘omics  fields  would  provide  unparalleled  and  unique  insights  into  the              

function   of   a   microbial   population.     

  

1.7   Single-cell   amplified   genomes   

The  introduction  of  metagenomic  studies  in  the  mid-2000s  provided  extensive            

amounts  of  genetic  information,  expanding  databases  and  our  understanding  of            

microbial  populations   (Venter  et  al.  2004;  Tringe  et  al.  2005;  Rusch  et  al.  2007) .                

However,  issues  with  reconstructing  complete  genomes  from  metagenomes          

proved  problematic.  Although  some  success  in  MAG  recovery  has  been  shown             

in  human  gut  microbiomes   (Sharon  et  al.  2013) ,  technical  challenges  still  exist              
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in  the  recovery  of  complete  genomes  at  a  strain  level  from  diverse  and  complex                

metagenomes.  MAG  recovery  from  marine   (Tully,  Graham,  and  Heidelberg           

2018)  and  soil  microbiomes   (Wilkins  et  al.  2020)  still  remain  inefficient.  This              

complicates  studies  into  the  individual  dynamics  of  microbes  such  as            

metabolomics,  transcriptomics  and  evolutionary  events  within  a  population.          

Here,  Single  Cell  Genomics  (SCG)  provides  a  culture-independent  alternative  to            

obtain  genetic  information  of  individual  cells  from  an  environment   (Marcy,            

Ouverney,  et  al.  2007) .  This  is  an  advantage  in  the  analysis  of  hard  to  culture                 

organisms.  This  allows  for  the  generation  of  high-resolution  genomic  data  of  an              

individual  from  an  environment  or  for  the  targeting  of  specific  taxa,  which  would               

be  challenging  with  metagenomic  studies.  However,  SCG  relies  on  the            

technically  difficult  process  of  isolating  and  sequence  a  DNA  molecule  from  a              

single  isolated  cell.  The  process  of  SCG  can  be  divided  into  three  steps:  (i)                

isolation  of  individual  cells  from  its  environment  without  contamination;  (ii)            

amplification  of  the  isolated  cells  DNA  into  quantities  required  for  DNA             

sequencing;  and  lastly  (iii)  assembly  of  Single-cell  Amplified  Genomes  (SAGs)            

(Eberwine   et   al.   2014) .     

  

Individual  cells  first  need  to  be  isolated  from  their  environment  to  allow  for  pure                

sequencing  of  the  target  organism.  This  allows  for  the  generation  of  sequencing              

data  free  of  contamination  and,  in  principle,  similar  to  the  sequencing  of  axenic               

cultured  organisms (Woyke  et  al.  2010;  K.  Zhang  et  al.  2006) .  In  the  case  of                 

cells  attached  to  physical  structures  like  tissue  or  filters,  mechanical  or  chemical              

processes  are  required  for  dissociation.  Once  target  cells  are  in  suspension,  a              

variety   of   isolation   methods   are   available.     

  

Manual  methods  for  isolation  of  single  cells  include  various  dilution  methods             

including  serial  dilution   (Staszewski  1984;  Fuller,  Takahashi,  and  Hurrell  2001) ,            

micro  pipetting  or  optical  tweezers   (Landry  et  al.  2013) .  However,  most  popular              

approaches  usually  require  some  sort  of  automation  for  sorting  high  quantities             

of  single  cells.  These  include  the  well  documented  fluorescence-activated  cell            

sorting  (FACS)   (Basu  et  al.  2010;  Rinke  et  al.  2014;  Shapiro  2005;  Navin  et  al.                 

2011)  based  on  fluorescent  cell  labelling  and  distribution  of  samples  into             
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individual  containment  vessels.  Microfluidics  is  another  cell  sorting  mechanism           

(A.  K.  White  et  al.  2011;  Leung  et  al.  2012;  Macosko  et  al.  2015;  Marcy,                 

Ouverney,  et  al.  2007)  involving  manipulation  of  samples  within  microdroplets            

for  containment.  Although  microfluidics  lack  tools  for  cell  differentiation  in            

comparison  to  FACS,  opportunities  such  as  individual  cell  experimentation  and            

lab-on-a-chip  remain  possible.  Lastly,  microscopy  is  often  performed  for           

confirmation  of  the  physical  isolation  of  single  cells  within  capture  devices  along              

with  16S/18S  rRNA  sequencing  for  taxonomic  identity.  Subsequently,  cell  lysis            

is  often  required  to  access  genomic  DNA  within  isolated  single  cells.  Lysis              

needs  to  remain  consistently  effective  against  a  wide  range  of  taxa  without              

damaging  DNA  or  leaving  chemicals  that  may  impede  downstream  analysis.            

Therefore,  chemical  cell  lysis  is  usually  employed  by  alkaline  solutions   (Lasken             

2007)    or   hydrolytic   enzymes    (Swan   et   al.   2011;   Marcy,   Ouverney,   et   al.   2007) .    

  

An  individual  bacterial  cell  only  contains  femtograms  worth  of  DNA  and  is              

generally  regarded  as  too  little  for  current  DNA  sequencing  processes.            

Therefore,  Whole  Genome  Amplification  (WGA)  of  genomic  DNA  is  required            

while  minimising  artefact  introduction,  amplification  bias  and  chimaeras.  Initially,           

attempts  at  WGA  used  PCR-based  amplification  of  recurring  sequences  within            

a  genome   (Lichter  et  al.  1990)  or  random  priming   (Telenius  et  al.  1992;  L.                

Zhang  et  al.  1992)  by  degenerate  oligonucleotide-primed  PCR  (DOP-PCR).           

However,  this  resulted  in  the  random  amplification  of  fragments  of  DNA  and  the               

loss  of  large  proportions  of  unamplified  DNA  sequences  producing  low            

coverage.  Later,  isothermal  methods  of  WGA  were  introduced,  the  most            

common  being  the  Multiple  Displacement  Amplification  (MDA)  method.  MDA           

uses  random  hexamer  primers  and  DNA  polymerase  Φ29  through  rolling-circle            

amplification   (Dean  et  al.  2001;  D.  Y.  Zhang  et  al.  2001) .  This  had  a  higher                 

coverage  and  lower  error  rate  than  previous  polymerases  due  to  Φ29             

polymerase’s  high  fidelity   (de  Bourcy  et  al.  2014) .  After  cell  lysis,  random              

hexamer  primers  consisting  of  sequences  of  six  random  nucleotides  bind  to             

their  complementary  location  on  the  template  DNA.  These  primers  allow  for             

Φ29  polymerase  to  bind  and  begin  DNA  synthesis  with  the  template  strand  as  a                

reference.  When  Φ29  polymerase  reaches  another  starting  site,  it  displaces  the             
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newly  sequenced  DNA  strand  and  continues  synthesis,  creating  branched           

structures  normally  12  to  100  kb  in  length.  Additional  primers  can  anneal  to  this                

branched  structure  and  DNA  synthesis  of  these  branched  structures  is           

repeated.  This  results  in  exponential  amplification  of  the  loci  that  are  amplified              

first,  resulting  in  uneven  coverage  of  the  template  DNA   (de  Bourcy  et  al.  2014) .                

Additionally,  chimaeras  can  be  created  through  mispriming  events   (Lasken  and            

Stockwell  2007;  Marcy,  Ishoey,  et  al.  2007)  creating  artefact  sequences.            

Chimaera  formation  can  be  reduced  by  endonuclease  cleaving  of  branching            

structures    (K.   Zhang   et   al.   2006) .     

  

To  counter  low  and  uneven  coverage  of  MDA  reactions,  hybrid  methods  seek  to               

limit  isothermal  amplification.  Displacement  DOP-PCR  or  PicoPLEX  relies  on           

the  formation  of  hairpin  loops  of  amplified  structures  to  prevent  ensuing  primer              

binding  and  amplification.  This  prevents  exponential  amplification  and  therefore           

amplification  bias   (Langmore  2002) .  MALBAC  uses  a  similar  approach  using            

complementary  primers  on  amplified  strands  that  results  in  a  loop,  preventing             

further  amplification  cycles   (Chapman  et  al.  2015;  Gawad,  Koh,  and  Quake             

2016) .  Regardless,  both  hybrid  and  MDA  methods  are  both  effective  at  WGA              

and,  when  compared  MDA,  had  a  higher  genome  coverage  vs  hybrid  methods              

(MDA  84%,  MALBAC  72%  DOP-PCR  39%)   (Huang  et  al.  2015)  but  produced              

less  uniform  genome  coverage  and  fewer  chimaeras  as  expected   (Hou  et  al.              

2015) .  Background  contamination  is  also  cited  as  an  issue   (de  Bourcy  et  al.               

2014)  as  it  is  amplified  along  with  target  samples.  Here,  microfluidic  methods              

were  shown  to  reduce  contamination   (Blainey  and  Quake  2011)  in  MDA             

reactions  as  well  as  increase  uniformity  of  coverage  due  to  the  usage  of               

nanolitre  over  microlitre  reactions   (Marcy,  Ishoey,  et  al.  2007) .  This  indicates  the              

potential  for  high  throughput  and  automation  of  single-cell  sorting  and  WGA   (Fu              

et   al.   2015) .   

  

Multiple  sequencing  technologies  are  available  for  DNA  sequencing  after  WGA,            

applicable  for  both  long  and  short-read  technologies   (Loman  et  al.  2012) .  DNA             

prepared  though  WGA  is  able  to  undergo  traditional  sequencing  methods  with             

the  most  common  approach  being  pair-end  Illumina  reads   (Chitsaz  et  al.  2011) .              
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Subsequent  assembly  is  similar  to  normal  de  Bruijn  graph  assembly  with  the              

exception  of  being  performed  by  specialised  single-cell  assemblers  designed  to            

deal  with  uneven  coverage   (Nurk  et  al.  2013;  Peng  et  al.  2012;  Chitsaz  et  al.                 

2011) .  The  percentage  completeness  of  genomes  from  SAGs  derived  from            

single-copy  marker  genes  varies  widely  from  zero  to  complete  due  to  the              

random  nature  of  hexamer  binding.  Within  this  study,  I  find  from  MDA  reactions               

of  451  SAR11  SAGs  performed  by   Bigelow  Laboratory's  Single  Cell  Genomics             

Center  to  be  on  average  complete  66%  with  completeness  values  ranging  from              

91   to   4%   with   little   to   no   contamination   (0   -   4%)   ( Table   3.2 ).   

  

The  advantage  of  SCGs  are  their  ability  to  obtain  genetic  information  without              

culturing  at  high  completeness  and  low  contamination  rates.  This  allows  for  the              

study  of  hard  to  culture  organisms   in  situ ,  which  had  previously  been              

intractable.  Along  with  high  throughput  methods,  SAGs  allow  for  the  study  of              

large  numbers  of  organisms  at  a  high  resolution,  providing  information  on  the              

structure  and  dynamics  of  microbial  populations.  However,  SAGs  require  cell            

dispersion  within  a  solution  for  single-cell  sorting  when  attached  to  a  physical              

structure   (Clingenpeel,  Clum,  and  Schwientek  2015) .  In  addition,  both           

single-cell  sorting  and  WGA  requires  training  on  extensive  specialist  equipment            

(Stepanauskas  2012) .  With  femtograms  of  starting  DNA,  amplification  is           

required  which  is  far  from  perfect,  resulting  in  highly  variable  genomic  coverage              

(de  Bourcy  et  al.  2014)  and  chimaeras   (Lasken  and  Stockwell  2007;  Marcy,              

Ishoey,  et  al.  2007) .  More  advancement  for  uniform,  accurate  and  consistent             

genome  amplification  is  required  to  provide  high-quality  genomes.  The           

emerging  fields  of  individual  viral  sequencing   (Allen  et  al.  2011)  that  are  difficult               

to  assemble  from  short-read  metagenomic  data   (Tadmor  et  al.  2011)  has  led  to               

the  discovery  of  new  phage  taxa  through  the  unculturable  SUP05  bacteria             

(Roux  et  al.  2014) .  In  addition,  SCGs  coupled  with  single-cell  transcriptomics             

(Shintaku  et  al.  2014;  Macaulay  et  al.  2015;  Dey  et  al.  2015)  and  metabolomics                

(Rubakhin,  Lanni,  and  Sweedler  2013;  Heinemann  and  Zenobi  2011;  Ståhlberg            

et  al.  2012)  provides  a  promising  and  complete  outlook  of  microorganisms             

metabolism.     
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1.7   SAGs   and   MAGs   compared   

Both  SAGs  and  MAGs  have  greatly  contributed  to  our  understanding  of             

microbial  evolution,  phenotype  and  physiology   (Hugerth  et  al.  2015;  Swan  et  al.              

2011;  Rinke  et  al.  2013;  Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka  et  al.  2017;  Spang  et  al.  2015) ,               

however,  both  are  limited  in  their  ability  to  produce  complete  genomes  for              

downstream  analysis.  This  is  exacerbated  further  with  both  SAGs  and  MAGs             

needing  expensive  sequencing  platforms  and  reagents  to  convert  biological           

sequences  to  an  analysable  form.  Although  SAGs  and  MAGs  seek  to  produce              

the  same  result  -  high  quality  assembled  genomes,  their  biological  methods  of              

isolation  and  sampling  are  fundamentally  different  and  should  be  treated            

differently.  This  is  summarised  by  their  main  differences  being  that  SAGs  are              

derived  from  DNA  within  a  cell  and  are  independent  of  the  complexity  of  a                

microbial  community  allowing  for  strain-level  comparisons.  Metagenomes  are          

the  collection  of  the  genomic  content  of  a  population  and  are  effective  at               

describing  population  dynamics  over  individual  stain  level  divergences.  Both           

methods  can  be  explored  to  obtain  genomic  data   (Alneberg  et  al.  2018) ,  but               

studies  have  shown  how  each  compliments  each  other  to  produce  a  more              

in-depth  understanding  of  microbial  populations.  Multiple  studies  have  been           

effective  at  combining  both  approaches  to  directly  aid  both  SAG   (Mende  et  al.               

2016)  and  MAG   (Becraft  et  al.  2016)  genome  recovery  rates,  but  the  main               

advantage  of  SCG  is  the  ability  to  assist  in  reference  sequences  binning  of  rare                

or  undocumented  taxa  within  metagenomic  samples   (Tringe  et  al.  2005) .  This             

allows  for  only  previously  discovered  phyla  through  16S/18S  amplicon           

sequencing  to  gain  full  genomic  assemblies  furthering  understanding  of           

microbial   ecosystems.     

  

Additional  benefits  include  the  study  of  organism  biogeography,  distribution  and            

abundance  within  metagenomic  data.  SCG  provides  reference  genomes  which           

can  be  recruited  against  metagenomic  reads.  Successful  recruitment  provides           

assembly  free  presence-absence  data  of  SCG  in  metagenomic  data,  allowing            

rare  or  uncultured  taxa  biogeography  to  be  studied  from  environmental  data.             

This  has  been  used  to  discern  the  biogeographic  distribution  of  an  uncultured              
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Flavobacteria  in  marine  environments   (Woyke  et  al.  2009) .  This  was  combined             

with  other  informatics  tools  to  discover  a  novel  chemotrophic  pathway  in  deep              

ocean  bacteria   (Swan  et  al.  2011)  and  expanded  along  with  metaproteomics  to              

identify  marine  bacterioplankton  responsible  for  the  degradation  of          

hydrocarbons  after  the  Deepwater  Horizon  oil  spill   (Mason  et  al.  2012) .  These              

strengths  allow  for  both  methods  to  complement  each  other,  with  metagenomics             

providing  environmental  data  and  SAGs  used  to  study  and  quantify  rare  and              

uncultured   microorganisms   within   the   context   of   an   environment.   

  

1.8   Project   Outline   

Although  SAR11  and  its  phages  are  now  well  studied  with  multiple  genomic              

assemblies  in  public  databases,  only  a  handful  of  assemblies  are  fully  complete.              

This  is  mainly  due  to  the  difficulty  and  time  needed  to  culture  SAR11  and                

therefore  its  phages,  resulting  in  most  assemblies  existing  as  MAGs  (NCBI,             

2019;  JGI,  2019).  As  a  result,  it  is  possible  multiple  ecotypes  may  remain               

undiscovered.  In  addition,  clade-wide  studies  are  difficult  to  perform  without            

quality  assemblies.  Prediction  of  the  host  would  be  reliant  on  finding  phages              

infecting  their  host  at  the  time  of  capture  or  integrated  prophages.  Some              

bioinformatic  pipelines  exist  to  predict  hosts  based  on  viral  sequences   (Ahlgren             

et  al.  2016;  Galiez  et  al.  2017)  but  are  still  far  from  perfect  accuracy   (Galiez  et                  

al.  2017) .  SAR11  phages  are  one  of  the  most  ubiquitous  in  the  marine  habitat                

(Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013) ,  but  complete  full-length  genomes  from  isolates  remain              

uncommon   compared   to   their   ubiquity.     

  

Currently,  there  are  difficulties  in  obtaining  SAR11  genomes  and  SAR11            

bacteriophages,  the  usage  of  metagenomes  and  SAGs  provides  a  unique            

opportunity  to  obtain  genetic  sequences  related  to  these  two  ubiquitous            

organisms.  Therefore  the  goals  of  this  project  are  to:  (1)  Identify  novel  SAR11               

ecotypes,  particularly  at  depth  and  in  the  Arctic,  where  sampling  has             

traditionally  been  poor;  (2)  To  evaluate  the  use  of  SAGs  to  identify  novel               

pelagiphages  in  order  to  determine  infection  rates  and  host-specificity  within  the             

SAR11  clade;  (3)  To  evaluate  the  function  encoded  within  HVRs  function  and              
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their  degree  of  conservation  within  and  between  SAR11  clades.  Such  findings             

would  improve  our  knowledge  of  the  biography  of  the  SAR11  clade,  highlight              

novel  genetic  features  and  suggest  mechanisms  which  allow  for  SAR11’s            

ubiquity   alongside   its   predatory   phages.   
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2   Marine   Metagenomics   

2.1   Introduction   

2.1.1   Abstract   

Analysis  of  prokaryotic  genome  sequences  can  provide  valuable  insights  into            

the  phenotypic  and  functional  characteristics  of  a  microbial  population,           

furthering  our  understanding  of  microbial  life.  However,  hard  to  culture            

organisms  remain  elusive  to  culture  ex-situ  due  to  unknown  nutrient  and             

environmental  requirements.  Metagenomics  provides  an  alternative  source  of          

genetic  material;  studying  the  sequenced  DNA  of  a  culture-independent           

environmental  sample.  This  allows  for  the  analysis  of  hard  to  culture             

microorganisms  such  as  the  SAR11  clade,  one  of  the  most  ubiquitous  marine              

bacteria.  Although  highly  abundant,  relatively  few  SAR11  genomes  are           

available  within  public  databases.  Therefore,  extraction  of  Metagenome          

Assembled  Genomes  (MAGs)  provides  an  alternative  source  of  genetic  material            

for  the  study  of  SAR11  and  its  phages.  Microbial  populations  are  known  to               

exhibit  “bloom  and  bust”  relationships  with  its  decline  explained  by  negative             

density-dependent  selection  by  viruses.  Alternatively,  host  microorganisms  may          

be  undergoing  viral  infections,  where  viruses  are  unable  to  complete  their             

lifecycle  and  replicate  due  to  the  lack  of  required  nutrients.  Diel  cycle              

metagenomic  datasets  are  ideal  for  answering  these  biological  questions  in            

combination  with  providing  additional  information  on  microorganism  diversity,          

geographical  ranges  and  its  ecological  relationship  with  its  viral  predators  over             

time.  However,  bioinformatic  methods  still  face  challenges  in  obtaining  complete            

genomes  from  fragmented  metagenomic  data.  Since  the  inception  of           

metagenomics,  multiple  bioinformatic  methods  have  been  applied  to  improve           

MAG  recovery.  Within  this  study,  a  variety  of  state  of  the  art  algorithms  were                

explored  to  recover  prokaryotic  MAGs  with  a  particular  focus  towards  SAR11.  I              

show  that  current  bioinformatic  MAG  binning  algorithms  are  ineffective  at            

extracting  high-quality  draft  genomes  from  marine  metagenomic  samples,          

particularly  those  associated  with  SAR11.  I  suggest  improvements  in  the            
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sequencing  method  to  aid  MAG  recovery  as  well  as  critically  analyse  existing              

binning  algorithms.  I  hope  that  this  study  can  be  used  to  inform  future  studies                

on  the  minimum  sequencing  depth  required  to  obtain  MAGs  from  highly  diverse              

metagenomes  as  well  as  advocate  for  the  usage  of  long  reads  metagenomics              

and   its   potential   to   increase   MAG   recovery.     

2.1.2   Where   do   the   marine   metagenomes   come   from?    

The  Bermuda  Atlantic  Time-series  Study  (BATS)  site  in  the  Sargasso  Sea  has              

been  collecting  data  about  physical,  biological  and  chemical  ocean  properties  at             

monthly  intervals  since  1988   (Bates,  Michaels,  and  Knap  1996) .  BATS  is  a              

long-term  site  situated  in  a  subtropical  gyre  resulting  in  it  being  an  ultra-low               

nutrient  zone  in  a  seasonal  oligotrophic  system.  The  maximum  depth  of  this              

region  is  4000m,  with  the  water  column  divided  into  two  main  layers  of  study.                

During  calmer  summer  months,  the  upper  euphotic  zone  (UEZ)  is  between  0              

and  120m  and  the  upper  mesopelagic  (UMP)  between  120  to  300m   (Stephen  J.               

Giovannoni  and  Vergin  2012) .  Spring  blooms  occur  after  winter  mixing  events             

where  the  average  mixed  layer  depth  is  at  its  deepest  of  260m.  Mixing  allows                

the  upper  euphotic  and  upper  mesopelagic  zones  to  homogenise,  exporting            

refractory  Dissolved  Organic  Matter  (DOM)  to  deeper  waters,  increasing           

nutrient  concentrations  in  surface  water  and  promoting  eukaryotic          

picophytoplankton  blooms   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni  and  Vergin  2012;  Vergin  et            

al.  2013) .  As  surface  water  is  heated  throughout  the  summer  months,  the  water               

column  stratifies   (Michaels  et  al.  1994;  Doney,  Glover,  and  Najjar  1996)  and  is               

dominated   by   cyanobacteria    (Vergin   et   al.   2013) .   
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Figure  2.1  Location  of  BATS  on  the  globe  with  subtropical  gyre  displayed  in               

white   arrows    (Bermuda   Institute   of   Ocean   Sciences   |   About)   

2.1.3   Metagenomic   time   series   

Microbial  communities  are  key  players  in  marine  biogeochemistry,  with           

culture-independent  methods  from  environmental  samples  allowing  us  to  study           

its  complex  biological  interactions  and  diversity   (Pesant  et  al.  2015;  Biller  et  al.               

2018) .  Despite  the  availability  of  hundreds  of  marine  metagenomic  datasets  and             

Whole  Genome  Sequences  (WGS),  gaps  still  remain  in  the  understanding  of             

microorganism  diversity,  distribution  and  biological  factors  that  structure  a           

community   over   time   and   space.     

  

SAR11  are  the  dominant  heterotrophs  within  oligotrophic  marine  systems  and            

therefore  key  to  understanding  the  cycling  of  nutrients  within  these  types  of              
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systems.  Time  series  data  from  2003-05   (Craig  A.  Carlson  et  al.  2009)  were               

successful  in  describing  annual  population  fluctuations  of  the  SAR11  clade            

within  euphotic  (0-120m)  and  upper  mesopelagic  zones  (160-300m).  The  cause            

of  these  shifts  in  population  abundances  is  unknown  but  is  probably  related  to               

genetic  adaptations  to  changing  nutrient  gradients.  However,  viruses  are  also            

important  regulators  in  microorganism  mortality,  lysing  20-40%  of  marine           

microorganisms   (Curtis  A.  Suttle  2007a;  Proctor  and  Fuhrman  1990)  and            

metabolically  reprogramming  them  through  horizontal  transfer  of  genetic          

material.  Therefore,  the  study  of  any  marine  microbial  community  would  be             

incomplete  without  a  description  of  the  impact  of  its  viral  population.  Biological              

samples  taken  from  varying  depths  in  a  metagenomic  time  series  like  BATS  can               

help  us  understand  how  viral  abundances  correlate  to  abiotic  and/or  biotic             

elements.  Previous  studies  have  been  successful  in  identifying  biological           

abundance  and  classification.  For  example,  during  summer  and  autumn           

stratification,  a  virioplankton  maximum  develops  between  60  and  100m and  is            

lost  during  winter  mixing  events   (Parsons  et  al.  2012) ,  resulting  in  a  study  by                

(Goldsmith  et  al.  2015)  to  suggest  the  viral  community  composition  exhibits  a              

winter  and  summer  state.  However,  such  studies  may  only  capture  a  subset  of              

the  community  responsive  to  the  chosen  species.  Instead,  virome  studies  would             

be  more  impactful  to  study  a  wide  range  of  populations   (Sullivan  2015) .  This  is                

important  in  understanding  the  impact  of  viruses  on  existing  ecological  niches             

and  its  temporal  and  spatial  variability  in  context  with  other  physical  and              

biological   parameters.     

2.1.4   Diel   Cycles   

Diel  cycles  are  an  important  component  of  short-term  dynamics  in  viral             

populations   (Winter  et  al.  2004) .   (Aylward  et  al.  2017)  suggested  an  increase  in               

cyanophage  transcription  coinciding  with  host   Prochlorococcus  replication         

during  afternoon  hours  indicated  coupling  of  host  and  viral  reproduction.            

(Yoshida  et  al.  2018)  also  observed  increased  cyanophage  gene  expression  in             

afternoon  and  evening  times.  This  was  followed  by  increases  in  viral  infections              

of  heterotrophs.  This  may  suggest  cyanophages  drive  the  diel  release  of             

organic  matter  into  the  environment.  I  hypothesised  that  these  are  then  taken              
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up  by  heterotrophic  microorganisms,  providing  nutrients  to  complete  viral           

replication  of  already-infected  cells  within  the  heterotrophic  community.          

Increases  in  viral  abundance  would  reflect  increases  in  nutrient  uptake  and  host              

replication  rates  rather  than  increased  contact  rates.  An  identical  sustained  and             

constant  ratio  of  phage  and  host  abundance  would  indicate  this  coupling  of  viral               

and  host  replication.  This  would  further  be  reinforced  by  large  numbers  of              

phages  within  hosts  awaiting  desired  nutritional  conditions.  Additionally,          

analysis  of  differences  in  the  abundance  of  lytic  and  lysogenic  phages  may              

indicate  ecological  strategies  of  phages  at  different  time  points  of  a  diel  cycle.               

Time  series  data  would  allow  for  the  identification  of  phages  populations  within              

ecological  niches,  indicating  if  different  populations  of  phages  occupy  different            

locations   based   on   physical   and   temporal   factors.   

2.2   Materials   and   Methods   

2.2.1   Metagenomic   sampling   

Samples  were  obtained  from  BATS  during  a  research  cruise  in  July  2017.              

Cellular  and  viral  metagenomes  were  prepared  from  40L  of  seawater  collected             

by  Niskin  at  ~06:00  and  ~19:00  each  day  over  three  days  from  two  depths:  80m                 

and  200m.  80m  was  chosen  to  obtain  samples  from  the  virioplankton  maximum              

zone:  between  60m  and  100m  during  Summer  months   (Parsons  et  al.  2012) .              

200m  was  picked  as  this  was  outside  of  the  euphotic  zone.  If  a  relationship                

exists  between  heterotrophs  and  phototrophs  due  to  interactions  within  the            

euphotic  zone,  this  trend  should  not  be  replicated  in  200m  samples  outside  of               

the  phototroph  ecological  niche.  It  is  acknowledged  that  vertical  migratory            

zooplankton  may  be  present  due  to  water  currents  at  both  depths  and  act  as                

active   transport   for   carbon   export   to   depth    (J.   Sun   et   al.   2011) .     

  

Preparation  of  marine  metagenomic  samples  and  sequencing  were  not           

performed  in  this  study  but  briefly,  for  each  sample,  40L  of  seawater  was               

obtained  at  80m  and  200m  by  Niskin  and  filtered  using  a  0.22  μm  Sterivex  filter                 

to  separate  the  cellular  fraction  from  the  viral  fraction.  The  cellular  fraction  was               
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released  from  the  filters  and  DNA  isolated  using  a  phenol-chloroform  DNA             

purification   protocol .  DNA  was  prepared  and  sequenced  via  short-read  Illumina            

technology  by  Nextera  library  preparation  kit,  creating  2  x  250  bp  paired-end              

read   lengths.   

2.2.2   Read   preprocessing   

Resulting  reads  were  checked  for  quality  using  a  pipeline  developed  by  JGI              

using  BBTools   (B.  Bushnell  2019)  -  a  suite  of  bioinformatics  tools-  for              

preprocessing  of  Illumina  reads  before  assembly.  Error  correction  and  read            

normalisation  were  skipped,  as  both  steps  are  included  within  the  SPAdes             

(Bankevich  et  al.  2012)  algorithm.  The  SPAdes  assembly  pipeline  is  designed  to              

take  error-corrected  reads  using  the  BayesHammer  algorithm   (Nikolenko,          

Korobeynikov,  and  Alekseyev  2013) .  Additionally,  read  normalisation  in  more           

recent  versions  of  SPAdes  (3.10  and  up)  use  differential  coverage  to  resolve              

ambiguities    (Nurk   et   al.   2017)    and   would   impact   the   assembly   adversely.     
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#  Sort  reads  by  k-mer  frequency  to  decrease  computational          
resources   and   remove   duplicates     
clumpify.sh    in =<reads>   out=<reads_clumped>   dedupe   optical   
  

#  Filters  reads  based  on  k-mer  frequency  and  quality  score           
based   on   location   within   an   Illumina   flow   cell   
filterbytile.sh   in =<reads_clumped>   
out=<reads_filtered_by_tile>   
  

#   Trim   adaptors   based   on   matching   k-mer   frequency   
bbduk.sh    in =<reads_filtered_by_tile>   out=<reads_trimmed>   \   
ktrim=r  k=23  mink=11  hdist=1  tbo  tpe  minlen=70  ref=adapters         
ftm=5   ordered   
  

#   Trim   synthetic   spike-ins   based   on   matching   k-mers   frequency   
bbduk.sh    in =<reads_trimmed>   out=<reads_filtered>   k=31   \   
ref=artifacts,phix   ordered   cardinality  
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2.2.4   Metagenomic   assembly   and   quality   assessment     

After  quality  control,  reads  were  assembled  using  metaSPAdes  v3.13.0           

(Bankevich  et  al.  2012)  with  the  parameters  outlined  below.  SPAdes  was  used              

as  it  has  been  shown  to  be  an  effective  assembler  for  short  read  metagenomics                

(Vollmers,  Wiegand,  and  Kaster  2017;  Forouzan  et  al.  2018;  Sutton  et  al.  2019) .               

Basic  statistics  (Table  2.1)  were  performed  on  each  assembly  to  ascertain  the              

quality   using   BBTools.     

  

2.2.3   Taxonomic   relative   abundance   

To  confirm  that  our  metagenomic  samples  contained  marine  organisms           

including  SAR11,  reads  were  compared  against  the  non-redundant  database           

from  the  NCBI  containing  unique  protein-coding  regions  of  genomes.  Kaiju            

(Menzel,  Ng,  and  Krogh  2015)  provided  a  taxonomic  classification  of  reads  and              

relative  abundance.  SAR11  is  an  order  level  clade,  therefore  relative  abundance             

was  produced  at  an  order  taxonomic  level  to  confirm  its  presence  within              

metagenomic   data.     
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#Assemble   metagenome   with   SPAdes   
spades.py --meta  --phred-offset  33  -k  25,55,95,125  --threads       
16   \   
--pe1-1   <metagenome_fwd_reads>   \   
--pe1-2   <metagenome_rev_reads>   \   
-o   <metaSPAdes_output>   

#   Run   kaiju   
kaiju   -t   <nodes.dmp>   -f   <kaiju_db_nr.fmi>   -i   \   
<QC_metagenomic_reads>   -o   <output_file>   -z   16   
  

#   Get   relative   abundance   
kaiju2table   -t   <nodes.dmp>   -n   <names.dmp>   -o   <output>   \  
-r   order   <kaiju_output_file>   
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2.2.5   Binning   by   Coverage   

To  create  coverage  files  for  MAG  creation,  bowtie2   (Ben  Langmead  and             

Salzberg  2012)  was  used  to  recruit  reads  to  metagenomic  assemblies  from  all              

samples  taken  from  the  same  depth  (80m  and  200m).  This  would  allow  for  the                

extraction  of  MAGs  from  each  metagenome.  This  resulted  in  six  SAM  files  for               

each  sample.  SAM  files  were  then  filtered  for  reads  with  a  95%  identity               

minimum  cutoff  using  BamM   (Imelfort  and  Lamberton  2015) .  A  95%  identity  was              

chosen  as  this  is  the  general  boundary  used  to  delineate  species             

(Konstantinidis   and   Tiedje   2005;   Richter   and   Rosselló-Móra   2009) .     
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#   Create   index   
bowtie2-build  <metagenome.fna>  <metagenome_name>  --threads  16      
\   
2>&1   |   tee   <log_file>   
  

#   Map   reads   to   metagenomic   assembly   
for    i    in    <all_reads>;    do   
bowtie2   -x   <metagenome_name>   --no-unal    --threads   16   \   
-1   <QC_forward_reads>   \   
-2<QC_reverse_reads>   \   
-S   <mapping_file>   \   
  2>&1   |   tee   -a   <log_file>;   
done   
  

#   Sort   and   index   the   bam   files   to   order   them   
for    i    in    <mapping_files>;    do   
samtools  view  -F  4  -@  16  -buSh  <mapping_file>  |  samtools  sort            
-@   16   -   -o   <sorted_mapping_files>   2>&1   |   tee   -a   <log_file>;   
samtools  index  -@  16  <sorted_mapping_files>  2>&1  |  tee  -a          
<log_file>;   
done   
  

#   Filter   and   remove   mappings   below   >95%   identity   
for    i    in    <sorted_mapping_files>;    do   
bamm   filter   -b   <sorted_mapping_files>   --percentage_id   0.95   \   
2>&1   |   tee   -a   <log_file>;   
done   
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2.2.6   Binning   contigs   into   MAGs   

Relative  abundance  of  contigs  for  each  sample  and   k -mer  composition  was             

used  to  'bin'  contigs  into  putative  MAGs.  Multiple  binning  algorithms  were  used              

to  create  a  consensus.  Here  MetaBAT2   (Kang  et  al.  2019) ,  BinSanity   (Graham,              

Heidelberg,   and   Tully   2017)    and   MaxBin    (Wu   et   al.   2014)    were   used.    

Kaiju   (Menzel,  Ng,  and  Krogh  2016) ,  a  taxonomic  classifier,  was  used  to  assign               

identities  to  contigs.  Other  taxonomic  classifiers  Centrifuge   (Kim  et  al.  2016)            
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#   BinSanity   
get-ids   -f   <working_dir>   -l   <metagenome.fna>   -o   <ids.txt>   -x   1   
  

Binsanity-profile   -i   <metagenome.fna>   -s   <working_dir>   \  
  --ids   <ids.txt>   -c   <coverage>   -T   16   
  

Binsanity-wf   -f   <working_dir>   -l   <metagenome.fna>   \   
  -c   <coverage.cov.x100.lognorm>   --threads   16   -o   <output_dir>   
  

#MetaBAT2   using   recommended   settings   from   manual   
jgi_summarize_bam_contig_depths   \   
--outputDepth   <depth.txt>   <sorted_mapping_files>   
  

metabat   -i   <metagenome.fna>   -a   <depth.txt>   -o   <output_dir>   \   
--maxP   90   --maxEdges   500   --minS   75   --noAdd   --numThreads   16   
  

#Maxbin   
for    i    in    <sorted_mapping_files>;    do   
pileup.sh    in =<sorted_mapping_files>   
out=<sorted_mapping_files_pileup>;   
cut   -f1,2   <sorted_mapping_files_pileup>   >   
<maxbin_coverage_files>;   
done   
  

run_MaxBin.pl   -thread   16   -contig   <metagenome.fna>   -out   
<output_dir>   \   
-abund   <maxbin_coverage_files_1>   \   
-abund2   <maxbin_coverage_files_2>   \   
-abund3   <maxbin_coverage_files_3>   \   
-abund4<maxbin_coverage_files_4>   \   
-abund5   <maxbin_coverage_files_5>   \   
-abund6   <maxbin_coverage_files_6>   
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and  CAT/BAT   (von  Meijenfeldt  et  al.  2019)  were  evaluated  but  not  used  due  to                

the  anvi’o’s  limitation  of  only  one  taxonomic  classifier  usage.  Kaiju  was  used  as               

it   provided   the   most   taxonomic   hits.   Script   for   this   process   can   be   found   below.   

  

  

Following   k -mer,  coverage  and  taxonomic  binning,  contigs  and  their  associated            

bin  labels  were  visualised  in  anvi’o   (Eren  et  al.  2015) ,  a  genomic  visualisation               

tool  was  used  to  visualise  the  metagenome.  Metagenomes  are  represented  as             

a  Circos  plot  with  a  dendrogram  of  contigs  in  the  middle.  Script  from  assembly                

to  visualisation  can  be  found   here .  MAGs  were  evaluated  for  completeness             

using  CheckM   (D.  H.  Parks  et  al.  2015) ,  a  software  program  that  calculates               

genomes   completeness   by   single-copy   marker   genes   using   this   script.     
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#   Setup   and   run   Kaiju   
KAIJUDB=$(kaiju_db_dir)   
  

kaiju -t    $KAIJUDB /nodes.dmp   \   
-f    $KAIJUDB /kaiju_db_nr.fmi   \   
-i   <metagenome.fna>   \   
-o   <kaiju_metagenome.out>   \   
-z   16   \   
-v   2>&1   |   tee   -a   <kaiju_metagenome.db>   
  

addTaxonNames   \   
-t    $KAIJUDB /nodes.dmp   \   
-n    $KAIJUDB /names.dmp   \   
-i   <kaiju_metagenome.out>   \   
-o   <kaiju_metagenome.names>   \   
-r   superkingdom,phylum,class,order,family,genus,species   
  

anvi-import-taxonomy-for-genes   
-i   <kaiju_metagenome.names>   -c   contigs.db   -p   kaiju   
--just-do-it   

#Run   CheckM   
checkm   lineage_wf   <MAG_dir>   <output_dir>   -x   <ext_type>   \   
--tab_table   --file   <output_file>   -t   16   --pplacer_threads   16   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/OLZbY
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/2L5Ik
https://github.com/ash-bell/masters_thesis/blob/master/anvio.sh
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/uIMhF
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2.2.7   Binning   by    k -mer   counting   

Following  lack  of  consensus  binning  and  any  SAR11  genomes  produced  from             

specialised  binning  software  ( Fig  2.4-6 ),  a  different  approach  using  strictly            

k -mer  counting  was  implemented  to  improve  genome  recovery.  Samples  were            

k-mer  counted  with  a  k-value  of  5  (Default  in   k -mer  counting  script  by               

(Beaulaurier   et   al.   2019) ).     

2.2.8   Exploration   of   UMAP   parameters   

UMAP   (McInnes,  Healy,  and  Melville  2018)  is  a  dimension  reduction  algorithm             

that  uses  BH-tSNE  plots  to  reduce  the  512   k -mer  dimensions  to  two  dimensions               

visualised  on  a  scatter  plot.  UMAP  parameter  space  was  explored  for  optimised              

clustering.  The  number  of  neighbours  (n_neighbours)  was  explored  to  optimise            

MAG  recovery.  As  n_neighbours  determined  data  plotting,  this  directly  impacted            

cluster  formation.  This  is  the  number  of  neighbouring  points  UMAP  compares  a              

datapoint  to,  starting  from  the  closest  Euclidean  distance.  A  lower  n_neighbours             

directed  UMAP  to  examine  more  localised  differences  within  the  dataset,            

comparing  how  similar  two  points  are.  This  is  beneficial  for  small  local  changes               

but  performs  poorly  when  looking  at  the  global  picture  in  how  a  point  was                

related  to  a  wider  variety  of  data  points.  In  summary,  a  larger  n_neighbours               

revealed  the  global  structure  and  a  smaller  n_neighbours  quantified  how            

different   two   points   are   from   each   other.     

2.2.9  Visualisation  and  binning  of   k -mer  counted         
contigs   

Visualisation  of  UMAP  plots  from   k -mer  counted  reads  are  displayed  using             

scripts  developed  by   (Beaulaurier  et  al.  2019) ,  here  repurposed  for  contigs.             

K -mer  counts  were  normalised  against  contig  size  as  differing  contig  sizes             

would  influence  the  number  of   k -mers,  as  there  was  a  large  distribution  of  contig                

sizes  from  2500  base-pairs  to  almost  200  kb.  This  was  done  by  dividing  the                

total  number  of   k -mers  over  the  contig  size.  Normalised k -mer  counts  were  then               

visualised  with  UMAP.  Lastly,  HDBSCAN   (McInnes,  Healy,  and  Astels  2017)            
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was  used  to  automate  cluster  determination.  Clusters  determined  by  HBDSCAN            

were  exported  as  MAGs  using  seqtk   (H.  Li  2012) .  MAG  quality  was  assessed               

with   CheckM.     
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#   Assign   variables   
MG=<metagenome.fna>   
PREFIX=<file_prefix>   
CUTOFF=<min_contig_length>   
THREADS=<num_threads>   
KMERS=<k-mer_size>   
NEIGHBORS=<n_neighbours>   
CLSTR_SIZE=<min_cluster_size>   
  

#   Clustering   
#make   dir   to   organise   saved   results   
mkdir    ${PREFIX} _bin;    cd     ${PREFIX} _bin     
  

#   Run   k-mer   frequencies   counting   
kmer_freq.py    $MG    -t    $THREADS    -k    $KMERS    >   
${PREFIX} _kmer_freq.out   
run_umap.py    ${PREFIX} _kmer_freq.out   -p    $PREFIX    -l    $CUTOFF    -n   
$NEIGHBORS   
run_hdbscan.py    ${PREFIX} .umap.tsv   -p    $PREFIX    -c    $CLSTR_SIZE   
plot_kmer_bins.py   -p    $PREFIX     ${PREFIX} .hdbscan.tsv   
  

#   Get   contig   names   assigned   to   bins   
for    i    in    $(seq   $(cut   -f5    ${PREFIX} .hdbscan.tsv   |   grep   [0-9]   |   
sort   -nur   |   tail   -n   1)   \   
$(cut   -f5    ${PREFIX} .hdbscan.tsv   |   grep   [0-9]   |   sort   -nur   |   
head   -n   1));    do    \   
cut   -f1,5    ${PREFIX} .hdbscan.tsv   |   grep   -P    "\t ${i} $"    |   cut   -f1   
>   bin_ ${i} ;   \   
done   
  

#   Create   MAGs   from   contig   bin   identities   
for    i    in    bin_*;    do    seqtk   subseq    $MG     $i    >>    ${i} .fna;    done     
  

#   QC   MAG   completeness   
checkm   lineage_wf   ./   checkm_output   -x   fna   --tab_table   --file   
checkm_output.tsv   -t    $THREADS    --pplacer_threads    $THREADS   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/sej1F
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2.2.10   Binning   by   reference   genomes   

Binning  by  reference  is  an  alternative  method  for  potentially  recovering            

high-quality  SAR11  genomes.  This  has  been  the  basis  of  MAG  recovery  in  low               

complexity  microbiomes   (Sharon  et  al.  2013)  and  the  algorithm  for  determining             

metagenome  quality  in  metaQUAST   (Mikheenko,  Saveliev,  and  Gurevich  2016) .           

Using  access  to  451  SAR11  SAGs  and  nearly  300  publically  available  SAR11              

genomes  covering  the  three  main  SAR11  clades  (I-III),  it  becomes  possible  to              

create  a  clade  size  pangenome  for  recovery  of  SAR11  like  sequences.  Here,              

over  730  SAR11  genomes  consisting  of  SAGs  from  this  study  along  with              

publicly  available  SAR11  genomes  consisting  of  SAGs,  MAGs  and  isolates            

were  concatenated  together  to  form  the  known  SAR11  pangenome.  Reads  from             

a  metagenome  can  be  mapped  against  it,  with  successfully  recruited  reads             

described  as  genetically  “SAR11  like”.  This  process  was  performed  using            

bbmap.sh.   

  

Reads  were  assembled  using  a  single-cell  assembler  described  as  a  “mini             

metagenome”  assembler   (Nurk  et  al.  2013) ,  where  assembled  contigs  would            

hopefully  result  in  a  SAR11  metagenome.  A  single-cell  assembler  was  chosen             

over  a  normal  assembler  to  compensate  for  a  highly  uneven  coverage  expected              

within  metagenomes  in  general.  As  this  “mini-metagenome”  can  be  assumed  to             

contain  only  one  type  of  taxa,  it  has  similar  characteristics  to  that  of  a  single  cell                  

assembly  and  therefore  a  single  cell  assembler  was  used  instead  of  a              

metagenomic   assembler.     
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#   Recruit   SAR11-like   reads   from   metagenomes   with   bbmap.sh   
bbmap.sh   ref=<all_SAR11.fasta>   \     
in =<metagenome_fwd_reads>   in2=<meteagenome_rev_reads>   \  
outm=<SAR11_mapped_fwd_reads>   outm2=<SAR11_mapped_rev_reads>   \   
threads=16   2>&1   |   tee   <log_file>   

#   Assemble   SAR11-like   reads   into   contigs   
spades.py   --sc   --careful   --threads   16   \   
--phred-offset   33   -k   25,55,95,125   \   
--pe1-1<SAR11_mapped_fwd_reads>   \     
--pe1-2   <SAR11_mapped_rev_reads>   \   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/fh7Ce
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/DElY7
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/5BoW1
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It  is  still  likely  that  contamination  from  non-SAR11  species  is  included  within  the               

metagenome  due  to  highly  similar  and  conserved  sequences  (for  example  16S             

sequences).  Therefore,  binning  into  MAGs  is  required.  Binning  by  binning            

algorithm  was  performed  by  BinSanity,  as  this  produced  the  most  high-quality             

MAGs   ( Fig   2.4 ).   

  

  

K -mer  counting  methods  established   previously  were  also  performed  to           

compare  binning  methods.  To  evaluate  if  the  creation  of  SAR11  MAGs  was              

successful  and  to  establish  completion  and  redundancy  values,  scatter  plot  of             

bin  completion  and  redundancy  was  plotted  in  python  using  matplotlib   (Hunter             
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-o   <SAR11_SPAdes_output_dir>   2>&1   |   tee   -a   <log_file>   

#   Mapping   metagenome   back   to   reads   for   coverage   
bowtie2-build   <metagenome.fna>   <metagenome_name>   --threads   16   
for    i    in    <metagenome_reads>;    do    \   
bowtie2   -x   <metagenome_name>   --no-unal    --threads   16   \   
-1   <metagenome_forward_reads>   \   
-2<metagenome_reverse_reads>   \   
-S   <mapping_file>   \   
  2>&1   |   tee   -a   <log_file>;   
done   
  

#sort   and   index   the   bam   files   to   order   them   
for   i    in    <mapping_file>;    do    \   
samtools   view   -F   4   -@   16   -buSh   <mapping_file>   |   \   
samtools  sort  -@  16  -  -o  <sorted_mapping_files>  2>&1  |  tee  -a            
<log_file>;   
samtools  index  -@  16  <sorted_mapping_files>  2>&1  |  tee  -a          
<log_file>;   
done   
  

#   Run   BinSanity   
Binsanity-profile   -i   <metagenome.fna>   -s   <coverage_files_dir>\    
-c   <output_file>   -T   16   
  

Binsanity-wf   -f   <working_dir>   -l   <metagenome.fna>   \     
-c    <coverage_file.x100.lognorm>   -o   <output_dir>   --threads   16   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/PZK9h
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2007) .  Datapoint  sizes  are  in  relation  to  MAG  genome  size  and  colour              

representative  of  taxonomic  identification.  The  graphical  script  can  be  seen            

here .   

2.3   Results   

2.3.1   Assembly   quality   

Metagenomic  SPAdes  assemblies  were  assessed  for  quality  using  several           

metrics:  Number  of  Reads  after  QC,  Number  of  Scaffolds,  Scaffold  N50,             

Metagenome  Size,  percentage  read  recruitment  to  assembly  and  average           

scaffold  coverage.  All  metagenomes  assembled  were  highly  fragmented,  with           

several  thousand  scaffolds  produced.  Generally,  <40%  of  reads  mapped  back            

to  assemblies  indicating  a  high  amount  of  genetic  material  is  not  present  in               

assemblies.  This  may  suggest  that  a  majority  of  individuals  are  lost  resulting  in               

a  possible  underrepresentation  of  genetically  unique  organisms.  A  low  median            

scaffold  coverage  also  indicates  rare  taxa  were  unlikely  to  be  represented.             

Overall,  200m  assemblies  were  of  better  quality  compared  to  80m  assemblies             

based  on  percentage  read  recruitment  and  scaffold  coverage,  most  likely  as  a              

result  of  increased  sequencing  depth.  This  may  be  due  to  reduced  diversity  at               

lower  depths  due  to  reduced  variation  of  environmental  conditions   (Costello  and             

Chaudhary   2017) .   
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Figure   2.2   Ridgeline  plot  of  scaffold  coverage  derived  from  recruited  reads  for              

each  marine  metagenome  from  ( Table  2.1 ).  Scaffolds  with  coverage  sizes  over             

50   are   not   shown.     

2.3.2   Taxonomic   relative   abundance   

Reads  from  each  metagenome  were  taxonomically  classified  against  the  nr            

database  (NCBI,  2019)  using  kaiju   (Menzel,  Ng,  and  Krogh  2015) .  Only  the  ten               

most  abundant  Orders  for  each  metagenome  are  shown  ( Fig  2.3 ).  About  60%              

of  all  80m  samples  are  unable  to  be  classified  by  at  least  an  order  level,  rising                  

to  80%  in  200m  samples.  The  Pelagibacterales  order,  consisting  of  all  members              

of  the  SAR11  clade,  are  present  in  all  metagenomic  samples  (25-20%  80m,              

20-30%  200m),  confirming  previous  findings   (Craig  A.  Carlson  et  al.  2009;             

Morris  et  al.  2002;  Becker  et  al.  2019) ,  and  suggesting  recovery  of  SAR11               

MAGs  from  this  data  was  feasible.  Above  order  classification  made  up  20-25%              

of  all  reads  within  metagenomes,  indicating  Pelagibacterales  and  other  order            
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level  classifications  are  likely  to  be  underestimated.  Stacked  bar  plots  do  not              

reach  100%  due  to  other  order  classifications  being  excluded  due  to  low              

abundances.     

  

Figure  2.3   Stacked  barplot  of  the  relative  abundance  of  marine  organisms             

within  twelve  BATS  metagenomic  samples  ( Table  2.1 ).  Taxonomic  classification           

is  grouped  by  order  and  displayed  in  colour.  Only  the  top  ten  most  abundant                

orders  per  metagenome  are  shown.  Unclassified  reads  are  defined  as  reads             

where  no  taxonomic  classification  could  be  deduced.  Above  order  classification            
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is  defined  as  only  having  a  classification  higher  than  order,  for  example,              

Phylum:   Bacteria,   Class   Alphaproteobacteria.     

2.3.2   Binning   by   binning   software   

BinSanity  was  used  to  group  contigs  from  a  metagenome  into  bins  to  provide               

MAGs.  Taxonomic  classification  of  contigs  along  with  completeness  and           

contamination  percentage  was  calculated  for  each  resulting  bin  based  on            

single-copy  marker  genes  through  CheckM’s   (D.  H.  Parks  et  al.  2015)             

lineage_wf  algorithm.  BinSanity  produced  159  bins,  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot             

based  on  their  completion  and  contamination  percentages,  with  an  estimation  of             

taxa  based  on  single-marker  copy  genes,  along  with  MAG  size  represented             

through  point  size.   (Bowers  et  al.  2017)  describes  high  quality  MAGs  having              

≥90%  completion  and  <5%  contamination  (green  box)  with  medium  quality            

genome  ≥50%  completion  and  <10%  contamination  (yellow  box).  BinSanity           

produced  no  high-quality  MAGs  and  one  medium  quality  MAG.  The  taxonomic             

classification   made   no   clear   indication   of   any   SAR11   MAGs.     
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Figure  2.4  Bins  produced  by  BinSanity  from  an  80m  marine  metagenome  (No.              

3)  are  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  their  completion  and  redundancy               

values  produced  from  CheckM.  Taxonomic  identification  is  produced  through           

CheckM’s   lineage_wf  pipeline.  Scatter  plot  point  sizes  are  representative  of            

total  bin  size,  with  the  legend  indicating  a  1  Mb  genome.  The  green  box                

indicates  the  region  high-quality  MAGs  should  reside  along  with  the  yellow  box              

for   medium   quality   MAGs.     

  

Binning,  taxonomic  classification  and  genome  quality  determination  of  the  same            

metagenome  were  repeated  with  MetaBAT2  producing  twelve  bins.  No  MAGs            

were   of   high   and   two   of   medium   quality.     
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Figure  2.5  Bins  produced  by  MetaBAT2  from  an  80m  marine  metagenome  (No.              

3)  are  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  their  completion  and  redundancy               

values  produced  from  CheckM.  Taxonomic  identification  is  produced  through           

CheckM’s   lineage_wf  pipeline.  Scatter  plot  point  sizes  are  representative  of            

total  bin  size,  with  the  legend  indicating  a  1  Mb  genome.  Green  box  indicates                

the  region  high-quality  MAGs  should  reside  along  with  the  yellow  box  for              

medium   quality   MAGs.   

  

Binning,  taxonomic  classification  and  genome  quality  determination  of  the  same            

metagenome  was  repeated  with  MaxBin  producing  69  bins.  No  MAGs  were  of              

high   and   one   of   medium   quality.     
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Figure  2.6   Bins  produced  by  MaxBin  from  an  80m  marine  metagenome  (No.  3)               

are  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  their  completion  and  redundancy  values               

produced  from  CheckM.  Taxonomic  identification  is  produced  through  CheckM’s           

lineage_wf  pipeline.  Scatter  plot  point  sizes  are  representative  of  total  bin  size,              

with  the  legend  indicating  a  1  Mb  genome.  The  green  box  indicates  the  region                

high-quality  MAGs  should  reside  along  with  the  yellow  box  for  medium  quality              

MAGs.   

2.3.3   Visualisation   of   metagenomes   

Anvi’o,  a  visualisation  platform  for  ‘omics  data,  provides  a  through  tool  efficient              

in  its  ability  to  visualise  a  whole  metagenome  and  bins  concisely.  Binning              

algorithms  allow  for  the  classification  of  contigs  into  MAGs.  However,  they  are              
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imperfect  as  each  different  binning  algorithm  performs  better  in  different            

scenarios.  Here,  multiple  different  binning  algorithms  were  used  to  compensate            

for  weakness  in  each  algorithm.  Should  all  algorithms  agree  that  certain  contigs              

should  all  be  binned  together,  this  would  improve  the  likelihood  that  MAG              

creation  is  correct.  The  process  of  using  multiple  binning  software  is  here              

referred  to  as  consensus  binning.  Should  two  binning  algorithms  agree  on  a              

contig  identity  to  a  bin  and  the  others  not,  this  would  reduce  mis-bining  of  this                 

MAG  that  otherwise  may  occur  if  only  one  binning  software  is  used.  Additionally,               

the  taxonomic  classification  of  genes  would  provide  an  extra  consensus  method             

that  may  help  binning  which  anvi’o  employs.  Should  consensus  binning  work,             

identified  bins  would  have  one  bin  identity  for  each  binning  algorithm.  For              

example,  bin  1  from  BinSanity  would  only  contain  contigs  from  bin  X  from               

Maxbin  and  not  consist  of  contigs  from  multiple  bins  like  Maxbins  X,  Y  and  Z.                 

This  is  seen  effective  in  the  binning  of  an  infantile  gut  microbiome  performed  by                

anvio’s   creators   seen    here    with   figures    here .     

  

Unfortunately,  combining  three  different  binning  software  and  taxonomy  did  not            

provide  a  consensus  as  hundreds  of  different  genes  were  classified  from             

different  species.  Additionally,  bins  from  different  binning  software  did  not  agree             

with   each   other   to   form   any   kind   of   consensus.     
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Figure   2.7  Metagenome  of  a  marine  cellular  fraction  at  a  depth  of  80m               

visualised  in  anvi’o.  Hierarchical  clustering  of  contigs  is  represented  via  the             

dendrogram  in  the  centre.  Contigs  are  split  into  2500  base-pairs  fragments  for              

analysis.  Tracks  from  the  centre  out  include  parent,  indicating  a  grouping  of              

fragments  larger  than  2500  base-pairs,  length  indicating  the  size  of  contigs,  GC              

content  as  a  shaded  scatter  plot  in  green,  coverage  statistics,  the  presence  of               

ribosomal  RNAs,  taxonomy  produced  by  kaiju,  and  various  binning  software’s            

bin  identity.  Taxonomic  identity  is  displayed  as  a  key  on  the  left  ordered  by  the                 

highest   abundance.     

  

To  reduce  redundancy  and  create  higher  quality  MAGs,  a  random  high             

completeness  bin  was  chosen  to  see  if  consensus  binning  and  taxonomy  could              

be  used  to  remove  redundant  genes.  Removal  of  redundant  genes  from  a  high               

completeness  and  high  redundancy  bin  may  result  in  just  a  high  completeness              

bin.  This  is  the  basis  of  redundancy  removal  from  MAGs  by  human  input  (see                

Figure  7 ).  A  lack  of  consensus  at  a  bin  level  made  it  difficult  to  improve  MAGs                  

quality   without   removing   genes   related   to   that   organism.     
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Figure  2.8  A  random  high  completeness  and  high  redundancy  bin  from  Maxbin              

taken  from  a  metagenome  of  an  80m  sample,  visualised  using  anvi’o.  Coloured              

tracks  on  the  outside  indicate  the  bin  identity  of  different  binning  software  and               

taxonomy   of   contigs   provided   by   Kaiju.   

  

The  same  process  was  repeated  with  BinSanity  to  reduce  redundancy            

percentage  and  create  higher  quality  MAGs.  A  random  high  completeness  and             

low  redundancy  bin  from  BinSanity  was  chosen  to  remove  redundant  genes             
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(see   Figure   2.8 ).  If  multiple  genomes  are  present  within  a  bin,  a  consensus  of                

binning  algorithms  would  help  indicate  where  each  genome  would  start  and             

end.   However,   no   consensus   was   shown   at   any   capacity   within   any   anvi’o   bin.   

  

  
Figure  2.9  Bin  14  from  BinSanity  taken  from  a  metagenome  of  an  80m  sample,                

visualised  using  anvi’o.  Coloured  tracks  on  the  outside  indicate  the  bin  identity              

of   different   binning   software   and   taxonomy   of   contigs   provided   by   Kaiju.   
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2.3.4  Exploration  of  UMAP  n_neighbours  for  data         
structure   interpretation   

Consensus  binning  using  different  algorithms  proved  difficult  to  obtain           

high-quality  MAGs,  therefore  an  alternative  approach  was  used.  Here  a  script             

by   (Beaulaurier  et  al.  2019)  was  used  showing  success  with  viral  genomes.              

Contigs  were  5-mer  counted  to  obtain  a  5-mer  frequency  for  each  contig.  These               

were  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  using  UMAP,  a  dimension  reduction  technique.              

Cluster  determination  was  performed  by  HDBSCAN  with  different  colours           

indicating  different  clusters.  The  script  was  applied  with  default  settings  which             

produced  64  bins  ( Fig  2.10 ).  Quantification  of  MAGs  determined  from  UMAP             

and   HDBSCAN   was   assessed   with   CheckM   ( Fig   2.11 ).   
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Figure  2.10  Scatterplot  of   all   5 -mer  frequencies  contigs  dimensionally           

reduced  using  default  settings  from  UMAP  from  an  80m  marine  metagenome             

(No.   3).   Cluster   determination   is   displayed   in   colour   using   HDBSCAN.   
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Figure  2.11  Bins  produced  by   k -mer  counting   all  contigs  from  an  80m  marine              

metagenome  (No.  3).  Dimension  reduction  technique  was  performed  by  UMAP            

with  cluster  determination  and  binning  was  performed  by  HDBSCAN  using            

default  settings .  Datapoints  are  MAGs  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  their               

completion  and  redundancy  values  produced  from  CheckM.  Taxonomic          

identification  is  produced  through  CheckM’s   lineage_wf  pipeline.  Scatter  plot           

point  sizes  are  representative  of  total  bin  size,  with  the  legend  indicating  a  1  Mb                 

genome.  The  green  box  indicates  the  region  high-quality  MAGs  should  reside             

along   with   the   yellow   box   for   medium   quality   MAGs.   

  

Various  other  informatics  parameters  were  trialled.  Increasing  the  contig  cutoff            

size  may  reduce  noise  as  seen  in   Fig  2.9   due  to  smaller  contigs  having  outlier                 

k -mer  frequencies.  This  arises  due  to  shorter  contigs  not  having  enough             
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sequence  data  to  provide  a  representative  sample  of  expected  unique  kmer             

frequency  an  organism  may  have.  This  prevents  mis-binning  of  unrelated            

genetic  sequences  within  the  same  bin.  Results  indicated  trimming  a            

metagenome  to  remove  contigs  below  2500  base  pairs  as  recommended  by             

anvi’o’s  developers  resulted  in  16  bins   (Fig  2.11) .  However,  this  resulted  in  the               

removal   of   91.40%   of   all   contigs   and   consisted   of   61.21%   of   all   nucleotides.     

  

Figure  2.12  Scatterplot  of  contig   5 -mer  frequencies   above  2500  base  pairs  in              

length  are  dimensionally  reduced  using  default  settings  from  UMAP  from  an             

80m  marine  metagenome  (No.  3).  Cluster  determination  is  displayed  in  colour             

using   HDBSCAN.   
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Figure  2.13  Bins  produced  by   k -mer  counting   contigs  above  2500  base  pairs              

from  an  80m  marine  metagenome  (No.  3).  Dimension  reduction  technique  was             

performed  by  UMAP  with  cluster  determination  and  binning  was  performed  by             

HDBSCAN  using   default  settings .  Datapoints  are  MAGs  plotted  on  a  scatter             

plot  based  on  their  completion  and  redundancy  values  produced  from  CheckM.             

Taxonomic  identification  is  produced  through  CheckM’s   lineage_wf  pipeline.          

Scatter  plot  point  sizes  are  representative  of  total  bin  size,  with  the  legend               

indicating  a  1  Mb  genome.  The  green  box  indicates  the  region  high-quality              

MAGs   should   reside   along   with   the   yellow   box   for   medium   quality   MAGs.     

  

With  increasing  contig  cutoff  not  affecting  genome  quality,  n_neighbours  setting            

determining  UMAP  scatter  plot  plotting  was  explored  (default  n_neighbours  =            

15).  Increasing  n_neighbours  (N_neighbours  =  100)  only  resulted  in  one  bin             
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with  100%  completeness  and  over  6000  in  redundancy  (not  shown).            

N_neighbours  =  2  ( Fig  2.14 )   was  plotted  and  bin  quality  determined.  This              

resulted  in  65  bins  with  one  MAG  being  of  medium  quality.  No  SAR11  MAGs                

were   detected   taxonomically.     

  

Figure  2.14  Scatterplot  of   all  contig  5-mer  frequencies  are  dimensionally            

reduced  using  UMAP  with   n_neighbours  =  2  from  an  80m  marine             
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metagenome  (No.  3).  Cluster  determination  is  displayed  in  colour  using            

HDBSCAN.   

  

Figure  2.15  Bins  produced  by   k -mer  counting   all  contigs  from  an  80m  marine               

metagenome  (No.  3).  Dimension  reduction  technique  was  performed  by  UMAP            

with   n_neighbours  =  2 .  Cluster  determination  and  binning  were  performed  by             

HDBSCAN.  Datapoints  are  MAGs  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  their              

completion  and  redundancy  values  produced  from  CheckM.  Taxonomic          

identification  is  produced  through  CheckM’s   lineage_wf  pipeline.  Scatter  plot           

point  sizes  are  representative  of  total  bin  size,  with  the  legend  indicating  a  1  Mb                 

genome.  The  green  box  indicates  the  region  high-quality  MAGs  should  reside             

along   with   the   yellow   box   for   medium   quality   MAGs.   
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2.3.5   Mapping   by   reference   genome   

Reads  from  metagenomes  were  mapped  to  over  730  SAR11  genomes            

belonging  to  all  members  of  the  SAR11  clades  (I-III).  Mapped  reads  were  sub               

selected  and  used  in  reference-based  assembly.  Once  assembled  with  a            

single-cell  assembler,  shown  possible  with  the  SPAdes  single-cell  assembler  in            

previously  uncultivable  phyla  TM6   (McLean  et  al.  2013) ,  SAR11-like  reads  were             

mapped  back  to  the  assembly  to  produce  coverage  values.  80.53%  of  reads              

mapped  back  to  the  assembly  with  a  total  “mini”  metagenome  size  of  127Mb               

with  194,346  scaffolds.  With  the  SAR11  genome  being  1.3  Mb  in  size,  this  was                

assumed  to  contain  multiple  SAR11  genomes  and  possible  contaminants.           

Therefore,  the   k -mer  frequency  binning  method  along  with  the  BinSanity            

algorithm  was  used  to  derive  SAR11  genomes  from  a  reduced  metagenomic             

dataset.  Established  lower   n_neighbours  was  more  effective  at  producing           

higher  quality  bins  therefore  UMAP  parameter   n_neighbours  =  2  was  performed             

on  the  SAR11-like  metagenome   (Fig  2.15) .  Overall,  419  bins  were  produced             

with  no  SAR11  bins  identified  through  taxonomy  or  high/medium  quality  MAGs             

produced.   
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Figure  2.16  Scatterplot  of  5-mer  frequencies  of  all  SAR11-like  contigs   is             

dimensionally  reduced  using  UMAP  with   n_neighbours  =  2  from  a            

mini-metagenome  derived  from  an  80m  marine  metagenome  (No.  3).  Cluster            

determination   is   displayed   in   colour   using   HDBSCAN.   
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Figure  2.17   Bins  produced  by   k -mer  counting   all  contigs  from  a   SAR11-like              

“mini-metagenome” .  Dimension  reduction  technique  was  performed  by  UMAP          

with   n_neighbours  =  2 .  Cluster  determination  and  binning  were  performed  by             

HDBSCAN.  Datapoints  are  MAGs  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  their              

completion  and  redundancy  values  produced  from  CheckM.  Taxonomic          

identification  is  produced  through  CheckM’s   lineage_wf  pipeline.  Scatter  plot           

point  sizes  are  representative  of  total  bin  size,  with  the  legend  indicating  a  1  Mb                 

genome.  The  green  box  indicates  the  region  high-quality  MAGs  should  reside             

along   with   the   yellow   box   for   medium   quality   MAGs.   
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BinSanity  was  used  to  bin  the  SAR11-like  mini  metagenome  to  improve  on              

MAG  recovery.  Overall,  112  bins  were  produced  with  MAGs  of  high  or  medium               

quilty   or   SAR11   like   MAGs   from   taxonomic   classification.     

  

Figure  2.18   Bins  produced  by  the  BinSanity  algorithm  workflow  using  contigs             

above  1  kb  in  size  from  a   SAR11-like  “mini-metagenome” .  Datapoints  are             

resulting  MAGs  plotted  on  a  scatter  plot  based  on  their  completion  and              

redundancy  values  produced  from  CheckM.  Taxonomic  identification  is          

produced  through  CheckM’s   lineage_wf  pipeline.  Scatter  plot  point  sizes  are            

representative  of  total  bin  size,  with  the  legend  indicating  a  1  Mb  genome.  The                

green  box  indicates  the  region  high-quality  MAGs  should  reside  along  with  the              

yellow   box   for   medium   quality   MAGs.   
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2.3.6    K -mer   frequencies   validation   

A  lack  of  effective  binning  from   k -mer  counting  methods  led  to  methods  testing               

using  artificial  datasets  in  order  to  confirm  if  the  same  organisms  group  together               

when  genomic  fragments  are   k -mer  counted  using  previously  established           

methods.  Ten  random  bacteria  from  across  the  tree  of  life  were  taken  and  their                

genomes  split  into  10  kbp  fragments.  Plotting  of  10  kbp  fragments  of  other               

bacterial  genomes  resulted  in  cluster  formation,  but  it  was  not  100%  accurate.              

This  showed  that   k -mer  counting  is  only  somewhat  effective  at  clustering             

different   species’   genomes.     

  

  

Figure  2.19   BH-tSNE  plot  of   k -mer  frequencies  of  ten  bacteria  across  the  tree               

of  life.  Genomes  were  split  into  10  kbp  fragments,   k -mer  frequency  counted  and               

plotted   as   a   scatter   plot   using   dimension   reduction   technique.     

  

Plotting  of  SAR11  species  HTCC7211  and  HTCC1062  showed  fragmentation  of            

their  genomes  across  the  BH-tSNE  plot.  However,  there  was  also  overlap             

between  them,  indicating  that  BH-tSNE  is  not  effective  at  differentiating            

between   closely   related   fragments   of   the   closely   related   species.     
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Figure  2.20  BH-tSNE  plot  of   k -mer  frequencies  of  ten  bacteria  across  the  tree               

of  life.  Genomes  were  split  into  10  kbp  fragments,   k -mer  frequency  counted  and               

plotted  as  a  scatter  plot  using  dimension  reduction  techniques  BH-tSNE.  SAR11             

species   are   in   colour.     

  

HDBSCAN  was  used  to  automate  cluster  determination  and  produce  MAGs.            

Results  were  mixed  with  a  majority  of  bins  being  unable  to  be  resolved  into                

species-level  taxonomy.  Overall,  this  produced  no  high-quality  genomes  and           

five   medium-quality   genomes   from   11   bins.     
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Table  2.2  CheckM  bin  identities,  contamination,  completeness  and  actual  read            

identities  as  a  percentage  of  the  genome.  Each  read  is  10  kbp  in  size.  SAR11                 

spp.  are  highlighted  in  red.Table  2.2  CheckM  bin  identities,  contamination,            

completeness   and   actual   read   identities   as   a   percentage   of   the   genome.   
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Bin   Id  Marker   lineage   %   Completeness  %   Contamination  
Number  of  reads  as  a  percentage  (1dp)         
and   Identities   

8   g__Staphylococcus   (UID301)  67.68  1.09  63%   Staphylococcus   aureus   

3   s__difficile   (UID1169)   84.75  1.62  76%   Clostridioides   difficile   

1   f__Vibrionaceae   (UID4865)   87.2  19.55  

86%   Vibrio   parahaemolyticus   

30%   HTCC7211   

19%   HTCC1062   

3%   Bacillus   subtilis   

5%   Dehalococcoides   mccartyi   

1%   Ktedonobacter   racemifer   

1%   Clostridioides   difficile  

4   p__Cyanobacteria   (UID2143)  78.01  1.04  

75%   Synechococcus   elongatus   

1%   Clostridioides   difficile  

7   k__Bacteria   (UID1452)   79.21  7.26  

55%   Dehalococcoides   mccartyi   

2%   Staphylococcus   aureus   

11   k__Bacteria   (UID203)   91.38  131.49  

23%   Ktedonobacter   racemifer   

20%   Bacillus   subtilis   

23%   Escherichia   coli   

35%   Staphylococcus   aureus   

22%   Clostridioides   difficile   

14%   Vibrio   parahaemolyticus   

25%   Synechococcus   elongatus   

39%   Dehalococcoides   mccartyi   

34%   HTCC7211   

28%   HTCC1062   

10   k__Bacteria   (UID203)   71.55  1.72  

37%   Bacillus   subtilis   

1%   Clostridioides   difficile  

2   k__Bacteria   (UID203)   88.36  17.87  

77%   Ktedonobacter   racemifer   

3%   Bacillus   subtilis   

1%   Escherichia   coli   

2%   HTCC7211  

1%   HTCC1062   

5   k__Bacteria   (UID203)   59.83  0  

76%   Escherichia   coli   

1%   Ktedonobacter   racemifer   

6   k__Bacteria   (UID203)   72.18  27.65  

52%   HTCC1062   

34%   HTCC7211   

9   k__Bacteria   (UID203)   71.55  1.72  

37%   Bacillus   subtilis   

1%   Clostridioides   difficile  
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2.3.6  Assessment  of  MAG  quality  by  different         
bioinformatic   methods   

The  results  from  the  previously  described  bioinformatic  method  are  tabulated  for             

easy  referencing.  Results  are  displayed  in  the  table  below.  No  method  was              

effective  at  producing  SAR11  genomes  from  metagenomic  data  for  downstream            

analysis.   

Table  2.3  Summary  table  of  different  bioinformatic  methods  of  obtaining  MAGs             

from  80m  BATS  metagenomic  (No.3).  *  High-Quality  MAGs  are  defined  having             

≥90%  completion  and  <5%  contamination  with  23S,  16S,  5S  and  at  least  18               

tRNAs.  **Medium  quality  genomes  are  defined  as  having  ≥50%  completion  and             

<10%   contamination    (Bowers   et   al.   2017) .     

  

The  above  process  was  repeated  for  metagenome  twelve  from  this  dataset             

consisting  of  a  200m  sample.  This  dataset  did  not  produce  any  MAGs              

taxonomically  identified  as  SAR11  or  any  high-quality  MAGs.  This  pipeline  was             

not  repeated  for  the  other  samples  due  to  their  similarity  in  read  coverage  and                

the   percentage   of   reads   recruited   ( Table   2.1,   Fig   2.3 ).     
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Metagenome   3   BinSanity   MaxBin   MetaBAT2   HDBSCAN   Reference   
Mapping   
with   
HDBSCAN   

Reference   
Mapping   
with   
BinSanity   

Figure   Number   2.3   2.4   2.5   2.14   2.16   2.17   

Bins   produced   159   69   12   65   419   112   

HQ   MAGs*   0   0   0   0   0   0   

MQ   MAGs**   1   1   2   1   0   0   

SAR11   Genomes   0   0   0   0   0   0   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/01vFD
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Table  2.4  Summary  table  of  different  bioinformatic  methods  of  obtaining  MAGs             

from  200m  BATS  metagenomic  (No.12).  *  High-Quality  MAGs  are  defined            

having  ≥90%  completion  and  <5%  contamination  with  complete  23S,  16S,  5S             

rRNA  sequences  and  at  least  18  tRNAs.  **Medium-Quality  genomes  are            

defined  as  having  ≥50%  completion  and  <10%  contamination   (Bowers  et  al.             

2017) .     

  

Low  sequencing  depth  and  read  coverage  were  likely  parameters  that  resulted             

in  zero  recoveries  of  SAR11  genomes.  To  combat  this,  all  metagenomic             

samples  from  80  metres  were  co-assembled  into  one  large  metagenomic            

assembly  to  assess  if  additional  data  provided  additional  coverage  depth.  The             

above  protocol  is  repeated  and  results  tabulated.  This  was  not  repeated  for  the               

200m  depths  due  to  memory  requirements  exceeding  computational  resources,           

even   when   performed   with   low   memory   assembler   Megahit    (D.   Li   et   al.   2015) .     

  

Additional  sequencing  material  in  a  large  co-assembled  dataset  helped           

marginally  in  producing  more  medium  quality  MAGs  but  did  not  produce  any              

clear  SAR11  MAGs.  Scaffold  coverage  was  still  poor  indicating  additional            

genetic  material  did  not  improve  scaffold  coverage.  Although  higher  numbers  of             

bins  were  produced  indicating  a  possible  higher  diversity,  without  a  higher             

sequencing  depth  the  combined  assemblies  could  not  be  successfully           

separated   into   MAGs.     
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Metagenome   12   BinSanity   HDBSCAN   Reference  Mapping    
with   HDBSCAN   

Reference  Mapping    
with   BinSanity   

Bins   produced   318   58   4   14   

HQ   MAGs*   1   0   0   0   

MQ   MAGs**   8   0   0   0   

SAR11   Genomes   0   0   0   0   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/01vFD
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/01vFD
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/kDrHL
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Figure  2.21   Violin  plot  of  scaffold  coverage  derived  from  recruited  reads  from              

each  80m  marine  metagenome  against  a  co-assembled  80m  metagenome.           

Scaffolds  with  coverage  sizes  over  15  are  not  shown.  The  interquartile  range  of               

coverage   dataset   is   indicated   with   dotted   lines.   

  

Table  2.5  Summary  table  of  different  bioinformatic  methods  of  obtaining  MAGs             

from  a  combined  dataset  of  80m  BATS  metagenomes.  *  High-Quality  MAGs  are              

defined  having  ≥90%  completion  and  <5%  contamination  with  23S,  16S,  5S  and              

18  out  of  20  tRNAs  (not  tested).  **Medium  quality  genomes  are  defined  as               

having   ≥50%   completion   and   <10%   contamination    (Bowers   et   al.   2017) .     
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All   80m   samples   BinSanity   HDBSCAN   Reference   
Mapping  with    
HDBSCAN   

Reference  Mapping    
with   BinSanity   

Bins   produced   1245   987   56   37   

HQ   MAGs*   0   0   0   0   

MQ   MAGs**   4   2   0   0   

SAR11   Genomes   0   0   0   0   

https://github.com/ash-bell/masters_thesis/blob/master/violin_plot_scaffold_cov.py
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/01vFD
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2.4   Discussion   

2.4.1   Improving   assembly   quality   

Overall,   Table  2.1  and   Figure  2.3  show  assemblies  were  low  in  coverage  and               

consist  of  hundreds  of  thousands  of  scaffolds.  A  median  coverage  depth  around              

seven  for  80m  metagenomes  and  between  15-20  for  200m  depths  indicate  rare              

taxa  would  be  unlikely  to  be  assembled.  Assemblies  also  resulted  in  more  than               

half  of  genetic  material  not  included  within  assemblies  as  read  recruitment  back              

to  assemblies  ranged  from  10  -  45%.  Compared  to  the  other  marine              

metagenomic  assemblies  with  on  average  two  million  contigs  per  metagenome            

( (Biller  et  al.  2018)  and  2.4  million  contigs  per  metagenome   (Tully,  Graham,  and               

Heidelberg  2018) ,  scaffold  numbers  were  similar  to  other  studies.  However,            

these  numbers  still  suggest  highly  fragmented  assemblies  which  are  difficult  to             

bin  and  produce  high-quality  MAGs.  An  additional  metric  such  as  the  average              

cellular  metagenome  size  is  around  750  Mb  based  on  610  metagenomes   (Biller              

et  al.  2018)  or  about  1.5  Gb  from  248  metagenomes   (Tully,  Graham,  and               

Heidelberg  2018) .  This  was  not  reached  with  any  of  the  samples  but  was  hugely                

reduced  in  the  80m  samples.  Assembled  metagenome  size  varied  from  0.0003             

to  0.385  Gb  in  size  in  comparison  to  the  0.75  -  1.5  Gb  range,  indicating  a  huge                   

loss  in  expected  size.  Only  when  assemblies  were  co-assembled  together            

based  on  the  same  depth  did  metagenome  sizes  match  those  seen  in  other               

studies  (80m  combined  =  1.5  Gb).  This  could  be  the  result  of  the  low  biological                 

diversity  at  the  BATS,  but  is  more  likely  a  result  of  shallow  sequencing  depth.                

Read  quality  pipelines  and  assembly  follow  well  established  and  successful            

assembly  pipelines,  therefore,  this  likely  points  towards  a  shallow  sequencing            

depth   over   the   bioinformatics   processes.   

2.4.2   Binning   software   results   

Despite  numerous  different  methods  to  bin  MAGs  from  the  metagenomes,  no             

method  produced  more  than  one  MAG  of  high  quality  ( Table  2.4-6 ).  Both              

metaBAT2  and  Maxbin  produced  no  MAGS  of  medium  or  high  quality,  nor              
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indicated  that  MAGs  may  contain  SAR11  species.  BinSanity  produced  one            

medium  quality  MAG  in  an  80m  metagenome  and  eight  in  a  200m  one,  all  of                 

unknown  taxa.  With  binning  algorithms  suggesting  at  least  60  bins  if  not  more               

( Table  2.4,  2.5 ),  this  indicates  at  maximum  ~1.5%  high-quality  genomes  and             

~15%  of  medium  quality  genomes  were  returned  per  metagenome.  Additionally,            

a  lack  of  any  kind  of  consensus  between  binning  software  and  taxonomy  made               

it  impossible  to  improve  assemblies  when  trying  to  remove  contaminants  via             

anvi’o  ( Fig  2.7-9 ).  Nor  would  this  process  be  automatable  due  to  the  human               

input  requirements  and  would  likely  be  time-consuming,  subjective  and           

non-reproducible.  With  between  60  to  300  bins  being  produced  per            

metagenome,  substantial  time  would  be  needed  to  refine  each  bin  with  likely              

few   improvements   to   create   higher   quality   MAGs.     

  

In  comparison,  a  TARA  Ocean  assembly  study  assembled  420  high-quality            

genomes  and  2028  medium  quality  genomes  from  248  marine  metagenomes            

using  an  iterative  process  of  BinSanity   (Tully,  Graham,  and  Heidelberg  2018) .             

This  equates  to  roughly  1.5  high-quality  MAGs  and  eight  medium  quality  MAGs              

per  metagenome.  This  is  in  line  with  binning  results  from  a  200m  metagenome,               

indicating  pipelines  used  within  this  report  achieved  similar  results  to  other             

research  groups.  However,  data  for  low-quality  bins  and  other  unsuccessful  bins             

were  not  provided  and  so  could  not  be  compared  against.  No  binning  of   (Biller                

et  al.  2018)  metagenomes  were  performed  in  any  study  to  compare.  All              

metagenomic  binning  followed  identical  pipelines,  with  a  substantial  difference           

in  MAG  recovery  rates  between  80m  and  200m  metagenomes.  This  likely             

points  towards  a  non-bioinformatic  issue  that  led  to  low  numbers  of  MAG              

recovery.   

2.4.3   Binning   by    k -mer   counting   

Both  the  default  ( Fig  2.10 )  and  high  settings  of   n_neighbours  did  little  to               

increase  the  number  of  bins  within  the  UMAP  plot.  This  is  likely  due  to  data                 

points  producing  a  similar  global  structure  and  would  indicate  that   k -mer  counts              

were  unlikely  to  be  highly  dissimilar  from  each  other.  Therefore,  clustering  data              

based  on  higher   n_neighbours  would  not  be  effective.  Although  there  would  be              
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some  clustering,  this  would  likely  be  from  distinct  phyla,  for  example,  archaea              

and  bacteria.  A  lower   n_neighbours  ( Fig  2.14 )  was  more  effective  at  producing              

a  larger  number  of  bins  with  lower  contamination  values.  Additionally,  a  lower              

n_neighbours  revealed  clear  cluster  boundaries  than  with  a  higher           

n_neighbours ,  although  without  any  large  clusters.  However,  it  should  be  noted             

that  a  low   n_neighbours  only  produced  one  genome  of  medium  quality,  in-line              

with  the  best  binning  algorithm  BinSanity  that  had  the  same  results  within  a  low                

coverage  80m  metagenome  ( Table  2.3 ).  Binning  by   k -mer  counting  was  less             

effective  in  high  coverage  200m  metagenomes  ( Table  2.4 ).  This  would  suggest             

this  method  is  effective  in  datasets  where  coverage  is  not  used  to  further  bin                

MAGs.     

  

Methods  for   k -mer  counting  assemblies  were  further  explored  for  recovering            

MAGs  ( Table  2.3-5 ).  Bacteria  from  across  the  tree  of  life  were  randomly  chosen               

and  genomes   k -mer  counted.  This  was  performed  to  verify  the   k -mer  counting              

methodology  and  indicate  if   k -mer  counting  is  more  applicable  for  certain             

bacterial  metagenomes.  Initial  results  indicated  methods  involving   k- mer          

counting  are  ineffective  at  binning  MAGs  compared  to  specialised  binning            

algorithms.  CheckM  of  clusters  ( Table  2.2 )  showed  that   k -mer  counting  is  only              

somewhat  effective  at  clustering  different  species  genomes.  It  is  clear  that             

k- mer  counting  is  not  the  perfect  solution  as  there  exist  variations  within   k -mer               

counts  throughout  the  genome  with  even  fragments  10  kb  in  size.  Recovery  of               

MAGs  was  also  dependant  on  species  as  SAR11  organisms  HTCC7211  and             

HTCC1062  had  a  more  varied   k -mer  count  in  comparison  with   Clostridium             

difficile,  the  genome  of  which  had  a  distinctly  different   k- mer  count  and              

clustered  mostly  within  Bin  3  ( Table  2.2 ).  Therefore,   k -mer  counting  is  more              

effective  for  bacteria  that  are  distantly  related,  suggesting  that   k -mer  counting             

may  not  be  a  suitable  metric  for  separation  of  SAR11  species  from  marine               

metagenomes.  It  should  also  be  noted  here  that  CheckM  produced            

contamination  scores  for  Bin  8  and  3  ( Table  2.2 ),  despite  containing  pure              

isolates  of  only  one  organism,  and  therefore  should  have  contamination  values             

of  zero.  Therefore,  metrics  that  rely  on  CheckM  should  be  used  as  an  estimate                

for   genome   completion   and   redundancy   rather   than   accurate   metrics.     
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K -mer  counting  involving  higher  numbers  of  k  should  be  explored  if             

computational  resources  allow,  along  with  an  iterative  approach  to  binning.            

Success  has  been  shown  in  viromes  where  Average  Nucleotide  Identity  (ANI)  is              

used  to  separate  bins  with  multiple  MAGs   (Beaulaurier  et  al.  2019) .  Additionally,              

k -mer  counting  is  likely  to  be  more  effective  with  longer  contigs  and  reads  as                

k -mer  frequencies  become  inaccurate  with  smaller  contigs.  This  is  not            

recommended  by  most  bioinformatics  software  with  anvi’o  recommending  2500           

base-pairs  and   (Beaulaurier  et  al.  2019)  recommends  15,000  base-pairs.           

Therefore,  with  long-read  metagenomes,   k -mer  counting  is  likely  to  be  a  more              

effective   method   of   binning   compared   to   short-read   assemblies.     

  

2.4.4   Binning   by   reference   mapping   

Recruiting  reads  against  organisms  of  interest  and  subsequent  assembly  and            

binning  did  not  improve  MAG  recovery  ( Fig  2.17,  2.18,  Table  2.3 ).  This  was               

effective  in  low  diversity  metagenomes   (Sharon  et  al.  2013)  but  likely  to  be               

ineffective  with  a  metagenome  majority  of  unknown  ( Fig  2.3 )  and  genetically             

similar  species  ( Fig  2.11 ).  BinSanity  or  binning  by   k -mer  counting  was             

unsuccessful  as  large  numbers  of  bins  were  produced  with  no  MAGs  of  high  or                

medium  quality.  This  may  indicate  an  order  level  of  metagenome  mapping  may              

still  result  in  many  genetic  similarities  ( Fig  2.16 ).  This  process  could  be  further               

explored  by  mapping  based  on  taxonomy,  but  with  40-60%  of  a  metagenome              

having  no  taxonomic  classification  and  an  additional  20%  with  no  taxonomy             

beyond  an  order  level,  this  would  result  in  only  20  -  40%  of  a  metagenome  with                  

a   known   taxon   and   would   discard   a   majority   of   a   metagenome.   

2.4.5  Combining  similar  depth  samples  to  increase         
sequencing   coverage   depth   

Co-assemblies  of  an  80m  metagenome  to  increase  sequencing  depth  produce            

metagenomes  of  a  similar  size  to  other  studies   (Biller  et  al.  2018) .  However,               

binning  performed  only  marginally  better  with  the  recovery  of  four  medium             
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quality  MAGs  ( Table  2.5 )  over  one  medium  quality  MAG  ( Table  2.3 ).             

Additionally,  compared  to  a  metagenome  12  ( Table  2.4 )   of  higher  sequence             

depth  but  less  material,  the  80m  co-assembled  metagenome  performed  more            

poorly  as  one  high  quality  and  eight  medium  quality  genomes  were  produced.              

Therefore,  I  concluded  that  co-assemblies  of  low  sequencing  depth  can  improve             

MAG  recovery,  but  only  marginally.  Higher  sequencing  depth  metagenomes           

should   be   prioritised   instead.   

  

2.4.6   MAG   creation   improvements  

Overall,  the  Pelagibacterales  order  was  present  and  abundant  within  marine            

metagenomes  within  this  study  yet  current  state  of  the  art  algorithms  were              

unable  to  produce  any  MAGs  belonging  to  the  Pelagibacter  taxonomic  group.             

As  a  result,  analysis  of  SAR11  MAGs  for  SAR11  phages  was  not  possible  within                

this  chapter.  A  lack  of  recovery  of  SAR11  MAGs  may  suggest  that  their  high                

abundance  and  microdiversity  inhibits  effective  bining,  a  problem  in  the            

assembly  of  SAR11  phage  genomes   (Warwick-Dugdale  et  al.  2019) .  This  would             

indicate  that  co-occurrence  of  closely  related  strains  leads  to  multiple  paths             

when  assembling  reads   (Olson  et  al.  2019)  resulting  in  fragmentation  of  poor              

representation  in  marine  MAG  recovery  studies   (Delmont  et  al.  2018;  Tully,             

Graham,  and  Heidelberg  2018;  Chen  et  al.  2020) .  Longer  contigs  may  assist              

assembly  of  MAGs  and  derive  a  higher  consensus  between  binning  software             

(Suzuki  et  al.  2019;  Pearman,  Freed,  and  Silander  2019;  Quick  2019;             

Somerville  et  al.  2019) ,  shown  effective  with  viral  genomes  in  both  a  hybrid               

(Warwick-Dugdale  et  al.  2019)  and  long-read  only  strategy   (Beaulaurier  et  al.             

2019) .  Long  read  technology  should  be  explored  as  an  alternative  method  for              

MAG  assembly,  assuming  the  DNA  extraction  method  did  not  fragment  DNA,             

common  in  physical  extraction  protocols   (Quick  2019) .  Obtaining  longer  reads            

should  be  prioritised  over  coverage.  Higher  coverage  of  short  reads  may  assist              

but,  with  indications  of  marine  samples  being  highly  similar,  this  may  lead  to               

reads  being  misassembled  into  chimeric  contigs.  Instead,  it  is  recommended  for             

long  reads  to  be  used  to  establish  contigs  and  short  reads  used  to  polish  long                 

read  assemblies  for  a  higher  consensus  accuracy   (Vaser  et  al.  2017;  Kundu,              
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Casey,  and  Sung  2019) .  This  would  prevent  mis-binning  due  to  abnormal   k -mer              

frequencies  or  erroneous  reads.  Longer  reads  may  also  allow  for  binning  of              

reads  instead  of  contigs,  preserving  the  complexity  of  a  metagenome  without             

data  loss  through  the  assembly  process.  This  is  a  much  less  computationally              

intensive   step   and   may   produce   better   quality   assemblies.     

  

Overall  the  evidence  suggests  that  sequencing  depth  is  most  probably            

responsible  for  being  unable  to  produce  any  high-quality  MAGs  from  this             

dataset.  Instead,  attempts  should  be  focused  on  producing  more  sequence  data             

for  the  binning  of  a  metagenome  into  MAGs.  Long  reads  are  also  a  promising                

avenue  where  error-corrected  long  reads  could  be  binned  without  prior            

assembly.  Binning  software  like  BinSanity  and  MaxBin  are  also  more  effective  at              

producing  prokaryotic  MAGs  when  coverage  data  is  available  compared  to            

k -mer  counting  methods.  However,  even  with  a  high  sequencing  depth  of             

short-reads,  binning  does  not  improve  with  current  bioinformatics  algorithms.           

Therefore,  new  algorithms  or  wet-lab  methods,  such  as  single-cell  amplified            

genomes,  are  still  needed  to  differentiate  between  organisms  in  highly  diverse             

and  low  coverage  metagenomes.  Single-cell  amplified  genomes  allow  for           

sequencing  of  cells  individually,  removing  the  need  for  bioinformatic  binning            

algorithms.  This  was  problematic  within  this  chapter  and  allows  for  the  study  of               

organisms  without  the  fear  of  contamination.  This  method  was  pursued            

throughout   the   rest   of   this   project   to   analyse   SAR11   genomes   and   their   phages.   
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3  SAR11  Single-cell  Amplified  Genome       

Phylogenetics   and   Ecological   analysis   

3.1   Introduction   

3.1.1   Abstract   

SAR11  are  one  of  the  most  ubiquitous  microorganisms  in  the  ocean,  yet              

population-wide  studies  remain  elusive  due  to  their  difficulty  in  culturing  and             

extraction  from  metagenomic  data  resulting  in  relatively  few  genetic  sequences            

being  publically  available.  Here  I  describe  451  novel  SAR11  SAGs  obtained             

from  various  TARA  Ocean  cruises  allowing  for  population-wide  studies.           

Phylogenetics  revealed  two  new  SAR11  clades,  broadening  our  understanding           

of  the  genetic  variation  within  the  SAR11  clade.  Metagenomic  analysis  revealed             

these  two  novel  clades  inhabit  the  bathypelagic  and  abyssopelagic  zone  similar             

to  that  of  the  Ic  clade  of  SAR11  -  previously  the  only  SAR11  clade  to  inhabit  the                   

bathypelagic.  These  451  novel  SAR11  SAGs  provide  the  largest  contribution  of             

SAR11   SAGs   as   a   community   resource   for   additional   studies.     

3.1.2   Where   were   the   SAGs   obtained   from   

451  SAR11  SAGs  were  generated  as  part  of  the  Tara  Oceans  and  Tara  Oceans                

Polar  Cruises   (Pesant  et  al.  2015) ,  a  scientific  research  expedition  sampling             

ecosystems  of  the  world’s  oceans  at  differing  times  and  depths.  Confirmation  of              

SAR11  phylogeny  was  performed  through  16S  rRNA  screening  performed  with            

primers  27F-907RM  at   Bigelow's  Single  Cell  Genomics  Center .  SAGs           

confirmed  as  SAR11  were  whole  genomes  sequenced  at   Genoscope  producing            

2   x   100   bp   paired-end   reads.    
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Table  3.1  SAR11  SAG  metadata  table  detail  location  each  SAG  was  isolated              

during  the  TARA  Oceans  and  Polar  cruises.  DCM  =  Deep  Chlorophyll             

Maximum,   SUR   =   Surface,   MES   =   Mesopelagic   

3.1.3   Phylogenetics   

Population  studies  allow  characterisation  of  a  group  of  organisms  based  on             

their  relatedness  and  provide  insight  into  how  the  selection  pressures  from             

environments  impact  populations.  This  is  done  through  using  phylogenetics  -            

the  measure  of  how  related  a  species  is  to  another  represented  on  a               

phylogenetic  tree   (Semple,  Steel,  and  Both  in  the  Department  of  Mathematics             

and  Statistics  Mike  Steel  2003) .  Similarly  grouped  species  sit  within  the  same              

“branch”  of  a  phylogenetic  tree,  and  more  distantly  related  species  are  then              

located  further  away   (Nei  and  Kumar  2000) .  To  establish  relatedness,            

conserved  genes  within  all  species,  for  example,  the  16/18S  rRNA  coding             

regions  are  used   (Fox  et  al.  1977) .  Without  conserved  genes,  it  would  be               

difficult  to  measure  species  relatedness  to  compare  similarity  on  a  genomic             

level.   
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Plate   ID   Station   Expedition   Region   Layer  

Number  of   
SAR11   
SAGs   

AAA-536  TARA_023  Tara   Oceans  Mediterranean   sea   DCM   30   
AD-623   TARA_078  Tara   Oceans  South   Atlantic   Ocean  SUR   17   
AD-625   TARA_084  Tara   Oceans  Southern   Ocean   SUR   9   
AD-627   TARA_085  Tara   Oceans  Southern   Ocean   SUR   37   
AG-943   TARA_163  Tara   Polar   Atlantic   Arctic   SUR   26   
AG-946   TARA_175  Tara   Polar   Atlantic   Arctic   SUR   34   
AG-948   TARA_201  Tara   Polar   Arctic   Archipelago   SUR   31   
AG-984   TARA_102  Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   DCM   44   
AG-988   TARA_102  Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   MES   30   
AG-989   TARA_102  Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   MES   20   
AG-997   TARA_111   Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   MES   26   
AG-987   TARA_102  Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   MES   27   
AG-998   TARA_111   Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   MES   28   
AG-993   TARA_111   Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   DCM   59   
AG-996   TARA_111   Tara   Oceans  Pacific   Ocean   MES   33   
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More  closely  related  organisms  are  likely  to  have  multiple  similar  if  not  the  same                

genes,  as  such  genes  are  required  to  perform  a  similar  function  within  an               

organism.  This  provides  additional  genes  to  assess  species  relatedness  which            

can  be  used  in  conjunction  to  provide  a  broader  assessment  of  relatedness   (J.               

H.  Campbell  et  al.  2013;  Alneberg  et  al.  2014;  Dupont  et  al.  2012;  Creevey  et  al.                  

2011) .  However,  where  one  clade  of  organisms  may  exist  on  multiple  branches              

due  to  a  large  genetic  diversity,  characterisation  of  clade  boundaries  may  prove              

difficult   and   are   assisted   with   the   use   of   ingroups   and   outgroups.   

  

To  confirm  the  taxonomic  identity  of  samples  within  a  phylogenetic  tree,             

ingroups  can  be  used  as  positive  controls  and  represent  the  species  as  a  whole                

(Semple,  Steel,  and  Both  in  the  Department  of  Mathematics  and  Statistics  Mike              

Steel  2003) .  Ingroups  are  genetically  similar  to  the  expected  samples  and  act              

as  'anchors'  within  the  group.  They  are  known  quantities  within  the  tree  of  life                

and  samples  would  be  expected  to  form  on  the  same  branch  or  in  close                

proximity.  These  are  used  to  confirm  sample  identity  and  perform  an  inverse              

function   to   outgroups.   

  

Outgroups  are  organisms  defined  as  distantly  related  to  the  samples  in  question              

and  are  used  to  visualise  the  tree  in  the  existing  tree  of  life   (Lyons-Weiler,                

Hoelzer,  and  Tausch  1998) .  They  can  be  used  as  reference  points,  linking  the               

tree  within  the  bigger  picture  of  existing  life  forms.  These  can  also  be  used  as                 

negative  controls  where  organisms  would  not  be  expected  to  sit  within  the  same               

branch.  Outgroups  are  picked  on  some  related  genetic  similarity  but  would  not              

be  regarded  as  the  same  taxa  of  tested  individuals.  For  example,  a              

phylogenetic  tree  of  a  species  taxonomic  level,  an  outgroup  would  be  an              

organism  of  the  same  genus  but  different  species.  Organisms  that  are  located              

on  the  same  branch  or  similar  to  outgroups  indicate  samples  may  be              

contaminated,  or  less  closely  related  to  samples  than  previously  thought.  This             

acts  as  quality  control  for  sequences  and  helps  to  ‘anchor’  trees.  However,              

uncertainty  can  arise  in  the  position  of  organisms  within  a  tree.  How  sure  are  we                 

that  organisms  have  been  assigned  to  the  correct  branch  on  a  phylogenetic              
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tree?  Bootstrapping  can  be  used  as  a  confidence  metric  to  ascertain  how              

certain   a   branch   within   a   tree   is   correctly   placed.     

  

Bootstrapping  is  performed  by  replicating  subsections  of  the  data  and  recording             

how  often  a  branch  is  placed  in  the  same  location   (Felsenstein  1985;  Efron               

1979) .  Generally,  a  smaller  proportion  of  the  data  is  taken  and  the  branch               

location  is  recorded.  This  can  be  repeated  as  many  times  as  possible  and  is                

normally  expressed  as  a  percentage  of  times  the  branch  occurred  in  the  same               

place  using  a  subset  of  the  data.  This  provides  a  metric  of  the  confidence  of  the                  

location  of  the  branch  based  on  smaller  variations  with  the  data.  Branches              

below  a  certain  percentage  can  be  collapsed  to  reflect  low  confidence  in  a               

branch  positioning.  Accepted  bootstrapping  values  expressing  confidence  of  a           

branch  position  are  subjective  and  mostly  depend  on  the  data  provided.  With              

data  of  low  resolution  or  with  multiple  gaps,  a  bootstrapping  value  of  33  would                

indicate  that  only  a  third  of  replicates  indicate  this  structure.  However,  with  a               

multi-gene  phylogeny  with  thousands  of  amino  acid  alignments   (Chaumeil  et  al.             

2019) ,  a  bootstrapping  value  of  greater  than  95  would  indicate  confidence  that  a               

phylogenetic  branch  is  correctly  placed.  A  bootstrapping  value  below  50  is             

generally  regarded  as  ambiguous  and  collapsed  as  only  50%  of  the  time              

subsetted  data  confirmed  branch  placement.  However,  trees  could  be           

constructed  where  all  species  could  sit  on  their  own  branch  and  therefore  have               

high  bootstrapping  values  and  show  no  relatedness.  This  would  not  be  an              

accurate  reflection  of  a  population  as  it  would  be  expected  that  some  species               

would  be  related.  Therefore  maximum  parsimony  (MP)  or  maximum  likelihood            

(ML)   is   used   to   determine   the   most   likely   tree   structure.     

  

Parsimony  is  a  principle  similar  to  Occam’s  razor,  -  if  all  else  is  equal,  the                 

simplest  explanation  is  more  likely  to  be  correct  in  comparison  to  more  complex               

solutions   (Edwards  1996) .  MP  in  phylogenetics  follows  this  principle  where  the             

tree  with  the  simplest  branching  solutions  is  probably  the  most  correct  one              

(Steel  and  Penny  2000) .  Since  it  is  challenging  to  calculate  the  most  parsimony               

tree  or  the  maximum  parsimony  for  a  dataset,  multiple  trees  using  different              

models  are  made  and  the  parsimony  calculated  for  each.  The  tree  with  the               
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highest  parsimony  score  is  then  selected  and  used  as  the  final  tree   (Nguyen  et                

al.  2015) .  However,  because  parsimony  rewards  the  smallest  and  simplest  of             

trees,  this  may  not  accurately  represent  the  true  relatedness  of  a  clade  as  there                

may  exist  a  more  complex  relationship.  Other  models  exist  like  ML  where  the               

selection  of  the  best  tree  coincides  with  the  variations  that  occur  in  a  set  of                 

aligned  sequences   (Edwards,  n.d.) .  It  calculates  the  probability  of  the  aligned             

sequences  resulting  in  the  final  tree  structure,  where  the  highest  probability             

results  in  the  most  probable  tree  model.  However,  both  methods  are  estimations              

to  the  behaviour  of  genetic  evolution  and  provide  only  approximations  to  the              

phylogenetic   structures   of   biological   entities.     

3.1.4   Multiple   Sequence   Alignments   

A  Multiple  Sequence  Alignment  (MSA)  is  a  string  of  characters  aligned             

according  to  each  other’s  order.  This  is  usually  done  to  allow  the  comparison  of                

the  same  gene  from  multiple  samples   (Phillips,  Janies,  and  Wheeler  2000) .  For              

example,  16S  rRNA  coding  regions  are  isolated  from  samples  and  its  nucleotide              

composition  is  aligned  against  all  other  sample’s  16S  rRNA   (Fox  et  al.  1977) .               

Variations  and  similarities  within  the  nucleotide  sequence  would  reveal           

relatedness,  where  samples  with  a  similar  composition  of  nucleotides  expected            

to  be  increasingly  similar  and  vice  versa.  Alternatively,  amino  acid  sequences             

can  be  used  instead  as  protein-coding  regions  which  are  translated  into  their              

amino  acid  composition  and  aligned  against  each  other   (Sievers  et  al.  2011) .              

This  normally  results  in  less  variation  within  closely  related  species  as  variations              

within  nucleotides  compositions  can  still  result  in  the  same  amino  acid             

translation.  This  is  because  amino  acids  have  more  than  one  translated  codon.              

However,  smaller  changes  within  nucleotides,  such  as  silent  mutations,  are  not             

captured  and  may  indicate  slight  differences  between  similar  strains  or  artefacts             

of  sequencing  error.  Therefore,  to  reduce  variation  MSA  can  include  multiple             

different  protein-coding  regions  to  allow  for  additional  comparisons  across           

multiple  genes  and  a  broader  analysis   (Chaumeil  et  al.  2019) .  Although  this              

requires  larger  computational  resources,  it  is  more  sensitive  and  will  allow  for              

the  detection  of  smaller  genetic  changes  that  may  result  in  a  more  accurate               

representation  of  phylogenetic  groups.  Lastly,  16S  rRNA  sequencing  is  well            
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established  with  multiple  primers  available  to  amplify  specific  locations  of  the             

gene.  Whole-genome  sequencing  is  reliant  on  the  sequencing  of  all  conserved             

genes   between   all   tested   species   to   provide   comparison   points.   

2.1.5   Average   Nucleotide   /   Amino   Acid   Identity   
Clustering   

Average  Nucleotide  Identity  (ANI)  or  Average  Amino  acid  Identity  (AAI)  is  a              

metric  for  determining  how  similar  two  genetic  sequences  are  based  on  either              

nucleotides  or  their  translated  amino  acids   (Konstantinidis  and  Tiedje  2005) .            

ANI/AAI  are  useful  metrics  for  clustering  or  delineating  strains  from  each  other.              

They  work  using   k -mer  frequencies,  calculating  the  frequency  of  nucleotides  or             

amino  acids  within  a  sequence  and  producing  a  percentage  relatedness  to             

other  compared  sequences   (D.  Parks  2018;  Medlar,  Törönen,  and  Holm  2018) .             

Sequences  are  clustered  if  they  have  similar  percentage  relatedness  to  all             

members  of  the  cluster.  This  becomes  an  alternative  method  to  phylogenetics  to              

establish  strain  relatedness  and  may  help  to  support  branch  splitting   (Alnajar             

and  Gupta  2017;  Santos-Garcia  et  al.  2017;  C.  Jain  et  al.  2018b) .  AAI  is  the                 

preferred  method  of  cluster  determination,  shown  effective  to  at  least  50%             

similarity   (Rodriguez-R  and  Konstantinidis  2014;  Qin  et  al.  2014)  with  ANI  only              

effective  at  a  species  level  at  least  95%   (Rodriguez-R  and  Konstantinidis  2014)              

and  85%  at  a  genus  level   (Rodriguez-R  and  Konstantinidis  2014;  Qin  et  al.               

2014;  Richter  and  Rosselló-Móra  2009;  Chung  et  al.  2018) .  However,  AAI  is              

reliant  on  the  accurate  translation  of  protein  sequences  and  relies  on  accurate              

gene   calling   algorithms.     

3.1.5   Metagenomic   mapping   for   geographical   range   

Ecological  mapping  of  the  host  range  can  be  performed  by  mapping  of  genetic               

material  against  metagenomic  samples.  Here,  metagenomes  of  the   (Biller  et  al.             

2018)  study  are  recruited  against  SAGs.  This  comprises  of  five  terabases  of              

metagenomic  data  from  610  sampling  sites  across  a  range  of  depths  and  times               

within  the  ocean  over  roughly  a  four  year  period,  2003-04  and  2009-2011.  Each               

metagenome  is  a  representation  of  the  microbial  community  at  that  location  and              
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time.  Mapping  of  metagenomic  reads  against  SAGs  would  indicate  if  the             

mapped  genetic  content  was  present  within  that  metagenome,  and  if  so,  provide              

evidence  for  the  species’  existence  within  that  ecological  niche.  Using  this             

methodology,  it  would  then  be  possible  to  see  if  different  phylogenetic  clades              

inhabit  different  areas  of  the  ocean  and  therefore  infer  that  these  belong  to               

different   ecotypes.     
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3.2   Materials   and   Methods   

3.2.1   Read   preprocessing   

Resulting  reads  were  checked  for  quality  using  an  adapted   quality  control  script .              

This  script  is  located  within   bbmap/pipelines/assemblyPipeline.sh  was         

developed  by   Brian  Bushnell  from  JGI  using  the   BBTools  suite  of  bioinformatics              

tools  for  preprocessing  of  Illumina  reads  before  assembly.  Briefly,  this  script             

removes  duplicate  reads  and  low-quality  regions,  trims  adaptors  and  synthetic            

artefacts  and  performs  error  correction.  All  settings  follow  the  “Usage            

Examples”   within   the    BBMap   online   manual .  

3.2.2   SAG   assembly   and   quality   assessment     

After  quality  control,  reads  were  assembled  using  SPAdes   (Nurk  et  al.  2013)  in               

single-cell  mode.   k -mers  of  intervals  of  10  from  11  to  99  were  used  in                

conjunction  with  mismatch  error  correction  mode.  Resulting  assemblies  were           

assessed  for  quality  via  CheckM   (D.  H.  Parks  et  al.  2015) .  The  single  marker                

gene  set  of  class  Alphaproteobacteria  was  chosen  over  the  family            

Pelagibacteraceae  for  single-copy  marker  genes  as  only  15  representative           

genomes  of  Pelagibacteraceae  were  available  compared  to  648  for           

Alphaproteobacteria.  The  15  representatives  genomes  are  dominated  by  Clade           

I  SAR11  and  may  not  encompass  the  entire  pangenome  of  the  SAR11  clade.               

Comparing  451  SAR11  to  these  reference  genomes  may,  therefore,  provide            

false  negatives.  No  preferred  choice  of  the  order  Pelagibacterales  was            

available.  Percentage  completeness  was  used  as  the  main  metric  to  define  the              

quality  of  each  assembly  as  well  as  percentage  contamination,  GC  percentage             

deviation   and   N50.   
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#   Run   SPAdes   in   single   cell   mode.     
spades.py   --sc   -t   16   -m   128   --careful   \   
-k   11,21,33,43,55,65,77,87,99   \   
--pe1-1   <fwd_read>   --pe1-2   <rev_read>   -o   <output_folder>  

https://github.com/ash-bell/masters_thesis/blob/master/QC_reads.smk
https://www.biostars.org/u/14684/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/
https://jgi.doe.gov/data-and-tools/bbtools/bb-tools-user-guide/usage-guide/
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/5BoW1
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3.2.3   Construction   of   a   16S   rRNA   phylogenetic   tree     

Phylogenetics  was  used  to  first  describe  the  relationship  of  each  SAG  to  each               

other.  16S  rRNA  sequences  were  extracted  using  Barrnap   (T.  Seemann  2015)             

with  default  settings  and  parameters.  An  MSA  file  was  created  with  MAFFT              

(Katoh  et  al.  2002)  a  multiple  sequence  alignment  algorithm  based  on             

progressive  alignment,  starting  by  comparing  similar  alignments  and          

progressively  adding  more  distantly  related  sequences.  The  options  --globalpair           

and  --maxiterations  1000  were  used  as  this  was  predicted  to  be  similarly  related               

species  and  therefore  global  over  a  local  alignment  was  performed.  1000             

iterations  were  also  preferred  to  ensure  the  best  MSA  outcome  was  used  whilst               

still   being   computationally   reasonable.     

  

TrimAl   (Capella-Gutiérrez,  Silla-Martínez,  and  Gabaldón  2009)  was  used  to           

remove  poorly  aligned  regions  within  an  MSA  which  can  help  with  the  accuracy               

of  future  phylogenetic  tree  analysis  and  reduce  computational  time.  TrimAl  was             

used  with  the  -automated1  flag  to  computationally  deduce  its  best  options.             

Lastly,  MSA  files  were  plotted  into  phylogenetic  trees  through  IQ-TREE   (Nguyen             

et  al.  2015) .  Settings  for  the  usage  of  IQ-TREE  include  -bb  1000  to  allow  for                 

1000  rounds  of  bootstrapping  and  -m  MFP  which  allows  for  IQ-TREE  to  find  the                

most  parsimonious  tree  using  its  inbuilt  ModelFinder  algorithm.  Resulting  trees            

were  generated  into  the  Newick  format  and  visualised  in  iTOL   (Letunic  and  Bork               
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#   Run   CheckM   with   custom   marker   set   
checkm   taxon_set   class   Alphaproteobacteria   \   
Alphaproteobacteria_markers   
  

checkm   analyze   Alphaproteobacteria_markers   \   
<folder_with_SAGs_assemblies>   checkm_output   -x   fasta   -t   16   
  

checkm   qa   --out_format   2   --file   \   
checkm_output/completeness_stats.txt   --tab_table   -t   16   \   
Alphaproteobacteria_markers   checkm_output   
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2007) ,  an  online  phylogenetic  tree  viewer  that  allows  detailed  customisation  of             

branch   colours   and   trimming   of   lengths.     

3.2.4   Construction   of   a   multi-gene   MSA   

For  a  multi-gene  phylogeny,  the  GTDB-Tk  pipeline   (Chaumeil  et  al.  2019)  was              

used  to  produce  a  multi-gene  MSA.  GTDB-Tk  identifies  conserved  marker            

genes  by  all  bacteria/archaea  through  prodigal   (Hyatt  et  al.  2010) ,  aligning             

marker  genes  to  Hidden  Markov  Models  (HMM)  using  HMMER   (Eddy  1998)             

and  concatenation  of  these  marker  genes  into  an  amino  acid  MSA.  Construction              

of  trees  via  IQ-TREE  was  performed  allowing  for  selection  of  the  most              

parsimony  tree.  TrimAl  was  used  with  the  -automated1  flag  to  computationally             

deduce  its  best  options.  IQ-TREE  was  used  to  deduce  the  phylogenetic  tree              

from  the  trimmed  MSA.  Settings  for  the  usage  of  IQ-TREE  include  -bb  1000  and                

-m   MFP.     

  

Reference  genomes  were  taken  from  existing  SAR11  clade  literature   (Grote  et             

al.  2012)  and  included  in  this  analysis  to  anchor  branches  within  existing              

phylogenetic  trees  acting  as  ingroups  and  outgroups.  Branches  with  lower            

bootstrapping  values  of  less  than  90  are  collapsed  to  represent  areas  of              

ambiguous   phylogeny.     

3.2.5  Usage  of  ANI  and  AAI  for  fine-scale  resolution  of            
genome   similarities   

Average  Nucleotide  Identity  (ANI)  is  a  metric  where  two  or  more  nucleotide              

sequences  are  compared  and  similarity  deduced  based  on  their  composition            

(Konstantinidis  and  Tiedje  2005) .  An  all-vs-all  ANI  search  was  performed  on  all              

SAGs  and  all  publically  available  SAR11  genomes  using  FastANI.  FastANI   (C.             

Jain  et  al.  2018a)  is  a  bioinformatics  tool  that  calculates  the  ANI  of               

protein-coding  regions  using   k -mer  counting.  FastANI  was  used  with  default            

settings   and   plotted   by   a   heatmap   using   this    script .     
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#Run   FastANI   with   ref_list.txt   as   path   to   FASTA   files   
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https://github.com/ash-bell/masters_thesis/blob/master/ani_plot.py
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Average  Amino  acid  Identity  (AAI)  uses  translated  protein  sequences  instead  of             

nucleotides  to  provide  a  similarity  metric.  AAI  was  calculated  with  only  451              

SAR11  SAGs  due  to  computation  limits  using  CompareM   (D.  Parks  2018)  with              

the  default  settings.  Pairwise  AAI  results  were  compared  to  WGS  phylogenetic             

trees   of   SAGs   and   all   publically   available   SAR11   genomes.   

  

3.2.6    k -mer   counting     

All  451  SAR11  SAGs  and  reference  genomes  from   (Grote  et  al.  2012)  were               

k -mer  counted  and  their   k -mer  frequency  normalised  against  contig  length  using             

scripts  developed  by   (Beaulaurier  et  al.  2019) .  Resulting   k -mer  counting            

genomes  were  plotted  after  dimension  reduction  technique  BH-tSNE  via   UMAP            

(McInnes,  Healy,  and  Melville  2018) .  This  allowed  for   k -mer  counted  genomes             

to  be  plotted  on  a  2D  scatter  plot  using   matplotlib   (Hunter  2007)  to  determine                

clade   clustering   based   on    k -mer   frequency.     

3.2.7   Metagenomic   mapping   for   ecological   identities   

All  SAR11s  that  were  categorised  into  a  clade  were  mapped  against  the   (Biller               

et  al.  2018)  dataset  using  Bowtie2   (Ben  Langmead  and  Salzberg  2012) .  Only              

reads  mapping  at  greater  than  95%  ANI  were  kept  as  95%  is  generally               

regarded  as  the  species  delimitation  for  genetic  samples   (Qin  et  al.  2014;              

Thompson  et  al.  2013) .  The  script  for  this  process  can  be  found   here .  The                

average  percentage  coverage  of  the  SAR11  genome  was  used  as  the  statistic             

to  infer  relative  abundance  with  a  metagenome.  To  infer  clade  coverage,  the              

median  percentage  of  clade  coverage  was  used  to  infer  clade  wide             
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fastANI   --rl   <ref_list.txt>   --ql   <ref_list.txt>   -o   
fastANI.output   -t   16   --matrix   

#Run   AAI   using   CompareM   
comparem   --cpus   32   aai_wf   <all_sags.fasta>   <outdir>   
  

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/P8ndw
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Ojdtn
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/SjSe
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https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/IiiyU
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/NxHW6+dJrao
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/NxHW6+dJrao
https://github.com/ash-bell/masters_thesis/blob/master/mapping_95pc.sh
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presence-absence.  Results  were  displayed  in  Ocean  Data  Viewer   (Schlitzer           

2002) .     

3.3   Results   

3.3.1   SAR11   SAG   genome   quality   

451  SAR11  SAGs  were  assembled  with  SPAdes  in  single-cell  mode  and             

checked  for  completeness  using  CheckM.  Genome  quality  metric  was           

suggested   from    (Bowers   et   al.   2017) .   

Table  3.2  Completion  table  of  451  SAR11  SAGs  according  to  completion             

statistics   by    (Bowers   et   al.   2017) .   

    

3.3.2   SAR11   Phylogenetics   

Extraction  of  16S  rRNA  sequences  from  SAGs  and  reference  genomes  from             

(Grote  et  al.  2012)  correlated  with  existing  SAR11  phylogenetic  trees.  Only  373              

SAR11  SAGs  tested  positive  for  the  16S  rRNA  gene,  losing  78  SAR11  SAGs               

from  this  phylogenetic  tree.  All  SAGs  were  closely  associated  with  existing             

SAR11  reference  genomes.  Interestingly,  very  few  SAGs  were  associated  on            

the   same   branch   as   Clade   IV   and   none   on   Clade   V   ( Fig   3.1,   3.2 ).     
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Genome   Quality   Number   of   SAR11   SAGs   

High-quality     
>90%   complete,   <5%   contaminated   

4   

Medium   Quality   
≥50%   complete,   <10%   contamination   

272   

Low-quality   
<50%   complete,   <10%   contamination   

175   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/5kptF
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Figure  3.1  A  collapsed  16S  rRNA  phylogenetic  tree  of  373  SAR11  SAGs.              

Clades  are  labelled  in  colour  with  bold  colours  indicating  a  reference  16S  rRNA               

from  the  NCBI  database.  Lighter  colours  indicate  SAR11  SAGs  that  are             

probable  members  of  their  respective  coloured  clade.  Nodes  are  collapsed  to             

aid  visualisation,  with  grey  triangles  indicating  a  collapsed  node  containing            

additional  branches.  Nodes  with  bootstrap  values  under  90  are  collapsed  to             

reduce   ambiguity.   The   outgroups   are   coloured   in   grey.     

  

WGS  phylogenetics  with  all  SAR11  SAGs  and  publically  available  SAR11            

genomes  correlate  with  existing  literature   (Grote  et  al.  2012;  Thrash  et  al.  2014;               

Tsementzi  et  al.  2016;  Kraemer  et  al.  2019) .  Five  SAR11  SAGs  did  not  have                
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enough  genomic  data  for  a  WGS  phylogenetic  tree  and  are  not  included.              

Clades   Id   and   Ie   are   previously   undescribed   clades.     

  

High  bootstrapping  numbers  on  the  WGS  SAR11  tree  provide  confidence  about             

its  structure,  but  without  an  ingroup  for  clade  IV  it  becomes  difficult  to  determine                

if  SAR11  genomes  are  from  an  existing  group  or  form  a  new  one.  However,                

when  combined  with  a  16S  phylogenetic  tree  with  a  clade  IV  ingroup,  I  can                

compare  the  two  and  confirm  the  identity  of  the  clade.  In  this  case,  clade  IV  is                  

highlighted  in  brown  ( Fig  3.1 ).  Areas  of  white  indicate  areas  of  the  phylogenetic               

tree  that  cannot  be  assigned  to  a  group  as  splits  occur  upstream  from  reference                

genomes.  This  probably  indicates  novel  or  new  clades  as  existing  phylogenetic             

tree  clusters  cannot  explain  splits  at  this  location.  Therefore  it  is  likely  that  two                

new  clades  are  present,  clade  Id  with  43  members  and  clade  Ie  with  34                

members.   
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Figure  3.2  A  WGS  phylogenetic  tree  of  736  SAR11  genomes  which  include              

SAR11  SAGs  from  this  study  as  well  as  from  public  databases  (NCBI).  Clades               

are   displayed   in   colour   with   bootstrapping   numbers   and   clade   numbers.     

  

3.3.3   SAR11   ANI   and   AAI   

An  all-vs-all  ANI  heat  map  provided  indications  that  the  data  is  structured,              

revealing  clustered  groups.  However,  differentiating  clusters  (representative  of          

different  clades)  from  each  other  by  eye  using  visual  representation  proved             

difficult   and   ambiguous.     
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Figure  3.3   A  condensed  selection  of  an  ANI  heatmap  plot  of  an  all  vs  all  SAR11                  

SAGs  and  reference  genomes  showing  the  overall  structure  of  the  data.  A              

darker  colour  indicates  a  higher  ANI  and  lighter  colour  a  lower  ANI  on  a                

discontinuous  scale.  ANI  values  below  75  are  not  shown  and  are  displayed  in               

white.  Query  genomes  are  labelled  on  the  x-axis,  where  reference  genomes  are              

on  the  y-axis.  Clustering  of  a  darker  colour  indicates  a  grouping  of  similar               

SAR11  SAGs  ANI  values.  Reference  genomes  are  used  to  provide  identity  to              

clusters.    Enlarged   plot .   

  

AAI  of  451  SAR11  SAGs  revealed  clustering  of  SAR11  AAI  values  based  on               

phylogenetic  splits.  Reference  genomes  do  not  have  AAI  calculated  due  to             
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computational  limits  and  therefore  have  no  values.  Clear  clusters  can  be  seen              

confirming   clade   boundaries   based   on   differing   genome   coding   regions.     

  
Figure  3.4  AAI  of  SAR11  SAGs  ordered  by  their  position  with  the  phylogenetic               

tree   reveals   clustering   at   existing   branches.     

  

To  confirm  AAI  was  effective  at  cluster  determination  and  therefore  branch             

support,  a  small  clade  such  as  SAR11  Clade  Ic  was  examined.  AAI  plot  of  clade                 

Ic  confirmed  that  SAGs  closely  related  to  reference  SAR11s  from  clade  Ic  have               

higher  AAI  values  when  compared  to  each  other.  Lower  more  distant  AAI  values               

are  present  when  compared  to  reference  SAR11s  outside  of  clade  Ic.  This              

confirms  the  viability  of  AAI  as  a  method  for  determining  clade  identity.  A  darker                
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blue  colour  indicates  strains  are  more  closely  related.  A  clear  darker  blue  colour               

in  reference  members  of  SAR11  clade  Ic  and  supposed  SAG  members  indicate              

membership   to   the   same   cluster   and   not   to   other   SAR11   clades.     

  

  

Figure  3.5  AAI  percentage  heatmap  of  SAR11  clade  Ic  determined  by  WGS              

phylogenetics.  SAR11  SAGs  shown  to  be  associated  with  clade  Ic  are  labelled              

with  a  black  square.  SAR11  reference  genomes  within  clade  Ic  are  labelled  with               

an   Ic   suffix   and   a   black   square.   

  

3.3.4   k -mer  counting  SAR11  genomes  for  clade         
boundaries   

WGS  of  SAR11  SAGs  and  reference  genomes  are   5 -mer  counted  and  plotted              

on  a  BH-tSNE  scatter  plot.  This  is  normalised,  allowing  for  genomes  of  shorter              

or  longer  lengths  to  be  compared,  as  differing  length  can  lead  to  differing               

numbers  of   k -mer  counts.  Numerical  counts  allow  for  genomes  to  be  plotted  in               

relation  to  each  other  to  produce  clusters  where  normalised   k -mer  counts  of  the               

same  composition  can  be  grouped  together.  Colours  indicate  SAR11  reference            

genomes.  SAR11  reference  genomes  did  not  cluster  together,  although  there  is             
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an  overall  structure  to  the  data.  This  is  surprising  due  to  AAI  and   k -mer  counting                 

both  being  derived  from  the  same  genetic  data.  Six  clusters  appear  clearly  and               

are  well  separated  from  different  reference  genomes.  However,  clustering  also            

shows  reference  genomes  are  separated  from  each  other  and  don’t  cluster             

together.  This  is  unusual  as  organisms  that  are  similarly  related  would  be              

expected   to   have   similar    k -mer   counts.     

  

  

  

Figure  3.6   BH-tSNE  scatter  plot  of  WGS  of  SAR11  SAGs.  SAG  contigs  were               

concatenated  together  forming  a  single  contig  FASTA  file.  Kmer  counting  was             

performed  and  dimension  reduction  techniques  in  a  BH-tSNE  plot  were            

performed  via  UMAP.  SAGs  were  plotted  via  their  BH-tSNE  values  in  the  form               

of   a   scatter   plot.   Reference   genomes   are   plotted   in   coloured   dots.     

3.3.5   Ecological   mapping   of   SAR11   clades   

Clades  established  in   Figure  3.4  were  grouped  together  and  mapped  against             

the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  metagenome  dataset  to  establish  if  different  SAR11              

clades  inhabit  different  ecological  clades.  Clade  I  can  clearly  be  seen  to  inhabit               

different  areas  of  the  ocean  based  on  depth  and  the  time  of  the  year  at  Hawaii                  

Ocean  Time-series  (HOTs).  Individual  plots  for  each  clade  are  included  in  the              

appendices.     
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Figure  3.7   Ocean  Data  View  plots  of  all  SAR11  clade  1  at  the  Hawaii                

Oceanographic  Time  Series.  Heat  plots  are  plotted  with  depth  against  the  day              

of  the  year.  Units  are  in  percentage  median  clade  coverage  at  spatial-temporal              

points   (black   dots).     

  

Each  SAR11  clade’s  global  ecological  location  is  summarised  to  characterise  its            

niche  from  individual  clade  heat  plots.  Barcharts  detail  SAR11  clade  abundance             

over  depth  and  time  of  the  year  using  the  median  tpmeans   (Imelfort  and               

Lamberton  2015)  for  each  clade.  Tpmeans  is  defined  as  the  average  coverage              

of  each  mapped  contig  after  the  top  and  bottom  10%  coverage  values  have               

been  excluded.  This  is  done  to  reduce  bias  to  highly  conserved  regions  like               

16S.  Median  clade  coverage  is  defined  as  the  median  coverage  derived  from  all               

members  of  a  clade.  Overall,  clades  generally  conform  to  established  SAR11             

clade   locations    (Stephen   J.   Giovannoni   2017) .     

  

The  proteorhodopsin  genes  are  proteins  involved  in  light-mediated  functionality,           

providing  energy  for  actions  such  as  a  proton  pump   (Beja,  Pinhassi,  and              

Spudich  2013) .  These  genes  are  responsive  to  light  and  therefore  can  indicate              

if  an  organism's  ecological  niche  contains  light,  such  as  within  shallower  waters.             
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Organisms  whose  sole  niche  is  devoid  of  light  is  unlikely  to  contain  a               

proteorhodopsin  gene  as  they  would  be  inactive  in  such  conditions.  Clade  Ic,              

although  most  abundant  in  bathypelagic  regions  where  there  is  an  absence  of              

light,  still  encodes  for  the  proteorhodopsin  gene   (Thrash  et  al.  2014) ,  indicating              

that  they  still  use  light  for  some  metabolic  function.  Indeed,  this  may  suggest  a                

migratory  nature  where  SAR11  from  Clade  Ic  may  periodically  enter  shallower            

waters  and  therefore  activate  proteorhodopsin  related  activity.  Genes  encoding           

for  proteorhodopsin  were  searched  for  within  Clade  Id  and  Ie  genomes  using              

Prokka   (Torsten  Seemann  2014) ,  a  gene  annotation  algorithm.  Proteorhodopsin           

genes  were  found  in  a  majority  of  Clade  Id  and  Ie  SAR11,  indicating  they  may                 

exhibit  a  similar  migratory  pattern  as  Clade  Ic.  This  is  further  reinforced  by  their                

equal  or  higher  abundance  within  mesopelagic  regions  over  bathypelagic  and            

abyssopelagic   regions   of   the   ocean   ( Fig   3.8 ).     
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Figure  3.8   SAR11  clades  mapped  against  metagenomic  datasets  by  the   (Biller             

et  al.  2018)  study  to  reveal  global  abundance  by  depth.  Abundance  is  shown  as                

the  median  tpmeans  of  each  clade  by  depth  category  within  the  ocean.              

Asterisks   indicate   clade   Ie.     

  
Figure  3.9   SAR11  clades  mapped  against  metagenomic  datasets  by  the   (Biller             

et  al.  2018)  study  to  reveal  global  abundance  by  month.  Abundance  is  shown               

as   the   median    tpmeans    of   each   clade.     

3.4   Discussion   
SAR11  SAGs  were  assembled  and  grouped  by  phylogenetics  into  clades.            

However,  without  reference  sequences  from  SAR11  clades  IV  and  V,  it  is              

challenging  to  confirm  that  splits  within  the  WGS  phylogenetic  tree  are  true              

members  of  clades  IV  and  V  and  not  new  clades.  A  variety  of  different  methods                 

like  ANI  and   k -mer  counting  were  used  to  cluster  clades  to  confirm  phylogenetic               

identities.  Branching  structures  aligned  with  AAI  clusters  confirming  splits  within            

the  phylogenetic  tree.  Ecotype  mappings  confirmed  splits  into  clades  also            

coincided  with  ecological  niches.  Branching  structures  of  SAR11  clades  allowed            

the   discovery   of   two   new   clades,   Id   and   Ie.   
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3.4.1   Improving   SAR11   SAG   assembly   completeness   

The  total  assembly  completion  of  a  SAR11  SAG  varied  drastically  from  4  to               

95%  complete,  with  an  average  of  60%.  This  means  it  is  not  guaranteed  that                

the  isolated  organism  will  have  a  complete  contiguous  genome.  Additionally,            

chimeric  artefacts  created  in  the  branching  step  of  the  MDA  reaction  leads  to               

chimeric  sequences   (Nurk  et  al.  2013) .  Chimeric  sequences  are  an  inaccurate             

representation  of  an  organism's  genome  leading  to  splicing  of  different  areas  of              

the  genome  together,  resulting  in  the  loss  of  data  and/or  truncated  genes.  Bias               

in  the  MDA  reaction  produces  uneven  coverage  of  SAGs  which  becomes             

problematic  in  the  assembly  process   (Lasken  2009) .  Additionally,  short  read            

sequencing  struggles  to  assemble  long  repeat  regions.  Even  with  sequencing            

depths  of  x1000,  on  average  less  than  50%  of  the  genome  was  sequenced               

(Stepanauskas  et  al.  2017) .  Instead,  other  methods  of  genome  amplification            

should  be  explored  to  avoid  the  MDA  step,  such  as  PicoPLEX   (Kurihara  et  al.                

2011)  and  MALBAC   (Chapman  et  al.  2015) ,  which  reduce  chimeric  contigs  by              

making  circular  DNA  amplified  fragments.  Overall,  the  technology  of  genome            

amplification  needs  to  be  further  developed  in  order  to  amplify  the  full  genome               

sequences   of   an   isolated   organism.     

  

Bioinformatics  methods  that  could  be  used  to  obtain  a  higher  completeness             

score  of  SAR11  genomes  from  SAGs  include  pooling  of  similar  SAR11             

genomes  reads  to  form  combined  assemblies.  This  may  provide  more            

sequence  data  that  covers  areas  of  low  coverage  and  can  indicate  the  presence               

of  chimeric  reads,  allowing  for  consensus  error  correction  of  these  regions.  This              

may  increase  the  completeness  of  SAR11  SAGs  assemblies  at  the  loss  of  the               

number  of  SAR11  SAGs,  shown  to  be  effective  in  a  study  from   (Kogawa  et  al.                 

2018) .  This  would  instead  provide  a  representation  of  all  SAR11  genomes  with              

the  same  similarity  score  at  the  loss  of  any  strain-level  genetic  difference  in               

these  “pooled”  samples.  In  addition,  there  are  diminishing  returns  where  higher             

numbers  of  SAR11  SAGs  are  required  to  span  across  unsequenced  regions.  It              

may  require  only  a  couple  of  SAGs  to  get  a  completion  value  of  50%  but  many                  

more  to  get  over  a  95%  completion  due  to  the  chance  of  obtaining  a  read                 
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spanning  an  unsequenced  region.  This  also  runs  the  risk  of  increased             

contamination  where  a  consensus  is  not  achieved  and  multiple  contigs  of  the              

same   regions   are   produced.     

  

Lastly,  a  combined  method  with  metagenomics  in  which  genetic  material  from             

an  environment  from  which  a  SAG  is  isolated  can  be  used  as  “scaffolds”               

between  contigs  or  even  as  hybrid  assemblies.  If  reads  or  contigs  map  at  high                

percentage  levels,  these  can  be  used  to  close  gaps  within  an  assembly.  This               

would  improve  the  completeness  scores  and  provide  an  ordering  of  contigs             

within  an  assembly  at  the  expense  of  strain-level  differences  using  scaffolding.             

Both  the  co-assembly  of  multiple  SAGs  and  usage  of  metagenomic  scaffolds             

can  improve  completeness  within  an  assembly  but  at  the  risk  of  increased              

contamination   and   loss   of   individual   genetic   differences.   

  

Overall,  bioinformatics  methods  can  produce  more  complete  SAGs  assemblies           

at  the  cost  of  the  loss  of  strain-specific  genetic  differences,  instead  of  providing               

a  representation  of  a  group  of  organisms.  If  the  goal  of  the  study  is  to  look  at                   

strain  level  divergence,  bioinformatic  methods  would  not  help  with  the  assembly             

and  wet-lab  methods  should  instead  be  used  to  improve  the  recovery  of  genetic               

material   from   the   amplification   and   DNA   sequencing   process.     

3.4.2   Phylogenetics   

It  is  well-established  that  multi-gene  phylogeny  is  likely  to  be  more  accurate  in               

its  placement  of  organisms  within  a  phylogenetic  tree  than  amplicon  studies             

(Devulder,  Pérouse  de  Montclos,  and  Flandrois  2005;  Kamali  et  al.  2014;             

Gontcharov  2003;  Tarasov  and  Dimitrov  2016) .  Additionally,  it  has  the  added             

advantage  that  the  16S  gene  is  not  required,  only  a  combination  of  conserved               

genes  within  each  organism.  This  allows  for  longer  MSA  files  where  smaller              

local  alignment  differences  can  assist  in  further  differentiation  of  each  organism.             

The  main  drawback  to  this  method  is  the  large  computational  time  required  to               

produce  trees  where  MSA  files  of  potential  5000  amino  acids  are  used              

(Chaumeil  et  al.  2019) .  Although  trimming  of  such  regions  can  be  used  to  filter                

out  poor  quality  regions  with  little  or  no  variation,  these  still  are  computationally               
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intensive.  Within  this  study,  a  16S  phylogenetic  tree  would  take  a  couple  of               

hours  to  complete,  whereas  a  multigene  phylogenetic  tree  took  almost  four             

days,   both   on   a   16   core   HPC   node.     

  

An  advantage  of  16S  phylogeny  is  the  highly  conserved  nature  of  the  16S  gene,                

found  within  all  bacteria  and  archaea.  This  allows  for  comparisons  of  distantly              

related  species  but  loses  its  advantage  within  closely  related  organisms.            

However,  with  multiple  studies  acknowledging  that  bacteria  have  between  30  -             

120  conserved  gene  markers   (D.  H.  Parks  et  al.  2015;  Rinke  et  al.  2013;  B.  J.                  

Campbell  et  al.  2011) ,  computation  processing  power  becomes  the  limiting            

factor  in  discerning  these  differences.  However,  only  16S  sequences  are            

available  due  to  the  well-established  practice  of  using  16S  sequences  as  a              

genetic  marker  resulting  in  multiple  amplicon  studies.  This  makes  performing            

more  accurate  WGS  phylogenetic  trees  with  ingroups  more  difficult.  An  example             

of  this  is  clade  IV  of  the  SAR11  phylogeny,  which  are  only  represented  as  a  16S                  

sequence  within  the  NCBI  database.  Hence,  within  this  study  both  the  16S              

rRNA  phylogenetics  and  multi-gene  phylogenetics  are  used  for  classification  of            

SAR11  SAGs.  Lastly,  the  main  advantages  of  16S  sequencing  are  the  relatively              

cheap  monetary  cost  in  comparison  to  whole-genome  sequencing,  and  16S            

sequencing  does  not  require  sorting  in  MAGs,  commonly  used  in  metagenomic             

studies,   as   each   16S   sequence   is   presumed   to   come   from   a   different   individual.   

    

Therefore,  this  study  combines  the  power  of  WGS  and  16S  phylogenetics  to              

accurately  determine  the  position  of  each  SAR11  SAG.  Where  16S  branches             

align  with  the  same  ingroups  in  the  WGS  branches,  with  a  high  bootstrapping  of                

greater  than  90,  it  would  be  reasonable  to  assume  that  these  organisms  are               

correctly  classified.  From  this  combination  study  of  phylogenetic  trees,  we  can             

also  be  confident  in  the  discovery  of  two  new  clades,  clade  Id  and  Ie,  which                 

were  all  previously  undescribed  in  other  literature   (Tsementzi  et  al.  2016;             

Kraemer   et   al.   2019;   Stephen   J.   Giovannoni   2017) .     
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3.4.3   ANI   and   AAI   

Clustering  of  ANIs  within  a  heatmap  is  a  good  indicator  to  confirm  branch  splits                

within  a  phylogenetic  tree.  Within  an  ANI  heatmap,  clusters  should  be  identified              

with  a  reference  genome  within  each  cluster,  providing  identities  of  each             

grouping.  This  allows  for  the  identification  of  groups  and  can  reinforce  existing              

categorisations  from  phylogenetic  trees.  However,  with  a  discontinuous          

spectrum  of  ANIs,  this  makes  it  difficult  to  see  clade  boundaries  as  these  are                

not  clearly  defined.  Additionally,  ANI  is  not  recommended  to  be  used  if  species               

are  less  than  75%  similar   (C.  Jain  et  al.  2018a) .  Instead,  AAI  is  recommended                

to  look  at  species  divergence  beyond  this  value.  However,  due  to  the  increased               

numbers  of   k- mers  with  amino  acids  over  nucleotides,  computational  limits            

become  the  limiting  factor  in  AAI  studies.  But  when  AAI  was  calculated  for               

SAGs  and  aligned  against  a  WGS  phylogenetic  tree,  clear  clusters  become             

apparent  along  phylogenetic  clade  boundaries,  confirming  that  splits  on           

phylogenetic  trees  are  accurate.  This  additionally  allowed  for  determination  if            

subclades  were  present  within  phylogenetic  structures  and  led  to  the            

confirmation   of   clade   IIb.b   within   clade   II.     

3.4.4    k -mer   counting   

Although  plotting  AAI  is  very  useful  to  delineate  species  boundaries  on  a              

discontinuous  scale,  it  is  highly  subjective  where  boundaries  occur  between            

very  closely  related  organisms.  Arbitrary  groupings  exist,  with  >95%  dictating  an             

intra-species  relationship  and  <83%  an  interspecies  relationship  at  a  nucleotide            

level   (Qin  et  al.  2014) .  However,  with  SAGs  where  multiple  genes  are  missing,              

these  results  are  deduced  based  on  small  amounts  of  common  genes  and  can               

exacerbate  bias  in  certain  genes  for  and  against  these  boundaries.   K -mer             

counting  provides  an  alternative  method  for  categorisation  and  delineation  of            

SAGs  taxonomic  groups,  although  there  is  limited  success  with  closely  related             

individuals.     
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3.4.5   Ecological   identities   of   SAR11   Clades   

Phylogenetics  allows  for  the  identification  of  clades  within  a  group  of  organisms.              

This  can  help  differentiate  organisms  based  on  their  genetics  and  infer             

groupings  of  organisms.  Isolation  of  an  organism  from  a  location  provides  some              

evidence  of  where  an  organism  may  exist  within  an  environment,  but  not  the               

extent  of  its  geographical  range.  To  examine  if  different  SAR11  clades  are  of               

different  ecotypes  and  occupy  different  niches  with  the  ocean,  clades  were             

mapped  to  metagenomic  data  within  the  ocean.  Overall,  results  aligned  closely             

with  previous  studies   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni  2017) ,  validating  the          

methodology.  However,  with  new  clades  Id  and  Ie,  this  led  to  the  discovery  that                

they  are  deeper  waters  specialists  thought  to  be  the  sole  domain  of  Clade  Ic.                

Clade  Id  seems  to  operate  in  the  mesopelagic  region  between  200  and  1000m,               

with  Clade  Ie  present  in  even  deeper  waters  of  the  abyssopelagic  of  up  to                

4500m.  However,  clades  Id  and  Ie  are  not  seen  to  exclusively  reside  within               

deeper  waters  as  they  contain  proteorhodopsin  genes,  genes  that  interact            

directly  with  light.  It  is  therefore  likely  that  these  SAR11  clades  migrate  to               

shallower  depths,  in  line  with  existing  findings  with  clade  Ic   (Thrash  et  al.  2014) .                

Interestingly,  clade  Ib.2  inhabits  the  same  region  as  clade  Ib  throughout  the              

year,  yet  has  distinctive  enough  genetics  to  be  classified  as  a  separate  cluster               

within  AAI  plots  and  branch  off  from  within  the  Ib  clade.  This  may  indicate  that                 

these  two  clades  interact  with  nutrients  within  their  environment  in  a  different              

manner  to  each  other,  or  variations  are  the  result  of  the  Kill  the  Winner                

hypothesis   by   phage   predation.     

  

With  the  phylogenetics  of  new  SAR11  clades,  it  becomes  clear  that  only  a  small                

number  of  SAR11  have  been  isolated  and  cultured  predominantly  from:  clade             

Ia.1  (HTCC1062)   (Rappé  et  al.  2002)  Ia.2  (HIMB5)   (Grote  et  al.  2012)  Ia.3               

(HTCC7211)   (Stingl,  Tripp,  and  Giovannoni  2007)  Ib.1  (RS40)   (Jimenez-Infante           

et  al.  2017)  IIIa  (IMCC9063)   (Oh  et  al.  2011)  and  (HIMB114)   (Grote  et  al.  2012)                 

IIIb  (LD12)   (Henson  et  al.  2018)  V  (HIMB59)   (Grote  et  al.  2012) .  SAGs  provide                

a  unique  opportunity  to  study  these  organisms,  especially  Clade  IV  which  has              

no  known  isolate,  but  here  I  provide  five  additions  to  this  phylogenetic  group.               
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SAGs  therefore  provide  a  valuable  resource  to  study  such  organisms  without             

the  need  for  the  challenging  task  of  isolating  rarer  clades  from  this  abundant              

taxa.  Indeed,  studies  into  SAR11’s  abnormally  low  viral  abundance  ( Chapter  4 )             

and  the  presence  of  a  conserved  region  involved  in  phage  defence  ( Chapter  5 )               

would   be   challenging   without   culture-independent   methods.     
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4 SAR11  Single-cell  Amplified  Genomes      

viral   signatures   

4.1   Introduction   

4.1.1   Abstract   

Within  marine  microorganisms  communities,  viruses  moderate  long-term  carbon          

storage  and  increase  community  metabolism  through  the  viral  shunt.  Viruses            

infecting  SAR11,  known  as  Pelagiphages  have  been  identified  as  some  of  the              

most  abundant  viruses  within  marine  environments.  However,  relatively  few           

Pelagiphage  genomes  are  publically  available  for  analysis  despite  their  ubiquity.            

This  is  due  in  part  to  the  difficulty  of  culturing  their  host.  Here,  I  use                 

bioinformatic  methods  to  derive  viral  sequences  from  SAR11  SAGs  from  this             

study  and  from  other  public  sources.  I  compare  rates  of  infections  across  a               

range  of  marine  microorganisms  and  conclude  that  members  of  the  SAR11             

clade  contain  three-fold  fewer  viral  sequences  than  other  taxa.  This  conflicts             

with  the  current  ecological  theory  Piggyback-the-Winner  predicting  higher          

lysogeny  in  abundant  microorganisms.  I  highlight  the  discrepancies  between           

different  viral  identifying  algorithms  and  suggest  an  improved  method.  The  lack             

of  successful  gene  annotations  of  Pelagiphages  is  attributed  to  poor  gene             

calling  and  databases  with  improved  annotation  pipelines  are  suggested.           

Overall,  low  Pelagiphages  infection  rates  are  unexplained  with          

Kill/Piggyback-the-Winner  hypotheses  and  I  instead  suggest  support  for  the           

King-of-the-Mountain  hypothesis  that  SAR11  undergoes  positive  rather  than          

negative   density-dependent   selection.     

4.1.2   Identifying   and   sequencing   viral   sequences   

There  are  two  main  methods  for  obtaining  viral  sequences  -  experimentally  or              

computationally.  To  obtain  high  quality  and  complete  viral  sequences           
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experimentally,  viruses  are  propagated  in  a  host  culture.  Once  a  high  density  of               

viruses  has  been  reached,  filtration,  extraction  and  sequencing  of  viral  genetic             

material  provides  viral  genomes   (Hyman  2019) .  Temperate  phages  are  phages            

that  have  the  additional  capacity  to  integrate  themselves  within  a  host  genomes              

or  exist  as  lytic  phages   (Howard-Varona  et  al.  2017) .  They  are  rarely  exclusive               

to  one  lifestyle  and  excise  themselves  from  the  host  genome  depending  on              

environmental  triggers   (Lang,  Pleška,  and  Guet  2020;  Fortier  and  Sekulovic            

2013) .  Temperate  phages  that  have  integrated  themselves  into  the  host            

genome  are  called  prophages  and  proliferate  when  the  host  genome  is             

replicated   (Canchaya  et  al.  2003;  Du  Toit  2019) .  Theoretically,  the  exposure  to              

UV  or  other  environmental  stressors  can  trigger  the  prophage  to  excise  itself              

from  the  host   (Nanda,  Thormann,  and  Frunzke  2015) .  The  virus  then  switches              

to  a  lytic  lifestyle  where  the  previously  described  method  can  be  used  to  capture                

its  viral  sequence.  This  relies  on  the  prophage  being  viable  and  able  to  excise                

itself  in  the  presence  of  environmental  triggers.  This  allows  for  the  cultivation              

and   sequencing   of   prophages   experimentally.   

  

Alternatively,  bioinformatic  algorithms  allow  for  the  identification  of  viral           

sequences  without  culturing   (Roux  et  al.  2015;  Zhou  et  al.  2011;  Ren  et  al.                

2017;  Akhter,  Aziz,  and  Edwards  2012;  Fouts  2006;  Gipsi  Lima-Mendez  et  al.              

2008;  Arndt  et  al.  2017;  Bose  and  Barber  2006;  Arndt  et  al.  2016) .  However,                

this  is  an  estimation  of  viral  signatures  based  on  databases,  previously             

identified  viral  hallmark  characteristics  and   k -mer  frequencies.  Generally,  a  lytic            

phage  is  an  isolated  viral  sequence  usually  located  on  a  single  contig.  This  is                

separate  from  the  organism's  assembly  and  represents  an  ongoing  infection            

captured  during  the  DNA  sequencing  process,  or  is  environmental  DNA            

captured  through  unsterile  techniques  or  ineffective  isolation  protocols.          

Conversely,  prophages  are  viral  sequences  that  have  been  integrated  into  the             

host  genome  usually  through  tRNAs  and  integrases   (A.  Campbell  2003) ,  thus             

becoming   part   of   the   host   genome.     

  

Bioinformatically  obtaining  viral  signatures  from  genetic  sequences  usually          

relies  on  the  detection  of  properties  established  as  viral   (Adriaenssens  and             
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Cowan  2014) .  Some  basic  “viral-like”  properties  are  identified  such  as  the             

proportion  of  “AT”  and  “GC”  nucleotides  within  a  proportion  of  the  genome              

(Akhter,  Aziz,  and  Edwards  2012;  Van  Hemert  et  al.  2018;  Grigoriev  1999) .  A               

skew  in  the  frequencies  of  these  nucleotides  can  be  an  indicator  of  foreign               

genes   (Elhai,  Liu,  and  Taton  2012;  Xiong  2006) .  Additionally,  attachment  sites             

and  disrupted  or  shorter  genes  can  indicate  the  start  and  end  of  a  prophage                

sequence  from  which  the  virus  has  integrated   (Ramisetty  and  Sudhakari  2019) .             

Lower  numbers  of  characterised  Protein  families  (Pfam)  domains  and           

uncharacterised  genes  are  also  indicative  of  viral  sequences   (Breitbart  et  al.             

2002) .  Circular  sequences  can  be  of  phage  origin,  as  they  indicate  a  circular               

DNA  structure  and  a  complete  viral  sequence   (Dion,  Oechslin,  and  Moineau             

2020) .   

4.1.3   Extraction   of   viral   signatures   by   VirSorter   

VirSorter   (Roux  et  al.  2015) ,  a  bioinformatic  software  for  extracting  viral             

signatures  uses  MetaGeneAnnotator   (Noguchi,  Taniguchi,  and  Itoh  2008)  and           

hmmsearch   (Finn,  Clements,  and  Eddy  2011)  to  look  for  Pfam  and  viral              

domains  using  Hidden  Markov  Models  (HMMs).  Briefly,  it  uses  a  sliding  window,              

to  look  for  areas  enriched  with  viral  hallmark  genes  like  capsids  and  a  tail  fibre                 

protein.  Based  on  these  variables,  a  category  is  determined  representing  the             

confidence  that  a  sequence  is  viral.  If  80%  of  a  contig  contains  viral  genes,  then                 

the  whole  contig  is  deemed  viral.  Otherwise,  it  is  classified  as  a  prophage.               

Identified  viral  sequences  are  split  into  six  categories:  one  to  three  are  lytic               

phage  sequences  and  four  to  six  are  prophages.  A  lower  category  number              

represents  higher  confidence  in  the  categorisation.  For  example,  categories  one            

and  four  are  regarded  as  the  “most  confident”  prediction,  category  two  and  five               

“likely”  predictions  and  category  three  and  six  as  “possible”  predictions.            

Extraction  of  these  viral  sequences  allows  for  further  studies,  for  example,  viral              

genetics   and   phylogeny    (Dion,   Oechslin,   and   Moineau   2020;   Gorbalenya   2008) .     
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4.1.4  Assessing  viral-like   k -mer  frequencies  by        
VirFinder   

VirFinder   (Ren  et  al.  2017)  is  a   k -mer  frequency  based  algorithm  for  viral  contig                

identification.  Unlike  VirSorter,  it  does  not  rely  on  upstream  gene  annotation             

algorithms  to  accurately  predict  protein  location  and  function.  It  uses  machine             

learning  techniques  based  on  the  different   k -mer  frequencies  a  host  and  viral             

contig  have  to  identify  viral  sequences.  It  returns  a  score  from  zero  to  one,  with                 

a  higher  score  indicating  the  sequence  is  similar  to  viral  sequences  in  the               

default  viral  sequences  training  dataset,  and  therefore  most  likely  viral.  It  also              

returns  a   p -value  indicating  how  distinct  the   k -mer  frequency  of  identified  viral              

sequences  is  from  prokaryotic  host  contigs  within  the  default  training  dataset.  It              

then  becomes  up  to  the  user  to  determine  cutoffs  for  which  sequences  they               

consider   viral.     

4.1.5   Viral   Ecological   niches   

Chapter  3  of  this  project  establishes  ecological  niches  of  each  of  these  projects               

SAR11  SAGs  along  with  publicly  available  SAR11  genomes  (NCBI).  It  would  be              

interesting  to  see  if  phages  derived  bioinformatically  from  SAR11  SAGs            

matched  their  host  ranges.  Localisation  of  phages  in  areas  absent  of  their  host               

may  indicate  SAR11  phages  have  a  broader  host  range,  able  to  infect  SAR11  of                

other  clades.  Although  not  conclusive  of  broad  host  specificity  (the  exact  same              

phage  would  need  to  be  found  in  different  hosts  to  confirm  this),  it  could  indicate                 

an   area   of   future   exploration.     

4.1.6   Gene-sharing   network   map   

Common  genes  exist  between  prokaryotic  and  eukaryotic  organisms  like           

16/18S  rRNA.  However,  viral  phylogeny  is  difficult  to  conclusively  characterise            

as  these  do  not  share  any  specific  genes  in  common.  Although  capsids  are  the                

most  promising  target,  not  all  viruses  have  them   (Koonin  2009) .  An  alternative              

method  looks  at  proteins  within  viral  sequences  and  compares  these  to  existing              
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viruses,  with  the  proportion  of  shared  proteins  between  two  viruses  serving  as  a               

proxy  for  evolutionary  relatedness   (G.  Lima-Mendez  et  al.  2008) .  The  presence             

and  absence  of  these  functional  proteins  enable  clustering  of  closely  related             

viruses   similar   to   branches   on   a   phylogenetic   tree.   

  

4.1.7   Viral   signatures   present   in   marine   
microorganisms   

It  has  long  been  established  that  20%  of  marine  microorganisms  are  virally              

infected  at  any  one  time.  However,  evidence  for  this  number  is  based  on               

theoretical  calculations   (Curtis  A.  Suttle  2005,  [a]  2007)  and  counting  virocells             

(Proctor  and  Fuhrman  1990)  (cells  undergoing  infection)  within  seawater           

samples.  Rates  of  viral  infection  of  SAR11  were  noticed  to  be  lower  than  the                

expected  20%  infection  rate  ( Fig  4.5 ),  therefore  a  comparative  study  of  other              

marine  SAGs  was  conducted  to  explore  this  statistic.  Combining  data  from             

multiple  sources  as  well  as  data  from  this  study  helped  establish  if  this               

biological   anomaly   was   by   chance   or   statistically   significant.     

4.2   Materials   and   Method   

4.2.1   Extraction   of   viral   signatures   by   VirSorter   

All  451  SAGs  were  analysed  for  the  presence  of  viral  sequences  using  VirSorter               

with  default  settings.  Only  categories  1,  2,  4  and  5  were  retained  as  these                

represented  “likely”  confidence  that  sequences  produced  were  viral.          

Additionally,  sequence  lengths  below  10  kbps  were  removed  as  VirSorter  has             

been   documented   to   be   less   accurate   within   those   ranges    (Roux   et   al.   2015) .   
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4.2.2   Gene   annotation   of   viral   signatures   

Extraction  of  viral  sequences  from  VirSorter  allows  for  annotation  of  phage             

genes;  obtaining  locations  of  protein-coding  regions,  gene  function  and  COG            

category.  This  is  performed  using  prodigal   (Hyatt  et  al.  2010)  and  diamond              

(Buchfink,  Xie,  and  Huson  2015) .   Gene  annotation  maps  were  performed  in  R              

using   the   gggenes   library    (David   Wilkins   2019) .     

  

4.2.3   Phylogeny   of   Viral   Protein   Clusters   

vConTACT2   (Bolduc  et  al.  2017;  Jang  et  al.  2019)  was  used  to  create  gene                

sharing  networks  to  produce  genome-based  viral  taxonomy  and  cluster  viral            

genomes  into  ICTV-recognised  phage  genera   (Bolduc  et  al.  2017) .  vConTACT2            

was  performed  on  Cyverse   (Goff  et  al.  2011;  Merchant  et  al.  2016) ,  a  publically                

available  computational  infrastructure  with  default  settings  and  input  files  from            

VirSorter.  Protein  clusters  were  visualised  in  Cytoscape   (Shannon  et  al.  2003)             

according  to  recommendations  suggested  by  the  creators  of  vContact2           

described    here    on    protocols.io .   

4.2.4   Ecological   mapping   of   viral   signatures   

Metagenomic  samples  from  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset  were  mapped             

against  phage  sequences.  Mappings  were  filtered  for  contigs  with  95%  identity             

against  metagenomic  reads  by  BamM   (Imelfort  and  Lamberton  2015) .  95%  was             

chosen  as  this  was  regarded  as  the  delimiter  for  determining  species   (C.  C.               

Thompson  et  al.  2013;  Konstantinidis  and  Tiedje  2005;  Richter  and            
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Rosselló-Móra  2009) .  Percentage  genome  coverage  was  chosen  as  the           

visualisation  metric  and  displayed  using  ODV (Schlitzer  2002)  produced  using            

pileup.sh   from    BBTools .     

4.2.5   Viral   signature   abundance   in   Marine   Organisms   

All  additional  SAGs  were  obtained  from  JGI  IMG/M  repository,  March  2020  with              

the  following  criteria:  (Cultivation  Metadata  --  Uncultured  Type  [  Single  Cell  ])              

AND   (Environmental   Classification   --   Ecosystem   Type   [   Marine   ]).     
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bowtie2-build   <genome>   <genome_name>   
bowtie2   --threads   16   -x   <genome_name>   \   
-1   <fwd_read>   \   
-2   <rev_read>   \   
--no-unal   -S   <output_sam_file>   
  

#sort   and   index   the   bam   files   to   order   them   
for    i    in    *.sam;    do   
samtools   view   -F   4   -@   16   -buSh    $i    |   samtools   sort   -@   16   -   -o   
$(basename    $i    .sam).srt.bam;   
samtools   index   -@   16   $(basename    $i    .sam).srt.bam;   
done   
  

#filter   mappings   below   >95%   identity   
for    i    in    *.srt.bam;    do   
bamm   filter   -b    $i    --percentage_id   0.95   2>&1   |   tee   $(basename   
$i    .bam).srt.fltr.log;   
samtools   sort   -@   16   $(basename    $i    .bam)_filtered.bam   -o  
$(basename    $i    .bam).srt.fltr.bam;   
samtools   index   $(basename    $i    .bam).srt.fltr.bam;   
rm   $(basename    $i    .bam)_filtered.bam    ${i} *;   
done   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/dJrao+Spi1O+cC0sC
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/5kptF
https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/
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Table  4.1   Number  of  SAGs  obtained  from  this  study  or  the  JGI  IMG/M               

repository   used   for   this   Chapter’s   analysis   

  

VirSorter   was   run   with   the   following   code:   

  

VirFinder  was  run  in  R  with  the  following  code  with  score  amended  depending               

on   the   analysis.   Multithreaded   version   of   this   can   be   seen   in   full    here .     
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Name   #   of   SAGs   obtained  Taxonomy   

Synechococcus   65   Genus   [    Synechococcus    ]   

Prochlorococcus   531   Genus   [    Prochlorococcus    ]   

Other   Marine   Taxa   240   NOT  (Taxonomy  --  Order  [       
Synechococcales,   Pelagibacterales   ]   

Public   SAR11   153   Order   [   Pelagibacterales   ]   

Our   SAR11   451   This   Study   

#Run   VirSorter   
wrapper_phage_contigs_sorter_iPlant.pl   -f   <SAGs.fasta>   --db   2   
--ncpu   16   --data-dir   <virsorter-data-dir>   --diamond   

#Run   VirFinder   
require(Biostrings)   
require(parallel)   
require(VirFinder)   
[...]   
predResult   <-   parVF.pred( "cat123456.fasta" ,   cores=16)   
virfinder   =   subset(predResult,   pvalue   <=   0.05   &   score   >=   0.7   &   
length   >=   1000)   
write.csv(virfinder,    "VirFinder_cat123456_trm.csv" ,   row.names   
=   FALSE)   

https://github.com/ash-bell/finding_viruses/blob/master/virfinder.R
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4.3   Results   

4.3.1   Gene   annotation   of   viral   signatures   

VirSorter  confidently  identified  21  viral  sequences  and  genome  annotation           

identified  genes  consistent  with  expected  viral  genes.  Large  proportions  of  viral             

genes  had  no  known  function.  No  phages  were  identified  as  circular  and              

therefore  probable  complete  phage  sequences.  With  the  overwhelming  amount           

of  protein  sequences  (~90%)  having  a  function  of  “hypothetical”  indicates            

automated  protein  function  determination  for  these  viral  signatures  is  best            

performed  manually.  This  is  recommended  by  the   SEA-PHAGES  protocol  and            

is  not  further  explored  within  this  study  due  to  time  constraints  with  a               

recommendation  of  two  to  three  days  per  phage  for  accurate  gene  annotation              

(Salisbury   and   Tsourkas   2019) .   

  

Figure  4.1   Genome  annotation  of  SAR11  SAG  viral  signatures.  Colours  indicate             

COG   grouping.   
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https://seaphages.org/blog/2018/09/05/sea-phages-phage-discovery-guide-online/
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/23JOP
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Table  4.2   SAR11  phages  derived  bioinformatically  using  VIRSorter.  Basic           

statistics  are  listed  about  each  phage.  None  of  the  viral  genomes  were              

classified   as   circular   and   thus   may   represent   genomic   fragments.   
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Classification   Genes   Length   in   
base-pairs   

Viral   
taxonomy   

Host   Clade   

AAAM-cat2   19   20929   None   found   Ib.1   

AAAO-cat5  20   10506   None   found   Ib.2   

AACP-cat2   19   11081   None   found   Ia.1   

AAEH-cat5   20   12874   None   found   Ia.1   

AAET-cat5   58   39360   None   found   Ia.1   

AAGL-cat2   30   27196   None   found   Ia.1   

AAHI-cat4   25   20643   None   found   Ia.3   

AAHZ-cat4   28   23476   None   found   Id   

AAIM-cat2   15   10482   None   found   Id   

AAIX-cat5  12   11036   None   found   IIa.A   

AAJR-cat5   26   21483   None   found   Ib.1   

AAJR-cat5_2   29   24100   None   found   Ib.1   

AAJR-cat2   36   25764   None   found   Ib.1   

AAKQ-cat2  32   24962   None   found   IIa.A   

AAKR-cat2   42   38061   None   found   Ic   

AAKY-cat2   18   20815   None   found   Ia.1   

AAKY-cat2_2   17   14055   None   found   Ia.1   

AALP-cat2   15   15954   None   found   IIa.A   

AANR-cat5   37   20575   None   found   Ib.1   

AAOM-cat2   27   23547   None   found   Id   

AAQL-cat5   23   23166   None   found   Ib.2   
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4.3.2   Phylogeny   of   Viral   Protein   Clusters   

Viral  sequences  identified  from  VirSorter  were  uploaded  into  vConTACT2  v0.9.5            

using  database  RefSeq-85  (14-Nov-2017),  gene-based  viral  taxonomy  was          

determined  and  visualised  with  Cytoscape.  Gene-based  taxonomy  using          

gene-clusters  revealed  an  association  of  isolated  phage  sequences  with  other            

common  marine  viruses  within  two  distinct  clusters  with  other  known  SAR11             

phages.  Nodes  with  no  edges  connected  to  any  SAR11  SAG  viral  sequences              

were  removed.  SAR11  SAG  phage  sequences  (yellow,   Fig  4.2 )  were  all  shown              

to  share  genes  with  existing  SAR11  phages  (red,   Fig  4.2 )  within  the              

vConTACT2  database.  No  SAR11  SAG  phage  had  only  unique  genes  unrelated             

to  any  other  SAR11  phage.  Additional  phages  with  related  genes  are  displayed              

(blue,   Fig  4.2 ).  These  are  predominantly  known   Synechococcus  spp.  phages.            

vConTACT2  was  unable  to  provide  a  taxonomic  classification  of  viruses  for  any              

of   the   viral   sequences.     

  

  

Figure  4.2   vConTACT2  protein  cluster  graph  of  a  gene-sharing  network  of  21              

SAR11  SAG  viral  sequences  (yellow),  four  known  SAR11  phages  (red)  and             

other  reference  phages  (blue).  Visualised  using  Cytoscape,  showing  linkage  of            

protein   clusters   between   existing   viral   groups.     
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4.3.3   Ecological   mapping   of   viral   signatures   

Phage  sequences  were  mapped  to  metagenomic  datasets  from  the   (Biller  et  al.              

2018)  dataset  to  determine  ecological  niches.  Only  phages  infecting  SAR11            

Clade  Ib  are  shown  within  this  chapter  due  to  ODV  plots  being  large  in  size.                 

Instead,  a  summary  table  is  provided  for  easy  viewing  ( Table  4.2 ).  All  other   heat                

maps  are  located  in  the  appendices.  The  host  clade  from  where  the  SAR11               

SAG  phage  was  isolated  is  also  included  to  compare  host  and  phage  ecological               

ranges.  Prophage  abundance  was  recorded  as  much  lower  in  comparison  to             

host   and   phage   abundance.     

  

  

Figure   4.3  ODV  plots  of  Pelagiphage  sequences  from  the  SAR11  clade  Ib  and               

their  host  using  ecological  data  from  the   Hawaii  Ocean  Time-series .            

Pelagiphage  sequences  are  deduced  bioinformatically  using  VirSorter  from          

SAR11  SAGs  belonging  to  the  Ib  clade.  Resulting  viral  contigs  are  mapped              

against  cellular  metagenomic  reads  from  the  Hawaii  Ocean  Time-series.           

Resulting  viral  contig  abundance  data  is  sorted  according  to  time  of  the  year               
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https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/GXZ1
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TDz_bL36HVknWIBdD3X88Jex5cNHEkmHuIue8-44-8I/edit#figur_SAR11SAG1bviral
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metagenomic  sampling  took  place  and  represented  as  the  percentage  of  the             

total  viral  contig  that  was  successfully  mapped  to  reads  within  a  metagenome.              

A.   A  Pelagiphage  sequence  identified  as  a  phage.   B,C,D.  Pelagiphages            

identified  as  prophages.   E.  Location  of  Hawaii  Ocean  Time-series  (red).   F.             

SAR11   Clade   Ib   ecological   mapping   against   the   Hawaii   Ocean   Time-series.     

  

  
Figure   4.4  ODV  plots  of  Pelagiphage  sequences  from  the  SAR11  clade  Ib  and               

their  host  using  ecological  data  from  the   Bermuda  Atlantic  Time-series  Study .             

Pelagiphage  sequences  are  deduced  bioinformatically  using  VirSorter  from          

SAR11  SAGs  belonging  to  the  Ib  clade.  Resulting  viral  contigs  are  mapped              

against  cellular  metagenomic  reads  from  the  Bermuda  Atlantic  Time-series           

Study.  Resulting  viral  contig  abundance  data  is  sorted  according  to  time  of  the               

year  metagenomic  sampling  took  place  and  represented  as  the  percentage  of             

the  total  viral  contig  that  was  successfully  mapped  to  reads  within  a              

metagenome.   A.   A  Pelagiphage  sequence  identified  as  a  phage.   B,C,D.            

Pelagiphages  identified  as  prophages.   E.  Location  of  Bermuda  Atlantic           

Time-series  Study  (red).   F.  SAR11  Clade  Ib  ecological  mapping  against  the             
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Bermuda   Atlantic   Time-series   Study.     

  

ODV  plots  are  highly  subjective  to  categorise  phage  and  host  ecological  niches              

and  location,  therefore  a  summary  table  attempting  to  detail  host  and  phage              

range  is  given.  Tables  are  my  interpretation  of  ODV  plots  to  allow  for  easy                

comparisons  against  host  phage  ranges.  Interestingly,  phages  infecting  hosts           

clade  Ib  had  largely  different  ranges  to  their  host  occupying  much  deeper              

depths.  Also,  phages  from  host  clade  IIa.A  had  a  much  shallower  preferred              

depth   in   comparison   to   their   host   range.       
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Table  4.3  Summary  table  of  host  and  phage  abundance  at  depth  based  on               

ecological   mapping   data.     
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Phage   Host   Clade   Estimated  Host    
Range   

Estimated  Viral    
Range   

AACP_Phage   Ia.1   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AAEH_Prophage   Ia.1   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AAET_Prophage   Ia.1   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AAGL_Phage   Ia.1   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AAIM_Phage   Ia.3   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AAOM_Phage   Ia.3   0   -   200   0   -100   

AAHI_Prophage   Ia.3   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AAHZ_Phage   Ia.3   0   -   200   0   -   50   

AAQL_Prophage   Ib   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AAAM_Phage   Ib   0   -   200   0   -   150   

AAAO_Prophage   Ib   0   -   200   0   -   200   

AANR_Prophage   Ib   0   -   200   250   -   500   

AAJR_Phage   Ib   0   -   200   200   -   4500   

AAJR_Prophage1   Ib   0   -   200   150   -   400   

AAJR_Prophage2   Ib   0   -   200   200   -   5000   

AAKR_Phage   Ic   200   -   5500   150   -   6000   

AAKQ_Phage   Ie   500   -   2500   200   -   6000   

AAIX_Prophage   IIa.A   200   -   5000   100   -   400   

AAKY_Phage1   IIa.A   200   -   5000   100   -   1000   

AALP_Phage   IIa.A   200   -   5000   100   -   500   

AAKY_Phage2   IIa.A   200   -   5000   200   -   6000   
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4.3.4   Viral   lysogeny   in   marine   microorganisms   

Phages  are  abundant  within  marine  systems,  often  at  an  order  of  magnitude              

higher  than  the  host  they  predate  upon   (Wommack  and  Colwell  2000) .  Phages              

directly  affect  microbial  communities,  best  described  by  the  Kill-the-Winner           

hypothesis   (Thingstad  and  Lignell  1997;  Winter  et  al.  2010)  describing  negative             

density-  ependentlytic  predation  and  Piggyback-the-winner  stating  lysogeny  by          

temperate  phages  is  common  when  hosts  population  abundance  is  abundant            

(Knowles  et  al.  2016) .  SAR11  is  one  of  the  most  abundant  organisms  within  the                

marine  environment   (Morris  et  al.  2002;  Craig  A.  Carlson  et  al.  2009) ,  with  their                

ubiquitous  nature  suggesting  temperate  phages  that  have  integrated  within           

SAR11  genomes,  called  prophages  are  a  common  occurrence.  Incidence  of            

lysogeny  in  the  cyanobacterium   Prochlorococcus  is  indicated  as  the  cause  of             

low  viral  particle  counts  when   Prochlorococcus   abundance  is  high (Sullivan,            

Waterbury,  and  Chisholm  2003) .  To  explore  this,  bioinformatics  tools  such  as             

VirFinder   (Ren  et  al.  2017)  and  VirSorter   (Roux  et  al.  2015)  were  used  to                

quantify  the  number  of  lysogenic  phage  sequences  within  SAR11  and  other             

marine  taxa.  Results  indicated  that  contrary  to  the  Piggyback-the-Winner           

hypothesis,  the  SAR11  clade  does  not  contain  a  high  percentage  of  viral              

sequence  within  their  genomes.  This  is  in  contrast  to  organisms  with  the  genus               

of   Prochlorococcus  and   Synechococcus  that  are  highly  abundant  in  surface            

waters   (Flombaum  et  al.  2013) ,  where  expected  numbers  of  viral  sequences             

were  found.  Additionally,  SAR11  have  lower  numbers  of  viral  signatures  at  a  two               

to   three-fold   magnitude   when   compared   to   other   marine   taxa.     
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Figure  4.5  Fraction  of  viral  signatures  identified  as  SAGs  across  the  marine              

environment.  Two  bioinformatics  algorithms  were  used  to  determine  the           

presence  of  viral  signatures  within  a  SAG.  A  SAG  was  considered  infected  if  it                

contained  a  viral  sequence  within  its  assembly  that  is  over   1000  bps  in  length                

and:  VirSorter  (blue)  identified  a  viral  sequence  as  category   1,2,4  or  5.              

VirFinder  (green)  identified  a  viral  sequence  if  it  received  a  score  of   ≥0.9  and  a                 

p-value  of   ≤0.05 .  A  combined  approach  (yellow)  identified  a  viral  sequence  if              

VirSorter  identified  it  as  viral  ( any  category )  and  the  sequence  had  a  VirFinder               

score  of   ≥0.7  and  a  p-value  of   ≤0.05 .   * 20%  of  all  marine  microorganisms  are                

expected  to  be  infected  at  one  time   (C.  A.  Suttle  1994;  Proctor  and  Fuhrman                

1990;   Curtis   A.   Suttle   2007a) .     
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4.4   Discussion   

4.4.1   Pelagiphage   ecology     

21  SAR11  viral  signatures  were  isolated  from  451  SAR11  SAGs  using  VirSorter,              

equating  to  approximately  5%  of  all  hosts  containing  viral  signatures.  This  is              

lower  than  the  expected  20%  of  all  bacteria  expected  to  contain  viral  sequences               

(C.  A.  Suttle  1994;  Proctor  and  Fuhrman  1990) .  This  may  be  due  to  the                

incomplete  assemblies  resulting  from  the  MDA  reaction  used  in  the  SAGs             

amplification  process.  However,  it  is  expected  that  viral  signatures  would  be             

enriched  due  to  multiple  copies  of  virions  being  made  in  the  infection  cycle               

(Labonté  et  al.  2015) .  Additionally,  this  may  provide  evidence  to  the  ability  of               

SAR11  to  escape  viral  predation  (explored  more  in   Chapter  5).  Genome             

analysis  of  SAR11  phages  contained  many  unknown  genes,  suggesting  gene            

calling  processes  are  ineffective  at  finding  coding  regions  and/or  databases  are             

incomplete.  It  has  been  suggested  that  automated  viral  gene  calling  is             

inaccurate  and  the   SEA-PHAGES  protocol  includes  methods  to  improve  this            

process   (Salisbury  and  Tsourkas  2019) .  This  involves  using  multiple  gene            

calling  algorithms  to  provide  consensus  gene  calls  (If  a  gene  is  found  using               

multiple  gene  calling  algorithms,  it  is  more  likely  to  be  correct,  removing  false               

positives).  This  protocol  uses  multiple  additional  biological  indicators  of  coding            

regions  such  as  the  presence  of  operons  where  gene  starting  locations  are              

within  one,  four  or  eight  base  pairs  from  upstream  genes  and  coding  potential               

graphs  to  determine  gene  starting  locations.  These  are  all  laborious  processes             

that  require  on  average  two  to  three  days  per  phage  sequences  to  identify  by                

hand   (Salisbury  and  Tsourkas  2019) .  This  was  not  pursued  within  this  project              

due  to  time  constraints  and  the  possibility  that  identified  phages  are  false              

positives  (phages  identified  are  actual  artifacts),  but  is  considered  a  “gold             

standard”  to  phage  gene  annotation.  An  attempt  to  replicate  this  process             

bioinformatically  can  be  viewed   here ,  however,  due  again  to  time  constraints             

and  limited  understanding  of  coding  was  not  pursued  further  within  the             

timeframe  of  this  project.  There  is  a  definite  need  for  such  programs  to  identify                
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and  annotate  phage  sequences  as  new  bioinformatics  programs  have  been            

created  to  serve  this  process   (McNair  et  al.  2019;  Salisbury  and  Tsourkas  2019;               

Ecale  Zhou  et  al.  2019) .  This  highlights  the  inaccuracy  of  current  models  that               

require  large  100k  base  pairs  regions  of  the  genome   (Hyatt  et  al.  2010;  Delcher                

et  al.  1999;  Lomsadze  et  al.  2018)  to  train  on  before  providing  accurate  gene                

calls.  Phages  can  fall  into  this  category  of  <100k  base-pair  genomes  with  for               

example,  only  one  of  the  48  isolated  Pelagiphages  having  a  genome  larger  than               

100k  base-pairs   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013,  2019;  Buchholz  et  al.  2020) .  Therefore,               

bioinformatic  algorithms  cannot  rely  on  such a  priori  training  mechanisms  in             

small   hosts   such   as   SAR11.   

  

A  lack  of  annotation  of  phage  proteins  is  unlikely  to  be  solely  due  to  the                 

inaccurate  gene  calling  methods,  and  probably  also  the  result  of  unrepresented             

proteins  within  such  databases.  With  roughly  90%  of  genes  returned  as             

unknown,  this  highlights  the  large  numbers  of  novel  genes  identified  within             

Pelagiphage  genomes.  Accurate  deduction  of  gene  function  from  unknown           

genes  may  help  identify  auxiliary  metabolic  genes  which  may  help  describe             

Pelagiphage  dynamics.  Auxiliary  metabolic  genes  have  been  described  to           

increase  the  fitness  of  the  host  to  positively  benefit  viral  replication   (L.  R.               

Thompson  et  al.  2011;  Hurwitz  and  U’Ren  2016;  Howard-Varona  et  al.  2018;              

Crummett  et  al.  2016) .  SAR11  undergoes  slow  replication  rates   (Stephen  J.             

Giovannoni  2017)  and  therefore  viral  replication  may  be  increased  with  auxiliary             

metabolic  genes.  In  addition,  current  knowledge  of  how  SAR11  is  able  to  evade               

Pelagiphage  infection  on  a  population  level  is  based  on  genomic  regions             

conferring  viral  immunity   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013;  S.  Giovannoni,  Temperton,  and              

Zhao  2013) .  Pelagiphages  are  likely  to  have  mechanisms  to  counteract  viral             

evasion  as  postulated  by  the  Red  Queen  hypothesis   (Van  Valen  1973;             

Woolhouse  et  al.  2002;  Lively  and  Apanius  1995)  and  detailed  gene  annotation              

may  highlight  them.  These  points  towards  the  need  for  databases  and  gene              

callers  to  be  improved  to  facilitate  the  deduction  of  phage  gene  function              

bioinformatically.     
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Interestingly,  phages  isolated  from  clade  Ib  show  a  larger  ecological  zone  than              

their  host.  Phages  and  prophages  from  SAR11  SAG  AAJR  isolated  from  clade              

Ib  show  a  preferential  mapping  to  deeper  waters  (200m  and  below),  but  the               

host  range  for  clade  Ib  is  generally  in  shallower  water  above  200m.  This  may                

indicate  that  SAR11  phages  are  able  to  cross  infect  different  clades  of  SAR11               

bacteria.  This  trend  is  also  shown  in  prophage  AAQL  isolated  from  a  clade  Ib                

host,  but  which  follows  clade  Ie’s  ecological  mapping  preference.  This  is  also              

seen  to  a  lesser  extent  in  prophage  AANR,  with  its  preference  for  deeper  waters                

akin  to  phages  isolated  from  AAJR.  This  could  be  due  to  the  migratory  nature  of                 

SAR11  species  with  the  presence  of  members  of  deepwater  clades  in  shallower              

waters  (see   Chapter  3 ).  Isolation  of  phage  sequences  may  also  indicate             

accidental  isolation  of  a  phage  inconsistent  with  its  host  when  sequencing,             

acting  as  environmental  contamination.  However,  viral  prophages  indicate          

integration  into  the  host  genome  and  would  not  explain  this.  Overall,  I  highlight               

the  possibility  of  cross-clade  infections  and  non-specificity  for  SAR11  clade            

predation  from  Pelagiphages.  To  provide  evidence  for  this  bioinformatically,           

chance  encounters  of  the  same  phage  sequence  would  need  to  be  present  in               

SAR11  from  different  clades  at  a  significant  level.  Instead,  cross-clade            

infections  could  be  performed  where  isolated  Pelagiphages  are  used  in  infection             

studies  to  determine  specificity   (Buchholz  et  al.  2020;  Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013,               

2019) .  As  the  exact  predator-prey  relationships  between  SAR11  and  its  phage             

remain  contentious   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013;  Våge,  Storesund,  and  Thingstad  2013;              

S.  Giovannoni,  Temperton,  and  Zhao  2013) ,  a  broad  specificity  may  help  inform              

ecological  models  in  determining  the  ecological  theories  explaining          

Pelagiphages   abundance    (Våge   et   al.   2014;   Winter   et   al.   2010) .     

4.4.2   Viral   predation   rates   in   Marine   Microorganisms   

Figure  4.4   includes  the  accuracy  of  using  different  bioinformatic  algorithms  and             

cutoffs  to  determine  viral  sequences  from  genomic  data.   Prochlorococcus           

infection  rates  are  identified  at  59%  if  VirSorter  is  used,  but  drops  to  17%  when                 

using  VirFinder   k -mer  counting  based  algorithm.  This  large  variation  shows  that             

there  is  little  consensus  between  different  algorithms  to  what  is  considered  viral.              

This  is  particularly  obvious  in  a  combined  approach  that  has  a  more  lenient               
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VirFinder  score  required  to  be  considered  viral  (70%  vs  90%)  but  still  produces               

fewer  viral  hits  ( Fig  4.4 ,  yellow  versus  green).  This  highlights  the  possible  false               

positives  when  using  algorithms  searching  for  viral  signatures  and  why  I  would              

recommend  a  combined  approach  where  both  algorithms  form  a  consensus  that             

a   sequence   is   viral.     

  

Other  observations  indicate  that  lysogeny  events  within  the  SAR11  clade  are             

rare  in  comparison  to  other  abundant  marine  taxa  like   Prochlorococcus  and             

Synechococcus .  With  a  combination  (VirSorter  and  VirFinder)  approach  ( Fig           

4.4,  Yellow )  SAGs  obtained  within  this  study  had  almost  identical  percentage             

infection  rates  compared  with  publicly  available  SAR11  from  JGI  (6%  vs  5%),              

validating  that  results  from  this  study  can  be  extrapolated  to  the  entire  SAR11               

clade.  This  indicates  in  temperate  SAR11  phages,  lysogeny  is  a  rare  event  and               

below  the  expected  20%  in  all  marine  taxa.  Phage  lysogeny  within  SAR11  is               

almost  three  to  six  fold  less  common  than  other  marine  taxa,  who  have  on                

average  a  15%  lysogenic  rate.   (Parsons  et  al.  2012)  showed  that  virioplankton              

abundance  was  negatively  correlated  with   Synechococcus  and  SAR11          

abundance,  in-line  with  Piggyback-the-Winner  hypothesis  that  under  high          

abundance,  lysogeny  is  a  more  common  phage  lifestyle   (Knowles  et  al.  2016) .              

Here  I  show  that  between  29-37%  of   Synechococcus   are  infected  depending  on              

the  bioinformatic  algorithm  used  ( Fig  4.4 );  above  the  20%  average  infected  rate              

and  consistent  with  a  ubiquitous  marine  organism.  However,  SAR11  lysogeny            

rates  would  be  expected  to  follow  this  high  infection  rate,  which  it  does  not,  with                

only  6-9%  infected.  This  contributes  to  the  mystery  of  where  SAR11  phages  are               

located  if  not  within  SAR11  genomes  or  as  virioplankton,  due  to  their  high               

abundance  in  metagenomic  data   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013;  Buchholz  et  al.  2020) .               

SAR11  undergoes  slow  replication  rates  compared  to  other  marine           

microorganisms  (~36  hours   (Rappé  et  al.  2002) )  which  would  align  with             

(Knowles  et  al.  2016)  suggesting  that  high  rates  of  replication  are  also  required               

for  a  transition  to  lysogeny.  However,  as  a  population,  SAR11  undergoes  similar              

or  exceeds  population  growth  rates  compared  to  other  marine  taxa   (Malmstrom             

et  al.  2005) .  This  highlights  that  there  may  be  additional  biological  mechanisms              

involved  in  Pelagiphage  host-prey  dynamics  we  are  still  unaware  of.  Within             
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Chapter  5   I  explore  a  possible  biological  interaction  SAR11  may  exhibit  to              

escape  viral  predation  and  discuss  its  impact  on  current  ecological  theories  in              

Chapter   6 .   
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5 SAR11   Hypervariable   regions   

5.1   Introduction   

5.1.1   Abstract   

SAR11  is  one  of  the  most  ubiquitous  marine  plankton  along  with  its  predatory               

viruses,  the  Pelagiphages,  yet  top-down  predation  theories  are  unable  to            

explain  their  predator-prey  relationship.  SAR11  is  able  to  resist  population            

decline  even  when  challenged  with  abundant  Pelagiphages,  contrary  to  the            

Kill-the-Winner  hypothesis  previously  observed  in  marine  plankton.  Theories          

such  as  defensive  specialism  seek  to  explain  SAR11’s  high  abundance  through             

defensive  mechanisms.  Although  these  mechanisms  explain  high  SAR11          

abundance,  they  are  unable  to  explain  high  Pelagiphage  numbers  where            

SAR11  has  a  streamlined  genome  dominated  by  nutrient  acquisition  genes.            

Instead,  hypervariable  regions  have  been  proposed  as  an  alternative           

mechanism  where  small  changes  within  these  regions  confer  viral  immunity  by             

preventing  viral  adsorption.  This  champions  the  King-of-the-Mountain  theory          

that  through  SAR11’s  superior  nutrient  acquisition  genes  and  streamlined           

genome  is  able  to  outcompete  other  heterotrophic  organisms.  SAR11  resulting            

abundance  suggests  that  positive  density-dependent  selection  increases         

contact  with  other  SAR11  species  and  their  DNA.  This  increases  the  chances  of               

genetic  recombination  events,  especially  in  hypervariable  regions,  allowing  for           

genetic  material  to  be  exchanged  between  members  of  SAR11  populations.            

These  small  changes  are  hypothesised  to  confer  enough  changes  on  surface            

glycoproteins  in  the  genomic  cassette  HVR2  preventing  Pelagiphage          

recognition  as  prey.  This  is  coined  “defence  on  a  budget”  allowing  SAR11  to  use                

a  majority  of  its  resources  towards  nutrient  acquisition  while  still  acquiring  viral              

immunity  as  a  population.  However,  the  HVR2  -  predicted  to  be  the  region  that                

allows  this  mechanism,  has  not  been  studied  extensively.  Here  I  show  that  the               

HVR2  is  present  in  all  SAR11  clades  I-III  and  consistently  found  between  the               
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23S  and  5S  rRNA  coding  region.  I  highlight  that  they  are  variable  in  length  but                 

significantly  enriched  in  surface  related  proteins.  However,  I  contest  that            

mutations  within  HVR2  are  from  replication  events,  not  recombination  and            

highlight  bioinformatic  evidence  which  suggests  this.  Overall,  this  suggests  that            

more  work  is  needed  to  study  the  evolution  of  these  regions  to  determine  the                

mechanism  in  which  they  produce  variation.  Either  way,  mutations  within  HVR2             

would  explain  how  SAR11  is  able  to  retain  its  global  abundance  and  suggest  a                

mechanism   of   defence   against   abundant   Pelagiphages.     

  

5.1.1  The  impact  of  Hypervariable  Regions  on  viral          
ecology   

Planktonic  cells  are  predated  upon  by  viruses  and  other  microorganisms,            

returning  abundant  organisms  to  its  environmental  carrying  capacity  (an           

example  of  top-down  predation),  yet  SAR11  -  a  clade  of  planktonic  cells,  is  one                

of  the  most  ubiquitous  aquatic  microorganisms   (Morris  et  al.  2002;  Becker  et  al.               

2019;  Biers,  Sun,  and  Howard  2009;  Herlemann  et  al.  2014) .  This  conflicts  with               

current  ecological  theories  such  as  the  Kill-the-Winner  hypothesis  (negative           

density  dependant  selection)   (Thingstad  and  Lignell  1997)  states  that  rising            

population  density  increases  chance  encounters  with  predatory  phages  and           

accelerates  predation  events   (Marston  et  al.  2012) ,  eventually  returning  an            

organism  back  to  equilibrium   (Fuhrman  and  Schwalbach  2003) .  This  is  a             

common  strategy  in  “bloom-bust”  dynamics  of  marine  phytoplankton  where           

increased  nutrients  cause  phytoplankton  blooms   (Boyd  et  al.  2000)  and  virally             

caused  mortality  returns  a  population  to  its  normal  abundance   (Guixa-Boixereu,            

Lysnes,  and  Pedros-Alio  1999;  Alarcón-Schumacher  et  al.  2019;  Matteson  et  al.             

2012) .  In  contrast,  SAR11  comprises  at  least  20  to  40%  of  all  marine               

microorganism  biomass   (Morris  et  al.  2002) ,  conflicting  with  the  KtW  ecological             

strategy.  Initially,  SAR11’s  global  dominance  was  thought  to  be  explained  by             

cryptic  escape,  avoiding  predation  due  to  its  small  cell  size   (Yooseph  et  al.               

2010)  or  slow  replication  rates  making  viral  infection  inefficient   (Curtis  A.  Suttle              

2007a;  Parsons  et  al.  2012) .  However, Prochlorococcus ,  an  autotrophic           
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cyanobacteria  has  a  similar  surface  area  to  volume  ratios  to  SAR11  and  is               

clearly  affected  by  phage  predation,  following  the  Kill-the-Winner  ecological           

model   (Sullivan,  Waterbury,  and  Chisholm  2003;  Sullivan  et  al.  2005,  2009,             

2010) .  Lastly,  the  SAR11  clade  equaled  or  exceeded  growth  rates  compared  to              

the  total  prokaryotic  community,  suggesting  that  SAR11  population  does  not            

exhibit   a   slower   growth   rate    (Malmstrom   et   al.   2005) .    

  

The  high  abundance  of  SAR11  can  be  explained  by  superior  resource             

acquisition   (Sowell  et  al.  2009;  Malmstrom  et  al.  2005)  or  defensive  specialism              

(Curtis  A.  Suttle  2007a;  Våge  et  al.  2014) .  The  idea  of  a  defensive  specialist                

suggests  SAR11’s  high  population  abundance  is  due  to  a  majority  of  resources              

expended  on  survivorship  against  top-down  loss  over  replication  and  other            

functions.  These  take  the  form  of  defensive  systems  and  have  been  identified  in               

SAR11  which  include  a  possible  CRISPR  system   (Thrash  et  al.  2014)  and  a               

phosphorothioate  system   (Wang  et  al.  2011) .  However,  SAR11  phages  also            

exist  at  high  abundances   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013;  Buchholz  et  al.  2020;  Y.  Zhao  et                  

al.  2019)  which  would  indicate  a  high  rate  of  predation  events  and  therefore               

SAR11  survivorship  is  not  effective.  Pangenomics  studies  concluded  the  most            

abundant  proteins  within  a  SAR11  metaproteome  were  substrate-binding          

proteins  related  to  nutrient  transport   (Grote  et  al.  2012) ,  with  no  proteins              

associated  with  defence  against  predation   (Sowell  et  al.  2009) .  This  concluded             

that  SAR11  probably  devotes  a  majority  of  resources  towards  nutrient            

acquisition  over  survivorship,  and  therefore  unlikely  to  be  a  defensive  specialist.             

Instead,  it  is  proposed  that  SAR11’s  dominance  as  the  most  ubiquitous  marine              

microorganism  is  due  to  its  superior  resource  acquisition,  especially  in            

nutrient-poor  environments   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013) .  Once  a  high  abundance  is              

achieved,  it  provides  protection  against  loss  by  viral  predation.  Although  a  high              

population  density  increases  the  encounter  rate  with  predatory  phage  particles,            

it  also  increases  contact  with  other  SAR11  and  their  DNA.  This  allows  for               

increased  opportunities  for  genetic  recombination  events  to  occur.  The           

King-of-the-Mountain  hypothesis  was  proposed   (S.  Giovannoni,  Temperton,  and          

Zhao  2013;  Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013) ,  stating  SAR11  are  able  to  resist  a  population                 

decline  caused  by  its  predatory  phages  by  recombination  of  viral  defensive             
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genes  and  collectively  “out  evolving”  its  predatory  phages.  This  would  be             

described  as  Positive  Density  Dependant  selection   (John  Wiley  &  Sons,  Ltd             

2001) ,  where  increased  contact  with  other  SAR11  due  to  their  high  abundances              

allow  for  recombination  events  to  occur  at  higher  rates.  This  concept  was              

further  supported  by  high  DNA  recombination  rates  observed  in  SAR11   (Vergin             

et  al.  2007)  allowing  for  the  horizontal  transfer  of  DNA  elements.  Recombination              

allows  for  genomic  regions  to  undergo  higher  rates  of  evolution  in  populations              

compared  to  clonal  replication  in  asexual  organisms.  A  particular  region  of             

interest  is  the  genomic  region  HVR2,  located  between  the  23S  and  5S  rRNA               

region  in  SAR11.  HVR2  is  a  cassette  of  genes  enriched  for  genes  targeting  the                

cell  wall  or  membrane   (Grote  et  al.  2012;  L.  J.  Wilhelm  et  al.  2007) .  These  types                  

of  genes  contain  external  facing  glycoprotein  receptors  that  are  often            

associated  with  phages  adsorption.  Variations  of  these  receptors  may  prevent            

viral  adsorption  and  therefore  prevent  predation  events   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni            

2017;  Clément  et  al.  1983) .  Although  it  may  seem  counterintuitive  for  a              

streamlined  genome  prioritising  only  core  genes  to  include  HVRs,  (a  region  of              

high  gene  variation  and  size)  it  is  thought  to  be  an  advantage  in  SAR11  as                 

significant  parts  of  its  genome  are  required  for  nutrient  uptake.  HVRs  are              

regions  of  the  genome  undergoing  high  evolutionary  pressure  and  variation,            

allowing  for  genes  to  become  highly  efficient  and  change  rapidly  according  to              

their  surrounding  environment.  This  can  be  seen  as  a  “defence  on  a  budget”               

where  small  changes  within  an  HVR  can  prevent  viral  adsorption  without  the              

dedication   of   large   resources   otherwise   needed   for   nutrient   transport.    
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5.2   Materials   and   Methods   

5.2.1   Confirming   existence   and   location   of   HVRs   

Fifteen  high  quality  published  SAR11  genomes  were  chosen  from  the  NCBI             

database  (January  2019)  across  a  range  of  clades  were  chosen  to  identify  HVR               

regions  with  their  genomes.  Reads  from  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  metagenomic              

dataset  were  recruited  against  each  SAR11  genome  to  find  areas  with  little  or               

no  coverage  against  any  marine  prokaryotic  metagenomes.  This  would  identify            

unique  areas  of  the  SAR11  genome  with  high  microdiversity.  Uncovered  regions             

would  be  dissimilar  to  any  other  marine  prokaryote  and  would  provide             

candidates  for  HVRs.  The   mapping  process  was  performed  using   bowtie2   (B.             

Langmead  and  Salzberg  2013)  recruiting  metagenomic  reads  against  the           

SAR11  genomes  and  subsequent  filtering,  including  only  reads  with  a  95%             

identity  for  downstream  analysis  with   BamM   (Imelfort  and  Lamberton  2015) .                

Coverage  of  each  base  pair  is  plotted  in  the  form  of  a  barplot  ( Fig  5.2 ).  Gaps  in                   

the  barplot,  signifying  unique  areas  of  the  SAR11  genome  were  identified  in  this               

way.       
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https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/GXZ1
https://github.com/ash-bell/masters_thesis/blob/master/mapping_95pc.sh
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Icwug
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Icwug
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/ZMqvW
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Table   5.1    List   of   complete   SAR11   genomes   from   the   NCBI   database   

5.2.2   Usage   of   pangenomics   to   identify   flanking   genes   

Three  members  of  each  SAR11  Clade  I-IV  from  publically  available  genomes             

and  451  SAR11  SAGs  isolated  in  this  study  were  chosen  based  on  maximising               

genome  size  and  percentage  completeness  ascertained  in   Chapter  3 .  Clade  V             

was  not  included  due  to  evidence  suggesting  it  is  not  a  true  SAR11   (Viklund  et                 

al.  2013) .   Anvi’os  pangenomic  workflow  was  performed  on  these  samples  to             

produce  an  anvi’o  pangenomic  circos  plot  ( Fig  5.3 ).  All  settings  and  parameters              

were   performed   as   recommended   in   their   online   workflow    (Murat   Eren   2016) .     
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Name   RefSeq   assembly   accession   

LD12   GCF_002688585.1   

HIMB083   GCF_000504225.1   

HIMB114   GCF_000163555.2   

HIMB1321   GCF_900177485.1   

HIMB5   GCF_000299095.1   

HIMB59   GCF_000299115.1   

HTCC1040  GCF_000384455.1   

HTCC1062  GCF_000012345.1   

HTCC7211   GCF_000155895.1   

HTCC7214  GCF_000701385.1   

HTCC7217  GCF_000702645.1   

HTCC8051  GCF_000472605.1   

IMCC9063   GCF_000195085.1   

RS39   GCF_002101315.1   

RS40   GCF_002101295.1   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/4Guxf
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/4Guxf
http://merenlab.org/2016/11/08/pangenomics-v2/
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Z8R0u
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_002688585.1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000504225.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000163555.2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_900177485.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000299095.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000299115.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000384455.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000012345.1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000155895.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000701385.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000702645.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000472605.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000195085.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_002101315.1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_002101295.1
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5.2.3   Extraction   and   analysis   of   HVR   flanking   genes   

HVRs  identified  using  anvi’o’s  pangenomics  workflow  were  extracted  along  with            

flanking  genes.  These  regions  were  gene  called  using   prodigal   (Hyatt  et  al.              

2010)  and  gene  annotation  performed  by   diamond   (Buchfink,  Xie,  and  Huson             

2015) .  Results  are  displayed  in  a  gene  annotation  format  using   gggenes   (David              

Wilkins  2019)  and  overlaid  with  coverage  bar  plots  from  methods  described  in              

5.2.1.     
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#   Run   Prodigal   and   diamond   
prodigal   -p   meta   -i   <input>   -d   <output>   
diamond   blastx   -d   <diamond_nr_database>   -q   
<prodigal_genecalls>   \   
-o   <diamond_output>   --outfmt   6   qseqid   evalue   bitscore   stitle   
-k   1     
--more-sensitive   

#   Run   gggenes   in   Rscript   
library (ggfittext)   
library (gggenes)   
library (ggplot2)   
library (ggrepel)   
library (RColorBrewer)   
virus   <-   read.csv( "<VIRSorter_diamond_output>" ,   sep   =    "\t" )   
colourCount   =   length(unique(virus$COG_cat))   
getPalette   =   colorRampPalette(brewer.pal( 9 ,    "Set1" ))   
ggplot(virus,   aes(xmin   =   Start,   xmax   =   End,   y   =   Genome,   fill   =   
COG_cat,   forward   =   Strand,   label   =   role))   +   
   geom_gene_arrow(arrowhead_height   =   unit( 10 ,    "mm" ),   
arrowhead_width   =   unit( 3 ,    "mm" ),   arrow_body_height   =   unit( 10 ,   
"mm" )   )   +   
   geom_gene_label(align   =    "middle" )   +   
   facet_wrap(~   Genome,   scales   =    "free" ,   ncol   =    1 )   +   
   scale_fill_manual(values   =   colorRampPalette(brewer.pal( 9 ,   
"Set1" ))(colourCount))   +   
   theme_genes()   +   
   theme(legend.position= "bottom" )   +   
   guides(fill=guide_legend(nrow= 5 ))   
ggsave( "<gggenes_output>" ,   width   =    420 ,   height   =    297 ,   units   =   
"mm" ,   limitsize   =    FALSE ,   dpi   =    150 )   

https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/7pkUW
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/7pkUW
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/7KvUo
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/7KvUo
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/r94BF
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/r94BF
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5.2.4   Extraction   and   analysis   of   HVR2   

All  publically  available  SAR11s  from  the  NCBI  database  and  451  SAR11  SAGs             

in  this  study  from  clade  I-III  (generated  using  previously  established            

phylogenetic  trees  in   Chapter  3 )  were  used  to  obtain  their  HVR2  region,  located               

between  the  23S  and  5S  rRNA  regions   (Grote  et  al.  2012;  L.  J.  Wilhelm  et  al.                  

2007) .  Therefore  any  SAR11  genomes  with  a  23S  and  5S  rRNA  gene  present               

on  the  same  contig  were  identified  using   barrnap   (T.  Seemann  2015) .  The              

HVR2  region  was  extracted  from  each  contig  using   seqtk   (H.  Li  2012) .  Both               

HVR2  region  and  the  whole  genome  sequence  for  each  organism  were  gene              

called  with   prodigal ,  as  indicated  in  methods  in   5.2.3  and  gene  annotated  using               

the   webserver  based   eggNOG-MAPPER   (Huerta-Cepas  et  al.  2016)  to  establish            

Clusters  of  Orthologous  Groups  (COGs)   (Tatusov  et  al.  2000)  for  each  gene.              

The  proportion  of  COGs  in  HVR2  and  the  whole  genome  were  compared  to               

assess  if  HVR2  is  enriched  in  any  COG  category.  Enrichments  were  tested  for               

significance   with   a   hypergeometric   distribution   test    (Fog   2008) .     
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https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Ojdtn+VTyyx
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Ojdtn+VTyyx
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/waIO0
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/sej1F
http://eggnog-mapper.embl.de/
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/SgiUt
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/cNj78
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Xe0Bp
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5.2.5   Bootstrapping   of   HVR2   

The  sample  sizes  of  HVR2  in  Clade  IV  and  V  was  11,  making  the  calculation  of                  

its  size  distribution  difficult  to  determine  accurately.  Here  bootstrapping  methods            

were  used  to  resample  HVR2  distributions  to  provide  a  larger  sample  size.              

Bootstrapping  consisted  of  randomly  sampling  existing  HVR2  datasets  over           

100,000   iterations   to   produce   additional   data   points.   
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#   Establish   rRNA   locations   with   barrnap   
barrnap   <fasta_file>   
  

#   Extract   HVR2   using   seqtk   
seqtk   subseq   <concatiated_fasta_all_SAR11>   reg.bed   >   
ITS_reg.fasta   

#   Run   hypergeometric   distribution   test   with   scipy   in   python   
#   Function   from   article   "Hypergeometric   Distribution   Explained   
#With   Python"   from   towardsdatascience.com   
import    numpy    as    np   
import    matplotlib.pyplot    as    plt   
from    scipy.special    import    comb   
  

def     hypergeom_pmf (N,   A,   n,   x):   
    

      '''   
     Probability   Mass   Function   for   Hypergeometric   Distribution   
     :param   N:   population   size   
     :param   A:   total   number   of   desired   items   in   N   
     :param   n:   number   of   draws   made   from   N   
     :param   x:   number   of   desired   items   in   our   draw   of   n   items   
     :returns:   PMF   computed   at   x   
     '''   
     Achoosex   =   comb(A,x)   
     NAchoosenx   =   comb(N-A,   n-x)   
     Nchoosen   =   comb(N,n)   

    
      return    (Achoosex)*NAchoosenx/Nchoosen   
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import    numpy    as    np   
import    matplotlib.pyplot    as    plt   
import    seaborn    as    sns   
  

def     bootstrap (sample_list):   
      #   perform   bootstrapping   from   sample   list   
     boot_means   =   []   
      for    _    in    range( 100000 ):   
         bootsample   =   np.random.choice(sample_list,   
size=len(sample_list),   replace= True )   
         boot_means.append(bootsample.mean())   
     print( "Bootstrapped   Mean   genes   =   {},   95%   CI   =   
{}" .format(np.mean(boot_means),   np.percentile(boot_means,   
[ 2.5 ,    97.5 ])))   
      return    boot_means   
  

#   plot   histogram   
sns.set(rc={ 'figure.figsize' :( 18 , 12 )})   
sns.set_style( "whitegrid" )   
sns.distplot(bootstrap(cld123_gene),   color= '#0173b2' ,   label=   
"SAR11   Clades   I,II,III" )   
sns.distplot(bootstrap(cld45_gene),   color= '#882D72' ,   
label= "SAR11   Clades   IV,   V" )   
plt.xlabel( "Number   of   genes   in   HVR2" )   
plt.ylabel( "Frequency" )   
plt.xlim( 10 ,    70 )   
plt.legend()   
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5.3   Results   

5.3.1  Coverage  of  SAR11  reference  genomes  against         
metagenomic   datasets   

Mapping  of  15  complete  SAR11  genomes  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset               

revealed  multiple  candidate  sites  for  HVRs,  defined  as  regions  over  10k  base              

pairs  and  greater  than  a  ten-fold  coverage  as  a  low  level  of  read  recruitment                

was  still  observed  in  some  areas  of  HVRs  ( Fig  5.1 ).  Areas  of  shallow  or  no                 

mapping  are  highlighted  as  potential  HVR  regions  ( Fig  5.2 ).  Multiple  HVR             

regions   were   identified   in   SAR11   genomes.     

  
Figure   5.1  Coverage  plot  of  HVRs  identified  in  SAR11  HTCC1062.  Proportions             

of  the  genome  with  identical  genetic  material  present  within  metagenomic            

samples  are  represented  with  higher  coverage  in  blue.  HVRs,  regions  where             

genetic  material  is  explicitly  different  from  any  metagenomic  data,  are  identified             

as   low   coverage   regions   and   highlighted.     
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https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/GXZ1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TDz_bL36HVknWIBdD3X88Jex5cNHEkmHuIue8-44-8I/edit#figur_HVRHTCC1062
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Figure  5.2   Coverage  plot  of  HVR2  in  AG-333-C14  a  member  of  SAR11  clade  IV                

mapped  against  metagenomic  data  from  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Yellow              

indicates  the  5S,  red  23S  and  green  16S  rRNA  coding  regions.  A  “stepped”               

coverage   is   observed   from   the   5S   rRNA   region.     

5.3.2   Pangenomics   of   SAR11    spp.     
HVRs,  by  their  nature,  are  different  from  any  other  genetic  material  with  the               

same  taxa   (Langille,  Hsiao,  and  Brinkman  2010;  Johnson  and  Grossman  2015) .             

Therefore  to  deduce  if  all  SAR11  have  the  same  HVR  located  in  the  same                

location  on  their  genome  or  whether  they  perform  the  same  function,  an              

analysis  of  these  regions  is  needed.  This  is  because  HVRs  can  arise  from  other                

genetic  events  such  as  artefacts  of  deactivated  prophages  through  horizontal            

gene  transfer  events   (Lindell  et  al.  2004;  Sullivan  et  al.  2005) .  Organisms  are               

likely  to  locate  their  HVRs  with  the  same  flanking  genes  to  allow  for               

recombination  events  between  HVRs   (Juhas  et  al.  2009;  Johnson  and            

Grossman  2015) .  These  flanking  genes  act  as  “anchors”,  acting  as  areas  of              

homology  where  other  HVRs  can  bind  to  allowing  the  HVR  region  to  recombine.               

The  location  of  each  HVR  was  first  analysed  with  flanking  genes  -  genes               

immediately  upstream  and  downstream  of  HVRs,  through  a  pangenomic           

analysis.  A  pangenomic  analysis  would  identify  identical  genes  between           

different  genomes,  establishing  a  “core”  genome  of  a  group  of  organisms.             
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https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/GXZ1
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/AUPmd+pDTgF
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/A2QVH+FekKd
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/9eZ4F+pDTgF
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/9eZ4F+pDTgF
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Should  organisms  have  the  same  HVR,  they  may  have  the  same  flanking  genes               

around   this   HVR.   

  

Pangenomic  analysis  of  three  representatives  of  each  clade  of  SAR11,  totalling             

28   tested   genomes   confirmed   HVRs   within   all   clades   I-III   of   SAR11.     

  
Figure   5.3  Pangenome  of  three  representatives  of  each  SAR11  clade.  Ia  (red),              

Ib  (orange),  Ic  (yellow),  IIa  (Navy),  IIb  (steel  blue),  IIc  (light  blue),  IIIa  (dark                

green),  IIIb  (light  green).  Bin  1  represents  flanking  genes  identified  around  a              

HVR   in   SAR11   spp.   HTCC1062.     

5.3.3   Extraction   and   analysis   of   HVR2   flanking   genes     
HVRs  and  flanking  genes  extracted  from  anvi’o  were  analysed  for  their  genomic              

content.  Only  flanking  genes  around  HVR2  were  found  to  be  identical  in  tested               

SAR11  spp.  HVR2  is  contained  between  the  23S  to  5S  region  within  SAR11               

clades  I-III  ( Fig  5.4-5.5 ),  corroborating  findings  from   (Grote  et  al.  2012) across             

75  genomes.  HVR2  was  located  in  a  different  location  (after  the  5S  rRNA)  in                

clade  IV-V  and  therefore  included  in  a  separate  downstream  analysis.  Analysis             

of  flanking  genes  around  HVR2  was  performed  to  find  if  more  than  one  gene,                

rRNA  or  tRNA  was  consistently  outside  of  HVR2,  looking  for  conserved  genes              

present   when   comparing   Clades   I-III   against   IV-IV   ( Fig   5.4-5.5 ).     
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TDz_bL36HVknWIBdD3X88Jex5cNHEkmHuIue8-44-8I/edit#figur_pangenomicssar11clades
https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/Ojdtn
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Figure  5.4   Start  location  of  HVR2  located  between  the  23S  and  5S  rRNA               

coding  regions  with  various  SAR11  clade  I-III  organisms  used  as  a  reference.              

(Top  row:  HIMB114  Clade  IIIb,  second  row:  HTCC1062  Clade  Ia.1,  third  row:              

HTCC7211   Clade   la.3,   Bottom   row   RS40   Clade   Ib).     

  

  

Figure   5.5  End  location  of  HVR2  located  between  the  23S  and  5S  rRNA  coding                

regions   with   various   SAR11   clade   organisms   used   as   a   reference.     
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TDz_bL36HVknWIBdD3X88Jex5cNHEkmHuIue8-44-8I/edit#figur_HVRflankinggenesend
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5.3.4  HVR  analysis  and  Hypergeometric  distribution        
test   of   enrichment   of   COG   categories   

SAR11  HVR2  was  confirmed  to  exist  between  the  23S  and  5S  rRNA  region  in                

all  complete  publically  available  SAR11  in  clade  I-III.  75  SAGs  were  confirmed              

to  have  this  HVR2  region  on  the  same  contig  in  SAR11  clades  I-III,  and  their                 

length  and  genes  were  analysed  ( Fig  5.8 ).  However,  in  SAR11  clades  IV-V,              

HVR2  was  located  outside  of  the  23S-5S  rRNA  and  analysed  separately  to              

assess  if  their  content  had  any  variation.  Only  11  genomes  were  identified  with               

HVR2  on  the  same  contig  in  SAR11  clades  IV-V  ( Fig  5.8 ).  BLAST  analysis  of                

gene  functions  revealed  multiple  unknown  genes  and  proved  difficult  to  analyse             

due  to  large  numbers.  Instead,  Clusters  of  Orthologous  Groups  (COG)  category             

was  determined  and  a  hypergeometric  test  was  performed  to  look  for             

over-representation  of  COG  function  in  HVRs.  No  COG  category  was  shown  to              

have  significant  enrichment  of  COG  categories  with  the  exception  of  category  M              

for  cell  wall/membrane/envelope  biogenesis.  All  produced  p-values  under  0.05           

and   therefore   significant.   

  

Fig  5.6   Bootstrapped  histogram  (n=100,000)  of  the  number  of  genes  identified             

within   the   HVR2   region   in   SAR11   clades.   
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Fig  5.7   Bootstrapped  histogram  (n=100,000)  of  the  lengths  of  HVR2  in  base              

pairs   in   SAR11   clades.   

  

Fig  5.8   Figurative   diagram  of  the  location  of  HVR2  within  SAR11  clades  with               

median   and   mean   size   of   the   region.     
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Figure  5.9   COG  distribution  of  HVR  regions  against  host  genomes  in  SAR11              

Clades  I-III  (blue)  and  IV-V  (purple).  Expected  1:1  ratio  of  the  distribution  of               

COG  genes  in  HVR  versus  WGS  is  shown  as  a  black  line  where  y=x.                

Hypergeometric  distribution  test  shows  significant  enrichment  in  COG  M  within            

HVR2   in   all   clades,   p   <   0.05.   

  

  

5.3.5   The   RecF   Pathway   

In  order  for  bacteria  to  undergo  homologous  recombination,  several  genes  are             

required.  This  is  normally  performed  by  the  RecBCD  pathway  (not  present  in              

SAR11)  or  the  alternative  and  less  frequent  RecF  pathway   (Hiom  2009) .  The              

RecF  pathway  comprises  of  seven  proteins  (RecF,  RecO,  RecR,  RecA,  RecJ,             

RecQ  and  the  single-strand-binding  protein  SSB)  of  which  critical  for  joint             

molecule  formation  include  RecO,  RecR,  RecA  and  RecJ   (Handa  et  al.  2009) .              

RecJ  an  endonuclease,  cleaves  ssDNA  with  RecQ,  a  helicase  assisting   (Lovett             

and  Sutera  1995;  Harmon,  Brockman,  and  Kowalczykowski  2003) .  SSBs  coat            

ssDNA  preventing  self-complementation   (Kowalczykowski  et  al.  1987)  and  are           

displaced  by  the  RecOR  complex  along  with  RecF   (Inoue  et  al.  2008) .  The               

RecOR  complex  is  required  for  loading  of  the  RecA  that  performs  recombination              
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https://paperpile.com/c/iGJjuu/xfflk
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and  strand  invasion   (Stasiak,  DiCapua,  and  Koller  1983;  Umezu,  Chi,  and             

Kolodner  1993) .  RecF  pathway  genes  are  all  found  in  reference  SAR11  from              

Table  5.1  (which  all  contain  RecJ,  RecG,  RecO,  RecR,  RecA  and  SSB).              

Although  they  lack  RecQ,  RecG  encodes  for  a  helicase  and  is  proposed  to               

replace  RecQ’s  helicase  function   (Z.  Sun  et  al.  2015) .  Additionally,  SAR11  does              

not  have  a  RecF  but  is  not  critical  for  recombination  to  occur   (Sakai  and  Cox                 

2009) .  Therefore,  SAR11  encodes  the  RecF  family  of  genes  and  it  is  likely  that                

it   undergoes   homologous   recombination   in   some   capacity,   perhaps   at   HVRs.     
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5.3   Discussion   

5.3.1  The  impact  of  HVR2  on  viral  ecology  and  SAR11            
phylogeny   

HVRs  have  been  previously  identified  in  SAR11  spp.   (Grote  et  al.  2012;  L.  J.                

Wilhelm  et  al.  2007)  but  their  distribution  or  depth  across  the  breadth  of  the                

SAR11  phylogenetic  tree  nor  its  contents  have  not  been  previously  studied.  This              

study  shows  that  all  SAR11s  within  clades  I-III  have  HVR2  between  the  23S               

and  5S  rRNA  region,  and  SAR11  clades  IV-V  after  the  5S  region  ( Fig  5.8 ).  No                 

other  HVR  was  identified  between  all  SAR11  clades.  Although  there  may  be              

other  SAR11  HVRs,  no  common  flanking  genes,  rRNA  or  tRNA  coding  positions              

were  identified  that  would  encompass  these  regions.  HVR2  was  highly  variable             

in  length,  ranging  from  10k  to  almost  90k  base  pairs  and  exists  as  a  normal                 

distribution  of  lengths  centred  around  ~44k  base  pairs.  This  is  consistent  with              

findings  from   (Grote  et  al.  2012)  of  about  ~48k  base  pairs.  It  is  unclear  if   (Grote                  

et  al.  2012)  included  rRNA  coding  regions  in  their  analysis,  but  if  included  unlike                

in  this  study,  sizes  would  be  closely  consistent.  As  previously  stated  by   (Y.  Zhao                

et  al.  2013)  and  in  a  review  by   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni  2017) ,  HVR2  is                

statistically  enriched  in  cell  membrane  related  proteins  which  may  include            

proteins  related  to  Pelagiphage  recognition  and  subsequent  adsorption  to  the            

cell.  Here  I  show  supportive  evidence  of  this  statement  otherwise  briefly             

mentioned  in  previous  studies   (Grote  et  al.  2012;  L.  J.  Wilhelm  et  al.  2007) .                

Interestingly,  no  enrichment  for  genes  related  to  nutrient  uptake  was  found.  It              

would  be  imagined  a  nutrient  specialist  would  benefit  from  a  region  that              

undergoes  high  evolutionary  rates  containing  genes  related  to  resource           

acquisition.   Reasons   for   this   were   not   explored   further   within   this   study.     

  

An  alternative  theory  of  defensive  specialism  may  also  be  valid  here,  as  it  can                

clearly  be  seen  that  SAR11  does  have  a  defensive  mechanism  against  phage              

predation,  -  an  HVR  region.  However,   (S.  Giovannoni,  Temperton,  and  Zhao             

2013)  suggests  that  a  specialist  requires  a  majority  of  resources  dedicated             
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towards  a  single  purpose,  and  when  comparing  the  ~44  genes  within  this  HVR2               

region  compared  to  the  ~1100  other  genes  a  SAR11  organism  has,  it  would  be                

a  fair  assumption  that  if  resources  are  distributed  based  on  the  number  of               

genes,  SAR11  is  not  a  defensive  specialist.  SAR11  have  678  genes  unique              

within  clade  I-III,   (Grote  et  al.  2012)  with  ~44  being  a  minority  fraction.  Instead,                

the  HVR2  region  provides  enough  variation  to  escape  phage  predation  when             

challenged   with   limited   resources.     

  

There  is  some  debate  to  the  phylogenetic  placement  of  SAR11  clade  V  as  a                

true  member  of  the  SAR11  clade,  with  studies  indicating  it  is  not  a  true  member                 

(Viklund  et  al.  2013) ,  or  others  suggesting  its  membership  as  a  sister  clade               

(Thrash  et  al.  2011;  Ferla  et  al.  2013)  and  other  studies  omitting  clades  IV  and                 

V  entirely   (Kraemer  et  al.  2019;  Haro-Moreno  et  al.  2020) .  Within  this  study,  I                

show  support  that  SAR11  clades  IV  and  V  should  be  classified  differently  to               

Clades  I-III  due  to  the  different  location  of  HVR2.  Although  conserved  in              

function,  their  locations  differ  slightly  enabling  events  such  as  homologous            

recombination  impossible  as  they  would  lack  identical  flanking  genes  required            

to  anchor  such  mechanisms.  This  is  especially  noted  in  clade  IIIa,  which  are               

freshwater  SAR11  containing  HVR2  in  the  same  location  as  their  marine  clades              

I,  II,  IIIb.  Freshwater  SAR11’s  inhibit  an  entirely  different  environment,  yet             

combined  with  phylogenetic  evidence  in   Chapter  3  this  indicates  they  are  more              

closely  related  to  clades  I-III  compared  to  other  marine  SAR11s  clade  IV  and  V.                

However,  it  should  be  noted  that  with  a  conserved  function  and  almost  identical               

location,  I  suggest  that  the  HVR2  mechanisms  of  recombination  come  from  a              

common  ancestor  and  therefore  SAR11  clades  I-III  and  IV-V  should  still  be              

closely   related.     

  

Additional  differences  include  the  size  of  SAR11  Clade  IV  and  V’s  HVR2,  of               

roughly  ~38k  base  pairs  compared  to  Clade  I-III’s  of  ~44k  may  suggest  a               

smaller  size,  but  with  their  HVR2  regions  showing  an  overlapping  distribution  on              

bootstrapped  histogram  plots  ( Fig  5.6-5.7 ),  I  suggest  this  is  a  product  of  small               

sample  size  (n=11).  Based  on  this,  I  would  still  suggest  they  contain  a  similar                

size  and  distribution  as  HVR2  from  SAR11  Clade  I-III.  The  lack  of  conserved               
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flanking  genes  around  HVR2  may  be  an  example  of  a  speciation  event,              

providing  evidence  that  SAR11  clade  I-III  and  IV-V  should  be  classified  as              

taxonomically  different.  Lastly,  a  flanking  gene  could  not  be  found  to  establish              

the  end  of  the  genomic  cassette  of  HVR2  in  SAR11  clade  IV-V  and  instead               

metagenomic  mapping  data  were  required  to  establish  this  location  ( Fig  5.2 ).             

This  may  lend  evidence  that  HVR2  does  not  undergo  recombination  as  its  main               

form   of   genetic   diversity   and   is   explored   later   on.    

  

Overall,  these  points  support  the  King-of-the-Mountain  hypothesis  that  SAR11  is            

able  to  exchange  advantageous  genes  in  HVR2  by  recombination  events  with             

other  SAR11,  conferring  resistance  to  phage  infection  and  allowing  it  to  retain              

its  ubiquity  in  the  presence  of  abundant  Pelagiphages.  The  transferred  genes            

would  undergo  high  levels  of  recombination  in  other  SAR11s,  an  example  of              

positive  density-dependent  selection  and  allow  for  parallel  evolution  of           

additional  advantageous  genes.  This  allows  the  SAR11  population  to           

collectively  “out  evolve”  its  predatory  phages  by  recombining  genes  that  encode             

for  cell  receptors  that  result  in  phage  evasion.  This  mechanism  is  conserved  in               

all  SAR11  clades  and  may  be  one  of  the  defensive  mechanisms  that  allow               

SAR11  to  retain  its  ubiquity  with  minimal  resource  cost.  This  allows  it  to               

dedicate  a  majority  of  its  resources  to  nutrient  acquisition,  consistent  with             

previous  findings   (Sowell  et  al.  2009;  Malmstrom  et  al.  2005) .  SAR11  is  not  the                

only  species  with  HVRs,  as  these  are  present  in   Prochlorococcus  as  genomic              

islands   (Avrani  et  al.  2011) .  Further  studies  into  these  regions  may  help  to               

inform  the  exact  mechanistic  process  of  host-phage  defence  and  the  genetic             

arms  race  between  host  and  phage,  encapsulated  by  the  Red  Queen             

Hypothesis.   

5.3.2   Methods   of   Genetic   variation   in   HVR2   

There  are  three  main  mechanisms  of  horizontal  gene  transfer:  transformation,            

the  uptake  of  DNA  from  the  environment;  transduction,  DNA  transfer  via             

bacteriophages;  and  conjugation,  the  transfer  of  DNA  by  mobile  genetic            

elements   (Thomas  and  Nielsen  2005) .  SAR11  is  an  extremely  streamlined  cell             

without  plasmids  or  any  known  transposable  elements   (Stephen  J.  Giovannoni            
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2017) ,  reducing  the  likelihood  DNA  is  transferred  through  conjugation,  although            

still  possible  with  a  type  IV  pilus   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013;  X.  Zhao,  Schwartz,  and                  

Pierson  2017)  and  the  RecF  pathway  required  in  homologous  recombination.            

Transduction  is  unlikely  to  be  the  main  mechanism  of  DNA  transfer  as              

resistance  to  viral  predation  is  unlikely  to  be  propagated  by  viruses  themselves,              

although  perhaps  as  a  strategy  to  prevent  additional  infections  in  an  infected              

host   (Bondy-Denomy  et  al.  2016) .  Therefore  horizontal  gene  transfer  by            

transformation  seems  the  most  probable,  with  the  intake  of  genetic  material  by              

SAR11’s  type  IV  pilus  system.  DNA  fragments  from  previously  lysed  SAR11             

may  be  recycled  in  this  way.  Homologous  recombination  acts  as  a  mechanism              

in  which  this  can  occur,  exchanging  genetic  material  from  the  donor  strand  to               

the  host.  This  requires  surrounding  areas  of  homology  between  DNA  fragments             

to  facilitate  the  exchange  of  non-homologous  genetic  material.  HVR2  is  flanked             

by  both  the  23S  and  5S  rRNA  coding  regions  to  allow  for  possible               

recombination  events.  However,  unless  used  as  a  method  of  repair  where  donor              

strands  are  used  as  templates  to  repair  gaps  and  loss  of  genetic  material,               

recombination  events  are  a  one  to  one  exchange.  It  is  unlikely  that  free               

environmental  DNA  would  be  an  advantage  to  exchange  for  due  to  the              

likelihood  they  came  from  conspecifics  that  have  not  escaped  predation.  Nor             

would  conjugation  events  be  beneficial  for  the  host,  should  they  encode  for              

genes  able  to  escape  viral  predation  and  exchanging  them  with  another            

conspecific  which  may  not  encode  the  beneficial  genes.  Instead,  recombination            

events  would  need  to  include  a  method  of  partial  recombination,  where  this              

partial   change   is   enough   to   create   variation   and   therefore   viral   evasion.     

  

Natural  transformation  of  chromosomal  DNA  fragments  of  large  sizes  can  occur             

at  high  frequencies  if  two  flanking  regions  of  high  similarity  are  present   (Nielsen,               

Bones,  and  Van  Elsas  1997) .  This  can  also  lead  to  the  addition  of  DNA                

sequences  within  the  host  where  recombination  and  strand  exchange  results  in             

substitutions  and  integrations  of  DNA  sequences.  This  process  is  named            

homology-facilitated  illegitimate  recombination   (Meier  and  Wackernagel  2003;         

de  Vries,  Herzfeld,  and  Wackernagel  2004)  where  integrations  of  over  1000             

base  pair  DNA  fragments  into  the  host’s  genome  have  been  observed   (de  Vries               
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and  Wackernagel  2002;  Prudhomme,  Libante,  and  Claverys  2002) .  Therefore  I            

think  it  is  more  likely  that  SAR11  undergoes  nonhomologous  recombination  with             

the  insertion  and  deletion  of  genetic  material.  This  is  further  supported  in  this               

work  with  the  highly  variable  length  of  HVR2.  However,  genetic  recombination  is              

a  complicated  mechanism  with  transduction  events  usually  in  response  to            

specific  environmental  signals  and  requiring  up  to  50  different  proteins   (Thomas             

and  Nielsen  2005) .  This  is  further  exacerbated  in  requiring  its  host’s  ability  to               

take  up  extracellular  DNA,  exhibited  by  about  1%  of  bacterial  species   (Jonas  et               

al.  2001) .  SAR11  is  highly  abundant  in  nutrient-poor  environments  and  with  its             

highly  streamline  genome,  suggest  resources  are  spent  predominantly  on           

resource  acquisition.  It  would  be  unlikely  that  such  a  ubiquitous  process  was  not               

highlighted   in   metaproteomic   studies    (Sowell   et   al.   2009) .     

  

An  additional  mechanism  of  achieving  variation  within  HVR2  is  increasing            

mutation  rates  within  such  regions.  This  allows  for  daughter  cells  to  have              

variations  in  their  HVR  compared  to  their  mother  cell  and  possibly  create             

immunity.  This  could  be  an  area  where  DNA  polymerase  makes  more  mistakes              

than  normal  when  making  copies  of  the  (mother)  template  strand  during             

replication.  There  are  several  points  of  evidence  that  may  suggest  SAR11             

exhibit  this  mechanism.  When  sequencing  DNA  from  a  SAR11  culture,            

coverage  of  HVR2  is  extremely  low  indicating  that  DNA  sequences  in  this  area               

are  highly  variable  and  provide  no  consensus.  This  can  be  seen  in  strain  NP1                

Extended  Data   Fig.  1   (Morris  et  al.  2020)  where  HVR2  is  located  between               

~600,000  and  ~640,000.  This  area  contains  a  drop  in  coverage  depth  of  ~50%               

and  elsewhere  else  remains  roughly  consistent  throughout  the  rest  of  the             

genome.  This  could  be  evidence  of  recombination  of  conspecifics  within  an             

axenic  culture,  but  if  generations  are  derived  from  the  same  mother  cell,  there               

would  arguably  be  little  to  no  genetic  variation  in  daughter  cells.  This  suggests               

when  sequencing  an  axenic  culture,  recombination  events  would  allow           

recombination  of  the  same  genetic  material  providing  no  overall  net  change.             

Here  I  suggest  that  the  HVR2  region  undergoes  a  higher  rate  of  mutation  due  to                 

higher  rates  of  DNA  polymerase  mistakes,  allowing  daughter  cells  to  have  slight              
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changes  in  their  HVR2  region,  creating  this  area  of  low  coverage  in  an  axenic                

population   of   SAR11.     

  

Additional  evidence  is  the  “stepped”  coverage  within  HVR2  ( Fig  5.2 ),  starting             

from  the  23S  rRNA  (or  5S  in  Clade  IV-V).  This  is  the  direction  transcription  is                 

performed  and  gradual  losses  in  sequence  coverage  are  observed  the  further             

the  distance  from  the  23S  rRNA  region.  This  “jarring”  loss  of  coverage  could  be                

the  result  of  point  mutations  occurring  within  the  HVR2  region,  losing  homology              

with  other  HVR2  regions.  This  would  suggest  that  gradually  enough  point             

mutations  lead  to  a  distinctive  HVR2  region,  but  require  several  of  these  point               

mutations  to  occur.  This  would  result  in  coverage  data  to  appear  as  “steps”.  If                

recombination  of  entire  genes  were  to  occur,  there  would  be  a  sudden  loss  of                

coverage  with  no  steps,  only  seen  at  the  start  and  end  of  HVR2  and  not                 

throughout.   

  

It  would  be  interesting  to  test  these  hypotheses  through  evolution  studies             

achieved  with  long-read  sequencing  studies  of  the  SAR11  genome.  SAR11            

grown  over  time  could  be  periodically  harvested  and  the  HVR2  region             

sequenced  to  determine  as  a  population  whether  or  not  large  amounts  of  DNA               

are  transferred  and/or  small  point  mutations  observed.  Should  SAR11           

recombine  their  HVR2  regions,  this  would  indicate  that  SAR11  requires  large             

populations  in  order  to  create  viral  immunity,  or  that  given  enough  time  any               

SAR11  will  create  its  own  immunity  through  point  mutations,  assuming  HVR2             

undergoes  variations  faster  than  Pelagiphage  evolution.  This  would  explain  how            

SAR11  initially  gains  its  ubiquity  currently  explained  by  its  superior  nutrient             

acquisition  solely  outcompeting  viral  predation.  Another  interesting  observation          

would  be  how  SAR11  is  able  to  generate  changes  to  its  HVR2  region,  as  the                 

current  assumption  is  that  recombination  of  genetic  material  is  a  one  to  one               

exchange  where  there  would  be  no  net  benefit  to  the  individual  or  population.               

Sequencing  of  HVR2  would  reveal  how  these  regions  change  and  suggest  a              

recombination   method.   
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6 Project   Discussion   
Single-cell  Amplified  Genomes  (SAGs)  and  metagenomics  both  provide  valid           

ways  of  studying  marine  populations  without  the  need  to  culture  organisms             

however,  both  have  their  strengths  and  drawbacks.  It  becomes  clear  that  SAGs              

are  more  suited  for  describing  genetic  and  clade  wide  dynamics  but,  without              

metagenomics,  ecological  predictions  and  abundance  data  would  be          

impossible.  Metagenomics  allows  for  assessment  of  presence-absence  of          

individuals  but,  without  reference  genomes  like  SAG  data,  individual  clades            

would  be  difficult  to  determine  as  only  higher  taxonomic  levels  can  be              

consistently   discerned.     

  

It  appears  it  is  difficult  to  extract  high-quality  SAR11  genomes  from  marine              

metagenomic  data  ( Chapter  2 ,   (Tully,  Graham,  and  Heidelberg  2018) .  This  is             

suspected  to  be  due  to  a  mixture  of  reasons,  mainly  short  reads  being  unable  to                 

assemble  into  long  contiguous  regions  due  to  shallow  sequencing  depth  of             

samples  ( Fig  2.2 ).  Within  this  study,  it  would  appear  that  marine  samples  are               

very  closely  related,  likely  due  to  their  high  microdiversity  ( Fig  2.12,  2.14,  2.16 )               

and  therefore  separating  out  closely  related  reads  or  contigs  from  SAR11             

genetic  material  is  challenging  ( Fig  2.19,  2.20,  Table  2.2 ).  Therefore,            

metagenomic  experiments  could  be  repeated  using  long-read  technology  where           

the  goal  is  to  obtain  longer  reads  and  therefore  longer  contiguous  regions  over               

higher  coverage.  Longer  reads  would  provide  more  unique  sequences  allowing            

for  more  distinctive   k -mer  frequencies  and  coverage  depths.  This  should  lead  to              

the  extraction  of  a  few  high-quality  MAGs  over  large  numbers  of  low  quality  and                

undetermined  marine  microorganism  genomes.  This  has  been  shown          

successful  in  wastewater  treatment  plant  metagenomes  recovering  1045  high           

quality  MAGs  with  37  as  circularised  and  complete   (Singleton  et  al.  2020) .  This               

would  be  advantageous  as  genomes  of  low  completion  or  of  unknown             

taxonomy  are  challenging  to  translate  into  meaningful  biological  data.           

Increasing  SAR11  MAG  recovery  rates  would  also  benefit  from  larger            

databases  to  allow  for  assembly  by  reference  mapping,  shown  to  work  well  in               
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low  diversity  microbiome  projects   (Sharon  et  al.  2013) .  Although  SAR11  MAG             

recovery  was  unsuccessful  with  metagenomes  provided  within  this  study  ( Table            

2.3,  2.4,  2.5 ),  they  still  provide  valuable  species  presence-absence  data  and             

can  contribute  to  our  understanding  of  marine  microorganisms  ecological  niches            

and   population   dynamics.     

  

SAG  technology  allowed  for  the  extraction  of  451  SAR11  genomes  ( Chapter  3 )              

of  varying  quality  ( Table  3.2 ).  Although  some  additional  bioinformatics  methods            

to  pool  together  reads  from  similar  strains   (Kogawa  et  al.  2018)  could  be               

explored  in  order  to  improve  the  completeness  of  these  SAGs,  it  was  decided               

that  the  loss  of  strain-level  variations  outweighed  any  additional  genome            

completeness.  Assembly  of  SAR11  genomes  and  subsequent  phylogenetics  led           

to  the  discovery  of  two  new  uncharacterised  clades  of  SAR11  bacteria,  Id  and  Ie                

( Fig  3.1,  3.2,  7.1 ).  The  usage  of  Average  Nucleotide  Identity  supported             

branching  structure  within  phylogenetic  trees,  and  the  characterisation  of  new            

clades  ( Fig  3.4,  3.5 ).  Mapping  of  these  SAR11  clades  to  marine  metagenomic              

data  led  to  the  discovery  of  each  clade  inhabiting  different  ecological  niches              

( Fig  3.9 ).  Clade  Id  and  Ie’s  presence  in  the  bathypelagic  and  abyssopelagic              

respectively  ( Fig  3.8 )  extend  our  current  knowledge  of  SAR11  clades  that             

inhabit  these  deep-sea  regions.  This  confirmed  that  the  discovery  of  new             

SAR11  clades  was  consistent  with  new  ecotypes  but  also  highlights  the             

migratory  nature  of  SAR11  conspecifics,  driven  by  ocean  currents  ( Fig            

7.2-7.15 ).  Comparative  population  genomics  should  also  be  pursued  within  this            

dataset,  assessing  how  different  SAR11  species  at  different  depths  and            

geographical  locations  differ  in  their  gene  content.  This  would  help  to  expand              

our  understanding  of  the  core  SAR11  genome,  but  also  unique  genes  required              

in  each  ecological  niche.  This  was  not  pursued  within  this  study  due  to  time                

constraints.  These  assessments  of  the  SAR11  genome  would  help  to  inform             

streamlining  theories  in  the  minimum  required  genes  needed  for  survival  and             

replication    (Stephen   J.   Giovannoni,   Cameron   Thrash,   and   Temperton   2014) .   

  

Analysis  of  SAR11  SAG  genomes  with  viral  signature  determining  algorithms            

( Chapter  4 )  led  to  the  identification  of  21  novel  phage  genomes.  All  21  phage                
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genomes  shared  gene  homology  with  at  least  one  existing  pelagiphage  from  the              

(Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013)  study  in  vContact2  ( Fig  4.2 ).  Gene  annotation  of  phages                

revealed  a  host  of  novel  genes  of  unknown  function  highlighting  the  need  for               

improved  databases  to  ascertain  protein  functions  ( Fig  4.1 ).  Phages  were  also             

mapped  to  metagenomic  data  and  compared  to  host  abundance  and  ecological             

niche.  Generally,  phage  and  host  mapping  were  closely  related  ( Fig  7.16-7.21 ),             

indicating  narrow  phage  specificity  however,  three  phages  isolated  from  clade  Ib             

were  shown  to  inhabit  different  areas  of  the  ocean  ( Fig  4.3,  4.4 ).  This  provided                

some  evidence  that  some  SAR11  phages  may  have  a  broader  specificity,             

allowing  infection  of  other  clades.  However,  this  could  also  be  the  result  of               

infection  of  SAR11  from  clade  Ib  outside  of  their  normal  habitat  range  due  to                

ocean  currents.  Wet  lab  cross  infectivity  tests  of  other  SAR11  clades  with  the               

same   phage   would   be   more   conclusive   to   determine   Pelagiphage   specificity.   

  

When  comparing  SAR11  infection  rates  with  other  marine  microorganisms  by            

viruses,  SAR11  undergoes  a  three-fold  reduction  in  Pelagiphage  infections  ( Fig            

4.5 ).  Two  of  the  most  popular  viral  signature  determining  algorithms  were             

compared  to  ensure  results  were  not  false  positives  and  a  combined  approach              

was  implemented  to  ensure  this.  Overall,  rates  of  lysogeny  in  SAR11  conflicted              

with  the  Piggyback-the-Winner  ecological  theory,  suggesting  that  SAR11  have  a            

different  mechanism  to  escape  viral  predation.  A  hypervariable  region  (HVR)            

was  suggested  as  the  mechanism  that  SAR11  possesses  to  enable  viral             

evasion  as  a  population   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013;  S.  Giovannoni,  Temperton,  and               

Zhao  2013) .  Exchange  and  recombination  of  this  region  with  other  conspecifics             

would  allow  variation  to  be  achieved  in  surface  relation  proteins,  critical  in  viral               

adsorption  into  the  host.  Therefore,  assessment  of  the  presence  of  HVRs  on  all               

SAR11   species   was   required   to   confirm   this.   

  

Mapping  of  SAR11  clades  to  metagenomic  data  led  to  the  confirmation  that  all               

SAR11  clades  have  HVRs  ( Chapter  5 ).  However,  the  variation  of  genetic             

content  in  SAR11  HVRs  made  it  difficult  to  determine  if  HVR  regions  within  one                

conspecific  are  associated  with  another.  Flanking  genes  were  used  as  a  method              

of  determining  similar  HVRs:  genes  observed  on  the  outskirts  of  HVR  regions              
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are  assumed  to  be  the  same  in  all  SAR11  species  in  order  to  allow  homologous                 

recombination.  Flanking  genes  would  also  be  critical  in  recombination  events  to             

allow  for  the  exchange  of  non-homologous  genetic  material.  Pangenomic           

analysis  of  SAR11  species  allowed  for  grouping  of  similar  proteins  in  all  SAR11               

genomes,  allowing  for  confirmation  that  SAR11  flanking  genes  around  any            

HVR  were  the  same  in  all  SAR11  species  ( Fig  5.3,  5.4,  5.5 ).  It  was  determined                 

that  SAR11  flanking  genes  around  HVR2  were  consistent  in  SAR11  clades  I-III,              

but  not  IV  and  V.  HVR2  was  determined  to  exist  between  the  23S  and  5S  rRNA                  

coding  region  in  SAR11  clades  I-III  and  after  the  5S  rRNA  coding  region  in                

SAR11  clades  IV-V  ( Fig  5.8 ).  This  supports  previous  findings  that  SAR11  clades              

I-III  are  genetically  different  from  clades  IV-V   (Haro-Moreno  et  al.  2020;  Viklund              

et  al.  2013) .  Without  flanking  genes,  recombination  events  have  no  genetic             

binding  regions  to  exchange  genes  and  therefore  it  would  be  unlikely  that              

members  of  clades  I-III  and  IV-V  undergo  recombination  events.  This  likely  a              

product  of  a  speciation  event.  Genomic  analysis  of  HVR2  confirmed  significant             

enrichment  of  COG  category  M-related  genes  related  to  cell           

wall/membrane/envelope  biogenesis  in  comparison  to  the  whole  genome  ( Fig           

5.9 ).  This  has  been  hypothesised  to  be  related  to  phage  defence,  where              

variations  in  the  cell  wall  of  SAR11  species  allow  for  improved  phage  defence               

by  its  alteration  of  the  cell  wall  structure   (Y.  Zhao  et  al.  2013) .  This  may  prevent                  

phage  binding  or  detection  of  SAR11  cell  wall  receptors,  consistent  with  the              

King-of-the-Mountain  hypothesis   (S.  Giovannoni,  Temperton,  and  Zhao  2013) .          

SAR11  is  able  to  retain  its  ubiquitous  nature  in  the  presence  of  highly  abundant                

phages  due  to  its  ability  to  undergo  recombination  of  beneficial  genes  related  to               

phage  defence.  This  highlights  that  SAR11  probably  undergoes  positive  rather            

than   negative-density   dependant   selection.   

  

However,  I  highlight  that  recombination  events  are  one-to-one  exchanges  of            

genetic  material,  with  no  net  gain  within  a  population.  Without  new  variations,  it               

is  likely  that  phages  would  still  be  able  to  attach  and  infect  a  host  cell.                 

Therefore,  I  suggest  that  SAR11  HVR2  is  able  to  create  variation  due  to               

mistakes  made  in  DNA  replication.  I  offer  no  concrete  data  to  support  this               

mechanism,  instead  highlight  observations  of  HVR2  that  support  this  idea.  This             
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includes  the  “stepped”  like  nature  of  HVR2  observed  when  mapped  against             

metagenomic  datasets  ( Fig  5.2 )  and  the  reduction  of  coverage  HVR2  exhibits             

when  sequencing  axenic  cultures  of  SAR11   (Morris  et  al.  2020) .  This  would              

suggest  HVR2s  in  daughter  cells  are  slight  variations  compared  to  their  parental              

HVR2s  and  external-facing  cell  wall  receptors  are  altered  in  this  way.  It  is               

possible  that  both  mechanisms  of  recombination  and  DNA  replication  mistakes            

are  at  play  to  allow  for  the  increased  variation  in  HVR2  allowing  SAR11  to                

evade  viral  predation.  I  suggest  wet  lab  evolution  studies  on  axenic  cultures  to               

assess  mechanisms  of  HVR2  variation  to  provide  more  substantial  evidence  of             

HVR  evolution.  Due  to  HVR2’s  high  variation  between  individuals,  long-read            

sequencing  would  be  more  suitable.  Short-read  data  would  be  unlikely  to             

provide  long  contiguous  sequence  due  to  multiple  edges  created  when  trying  to              

assemble  data  with  small  variations,  needing  amplification  of  variable  regions            

for  contiguous  sequences   (Morris  et  al.  2020) .  A  unique  molecular  identifier             

(UMI)  approach  which  was  effective  in  a  study  by   (Karst  et  al.  2020)  may  also                 

be  effective  in  error  correcting  long  reads.  Should  evidence  be  shown  to  support               

current  theories,  this  would  highlight  a  novel  mechanism  for  viral  evasion  in  the               

most   ubiquitous   marine   microorganism.   

  

To  conclude,  this  project  has  been  an  assessment  of  obtaining  SAR11  and              

Pelagiphage  sequences  from  metagenomic  and  SAGs.  I  have  concluded  that            

current  bioinformatics  and  wet  lab  methods  are  unable  to  consistently  and             

reliably  create  SAR11  MAGs  of  high  completeness.  However,  metagenomic           

data  has  the  most  potential  to  produce  high  throughput  and  high-quality  MAGs             

from  any  environment.  It  is  also  critical  for  determining  spatio-temporal  data  for              

biological  organisms.  With  current  technologies,  SAGs  provide  the  most           

complete  and  usable  genomic  data  and  can  be  used  to  effectively  describe              

predator-prey  dynamics  where  I  highlight  several  observations  to  this  effect.            

Therefore,  current  studies  looking  to  obtain  genetic  information  should  pursue            

SAG  technology  in  the  short-term,  but  I  highlight  the  greater  potential  and  need               

for  metagenomic  data.  Overall,  research  efforts  should  pursue  improvements  in            

long-read  metagenomic  data  as  it  has  a  higher  potential  than  SAG  technology              

in  producing  meaningful  biological  data  on  a  large  scale.  Studies  into  SAR11              
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are  critical  to  provide  insight  into  the  global  biogeochemistry  of  labile  dissolved              

organic  carbon  and  provide  a  model  organism  to  elucidate  the  evolution  and              

function   of   streamlined   genomes.     
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7 Appendices   

7.1.1   Phylogenetic   Trees   

  

Figure   7.1  Whole-genome  sequence  phylogenetic  tree  of  SAR11  SAGs  with            

clade   colours   displayed.   Bold   colours   indicate   reference   sequences   
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7.1.2   SAR11   Clade   ecological   Mappings 

  

Figure  7.2  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  Ia.1  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  Ia.1  is  present  at  higher  and  lower  latitudes  of  40               

degrees  N  or  S  and  above.  It  is  generally  present  in  water  depths  of  200m  or                  

above   with   a   slow   decrease   of   abundance   below   200m   to   400m.     
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Figure  7.3  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  Ia.3  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Ia.3  is  present  between  100m  and  above  and  observed             

between  the  longitudes  of  45  -  100  degrees  east.  It  looks  to  be  more  generally                 

present  in  the  northern  hemisphere  over  the  southern  hemisphere.  There  is  a              

clear  seasonal  downwelling  between  the  period  of  February  to  May  and  a  slight               

increase  in  winter  months  between  November  and  December.  It  is  generally             

observed   to   be   coastal   with   a   reduction   in   abundance   towards   open   oceans.     
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Figure  7.4  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  Ib  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  Ib  is  generally  observed  in  latitudes  of  40  degrees  north               

to  40  degrees  south.  It  is  particularly  abundant  between  45  to  110  degrees  east                

and  between  0  -  100  m.  It  has  seasonal  downwelling  events  in  February  to  April                 

and  present  in  autumn  months  of  July  -  August  and  in  winter  months  from                

November   to   December.   It   is   not   present   in   open   oceans.     
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Figure  7.5  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  Ib.2  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  Ib.2  is  generally  observed  in  latitudes  of  40  degrees              

north  to  40  degrees  south.  It  is  particularly  abundant  between  45  to  110  degrees                

east  and  between  0  -  100  m.  It  has  seasonal  downwelling  events  in  February  to                 

April  and  present  in  autumn  months  of  July  -  August  and  in  winter  months  from                 

November   to   December.   It   is   not   present   in   open   oceans.   
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Figure  7.6  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  Ic  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  Ic  is  present  from  200m  to  about  4000m  meters  in               

depth  and  observed  throughout  all  marine  habitats.  There  is  a  noticeable             

absence   in   BATS   upwelling   events   between   February   and   April.     
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Figure  7.7  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  Id  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  Id  is  present  from  100m  to  1000m  throughout  the              

ocean.  At  BATS  it  is  noticeably  more  abundant  in  spring  conditions  in  surface               

waters  above  100m  but  decreases  in  abundance  and  stratifies  to  lower  depths              

after   April.   This   cycle   repeats   from   February   to   April.     
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Figure  7.8  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  Ie  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  Ie  is  observed  from  100m  and  below  until  about              

4000m.  It  is  noticeably  absent  from  February  to  April  at  lower  depths.  It  is                

observed   throughout   the   ocean.     
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Figure  7.9  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  IIa.A  reference  and  SAGs  established             

from  WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is               

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  IIa.A  is  present  at  depths  below  200m  until  4000m.              

Loss   during   February   and   April   period.   Present   throughout   the   Ocean.     
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Figure  7.10  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  IIa.B  reference  and  SAGs  established             

from  WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is               

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  IIa.B  present  throughout  the  ocean  at  200m  and  above.              

Not  affected  by  upwelling  events  from  Feb  to  April.  High  in  abundance  from  Nov                

to   Jan   period   at   150m   to   400m+   depths   at   BATS.     
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Figure  7.11  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  IIb  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  IIb  is  present  at  200m  and  below  throughout  the  ocean.               

More  abundant  in  winter  months  from  Nov  to  Jan  with  a  loss  at  upwelling                

events.   
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Figure  7.12  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  IIIa  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  IIIa  generally  present  in  surface  water  above  100m  and              

more   abundance   in   the   open   ocean.     
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Figure  7.13  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  IIIb  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  IIIb  is  characterised  as  freshwater  and  is  not  present  in               

marine   samples.   
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Figure  7.14  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  IV  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical  location.  Clade  IV  more  present  in  open  oceans  generally  above  100m              

in   depth.     
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Figure  7.15  Mapping  of  SAR11  Clade  V  reference  and  SAGs  established  from              

WGS  phylogenetic  tree  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is              

measured  as  percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its            

physical   location.     Clade   V   generally   present   above   200m.   
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7.1.3   Phage   and   Host   ecological   mapping   

  

Figure  7.16  Mapping  of  SAR11  viral  signatures  produced  from  SAG  data  and              

host  clade  Ia.1  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is  measured  as                

percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its  physical           

location.     
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Figure  7.17  Mapping  of  SAR11  viral  signatures  produced  from  SAG  data  and              

host  clade  Ia.3  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is  measured  as                

percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its  physical           

location.   
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Figure  7.18  Mapping  of  SAR11  viral  signatures  produced  from  SAG  data  and              

host  clade  Ib  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is  measured  as                

percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its  physical           

location.     
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Figure  7.19  Mapping  of  SAR11  viral  signatures  produced  from  SAG  data  and              

host  clade  Ic  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is  measured  as                

percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its  physical           

location.     
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Figure  7.20  Mapping  of  SAR11  viral  signatures  produced  from  SAG  data  and              

host  clade  Ie  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is  measured  as                

percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its  physical           

location.     
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Figure  7.21  Mapping  of  SAR11  viral  signatures  produced  from  SAG  data  and              

host  clade  IIa.A  against  the   (Biller  et  al.  2018)  dataset.  Mapping  is  measured  as                

percentage  genome  coverage  against  each  metagenome  and  its  physical           

location.     
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